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PREMIRR RADIO 
MORRIS AND CO. 

MIDGET RADIO KITS. A complete set of parts including 
drilled chassis valves, loudspeaker. Nothing else tp trop 
except cabinet.. Pour -valve T.R.F., medium and long wave, 
A.C./D.C. 200-250 v. Variable tone control, attractive 
airplane slow-motion drive. Price, including tax, £6 17e. Oil. 
A suitable Cwabbuot can be supplied at 25/-. 
SIGNAL GENERATORS. B.P.L. 1346 model, £21. Send for 
descriptive leaflet. 
A.C./D.C. AMPLIFIERS. 5 watts output, high gain, threestase, 
teed bank, £8 8r. Od. 
MAINS TRANSFORMERS, 300+300 v 60 m/a., three 4 v. 
2-:3 a. windings. 25/-; 350+350100 m/a. 5 v. 2 e., 6.1 v. 
2-3 a., 29/-; 350 }350 100 raja., three 4 v. 2-3 a. windingº, 

330+350 150 mie., 4 v. 2-3 a., 4 e. 3.6 a., 4 v. 1-0 a., 
4 v. 1-2 a. windings, 89/-; 355+350 150 m/a., a v. 
6.3 v. 2 a., 0.3 v. d a., 36/- ; 500+500 250 m/a., 5 v. 3 a. 
6.3 v. 2 a., 6.3 v. 4 a., 85i-; 425+425 200 we/a.. 4 v. 24 
a., 4 v. 0-3 a., 4 v. 3.6 a.. 471-; 350+350 150 ma., 4 v. 
1-2 a., 4 v. 2-3 a., 4 v. 3-4 a., 38/-; 500+300 150 Ma., four 
4 v., 2.3 a., L.T. windings, 47(-. 
CHASSIS. 10 x8-v211n., 7/-; 12x0, 7/9; 16x 61e 8/6; 
20 x 8in., 10/6 ; 22 x 10, 13/6. 
MOVING COIL SPEAKERS. Role liº., 21/6; 611e., 22/8: 
8in., 24:-. Goodman :1011., 30/-. Above are leas output trans. 
Plessey 81e. P.M. with trans., 29/6. Midget standard or 
P.P. trans. for any above, 10/6. Super quality giant Match 
maker output transformers, motet, any tube single or P.P. 
to any voice coil, 15 -watt, 30/-; 30 -watt, 49,)'8. 60 -watt, 59/6. 
RADIOGRAM CABINETS. Well constructed, Lowboy 
Type Cabinets, complete with motor and pick-up, £32 16e. 
With Autoehanger, £42 16e. 641, Packing and Carriage. 
301 extra. Bend for Photograph. 
PLAYING DESKS. A few only available. Consist of an Electrical 
Gramophone Motor with automatic stop and speed regulator, 
a quality magnetic Pick-up mounted on a strong metal frame. 
Price complete 96 17s. 641. Without Pick -nº, £5 10e. 
MIDGET COILS. Unscreened type, size 1£x fin, for T.R.F. 
or 465 ko. superhet. Available as H.F. tram., aerial coils, 
ose. eons, for 16-47, 0011-557, 700-2,000 m., 2/3 each. Trinuners, 
.paridera, switches, 1.F.s, also available, 

(RADIO), LTD. 
ELIMINATOR KITS. 
Consist of a complete 
set of pails to build a 
H.T. emit input 200/050 
v. A.:C. output 120 v 
20 m/A and a half amp 
trickle charger. Ineor- 
parates metal rectifiers 
Mr H.T. and L.T., 
30:- complete. 
CRYSTAL RECEIVE/131. 
A complete kit of parts 
to build a crystal set, 
a pair of headphones, 
aerial wire, nothing 
else to bay. Amazing 
value at. 15i- eon.piete. 

AMAZING OPFER. 
Special prices will be 
quoted for large qua ti- 
tie.s. Super QualityLease- 
Lend Aerovoa ail -tolled 
Paper Condensers fitted 
with Standoff Insulators 
and vertical fixing clip, 

- 
coed. 1,000 volts 

working, 2/(1 each, or 
20/- per dozen, size 3251. 
x llln..,' llin. ; 2 mid. 
600 voltº noticing, 1/3 
each, or 1014 per dozen ; 

I mid. 600 volts work- 
ing, 1 /-, or 8/- per dozen, 
size din. x 17ín. x lin. 
0.1 nd 300 v. working, 
miniature aluminium can, 
wire ends, oil filled, 
insulation good as Mica, 
9d. each, or 778 per 
dozen. 

ROTARY TRANSFORMERS, input 12 v., output 180 v._ 
80 ne/a. 4 v. 3 is. with 19 volts input, mutant is 50 per cent. 
higher. Map be used on D.C. coatta- as 2.3. Charger. With 
small conversion could operate ses 1).('. Motos'."Original cost 
over 95. Employ powerful ring euagreet. Price 16/- each. 
ROTARY TRANSFORMERS. Input 6 v.. 12 v. or 24 v. D.C., 
output 250 v 580 v. or 2,900 v. 70 vs a. re:pectiively, 40/.. 
ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS. 8 mid. 500 r.w.. 8/-: 32 mi. 

' S50v.w., size 4,<2xll, 5/-; 16. mf. 7110 vw. sire 3x4x2, 
7I6 ; 16+ net. 350 ¢w., 7/6. 
COMPLETE I -VALVE LISTENING POST. Consist of 1 -Valve 
Receiver completely wired with coil., covering 1.1-170 and 
255-550 m. Valve, Headphones, Dry Batterie., Awls.' Wire. 
Nothing else to buy, £3 17e. 8d. 
E.P.I. UNIVERSAL TEST METERS. -Army type in shsxk- 
prwf bakeltte case, 10, 100, 500 rafts, A.C. and D.C., at 
1,000 op. v. 10, 100, 500 ma., D.C. 0.1010ii ohms, with self- 
contained battery, £8 15s. Cornent Tr:ul.;Mriner for same, 
1, 1 and 10 e, A.C., 39/6. 
ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS. t cot, ;lits v.w, miniature 
metal can 3/.., 24/- per dozen. 16 ulf. ditto 41- each, 82/ - 
per dozen. 32±uí..580 é.w, size 4314.. 2iu. ; 1' in.. 5'-. 10 inf. 
700 v.w. size Sin. z.4in. x 2in., 716. 
AUTO TRANSPORISERS. 110 v. to 300. Qso V. Step up or 
down. :36 watt, 15/-. 60,watt, 21'-. 115 w;stt, 27'6. 250 watt, 
37/6. 500 watt, 65/-. 2 kw £6. 
LP. TRANSFORMERS. - Icon core. lit.. wound, with or with- 
out frying lead, 460/465 Ile., 7/0 each. Mbeiatue type, lbs 
-11u a din.. 9/9. 
HAND MICROPHONES, ex -Government. Contained In bakellte 
ease with switch, 5/.. 
MATCHING TRANSFORMER, 116. 
METERS. Moving Iron Type, any range between 10 ma 
and 10 .ampo. 1010. 
8210K GRADE DOUBLE HEADPHONES. 60 ohm. resistance, 
5/-. MATCHING TRANSFORMER 1t lii.ttl."1 RED 216, 
ALUMINIUM CHASSIS. Substimti:rlls :,ide of bright 
ahm,isüme, with tour sides, POiu. sin. Q:;n., 7/-; l'an. 
x 9h,,r31n 719;. loin. 08in. 02!.., 8/6; ^-sin- Sta. yea-, 
10/6; illas., 10 r'4,0n, 13/6. 

OUR 1946 LIST iS NOW ALL POST ORDERS TO : JUB LEE WORKS, 167, LOWER CLAPTON RD E.5. 

AVAILABLE. Please include none: ,40/400.8/ 472 l 

214. stamp with all enquiries. ALL CALLERS TO : 169, Fleet Street, E.C.4 Phrtte Cen/ al 

FOR THE 

RADIO SERVICE 

MAN, DEALER 
AND OWNER 

The man who enrols for an I.C.S. Radio Course learns radio 
thoroughly, completely, practically. When he earns his 
diploma, he will KNOW radio. We are not content merely 
to teach the principles of radio, we want to show our 
students how to apply that training in practical, every -day, 
radio service work. We train them to be successful! 

IN;TERNATION.AL;COftRE$PONOENCE SCHOOLS 

Dept. 94, International Buildings, 
Kingsway, London, W.C.2. 

Please explain fully about your instruction in the subject 
marked X. 

Complete Radio Engineering " 

Radio Service Engineers 
Elementary Radio 

If you wish to pass a Radio examination, indicate it below. 
British Institute of Radio Engineers 

P.M.G. Certificate for Wireless Operators 
City and Guilds Telecommunications 

Wireless Operator, R.A.F. 
Wireless Mechanic, R.A.F. 

Write to the LC.S. Advisory Dept., stating your 
requirements. It places you- under no obligation. 

a Age 
(135E BLOCK LETTERS) 

Address. 

iïlse penny stamp on unsealed envelope.) 'Cs 

SOUTHERN RADIO 
& ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES. 

HARD DRAWN ENARIFi.I.EII COPPER AI.RIAL WIRE, 
12 S.W.G., 75ft., 5/6; 200ft., 7/3 : 14011., 10-. 14 S.W.G 
75ft. 3,6 ; 100ft.. 4/6. 
TWIN FEEDER CABLE. Polythylene insulation with' two 
18 S.W.G. conductoae. Per yard 7d. 
PORCELAIN EARTHING SWITCHES. Massive job with carbon safety gap and replaceable fuse, 1:6. F.DDFSTONE II.F, CHOKES. Short wave. 5-180 m., 2:6 
13.11.0. 2.5-12 m., 1i5 ' T.X. type, 5-180 in.. will carry 250 ma., 3/-. All wave type, 72.5-2.000 m., 3/6. EDDISTONE SIN -PIN COIL FORIMI:01S. Plain, 3,- ; threaded, 3.3. 
RAYMART SHORT WAVE VALVETIOL.DFRS AND COIL BASES'. Engi sh : 4 and 5 pin, 1-- ' G pin coil base, 1/13; 
7 pin, 1,3 ; 8 p'n. 1ró : 9 pin, Pets EF50 2-- : American : 4, 5 and 7 pin, 1.3 Octal, 1,6 Acorn for 954 955 etc., 2/8. RAI1M ARC SHORT WAVE V1' COILS 4 pin 1125 m., 3.'- ; 20.45 m.. 3r- : 44-100 m., 3.6 ; 80-180 m., 3/9. 3 pin : 11-25 m., 3/3 : 20-45 m 33 ; 44-1.00 m., 3/9 ; 80-180 m.. 3e. ELECTROLYTIC AND I11G1I VOLTAGE CONDENSERS 
1,000 v. wkg. : ,trill, ;002and .005 mid 1/- ; .01 and .02 mid., 1.3 05 and .1 mid 118 ; 25 mid., 1/9 ' 5 mid., 2;- : 2 mid., 4,6 
4 mid 5; 6 ; 2,000 v. wkg. 4 MM.. 15/-- 2,500 v. wkg. : 4 mid. 20/- : 600 v. wkg.: 2 m1á., 2/6 ; 4 mid., 476 ; Electrolytic 
4 mid., 450 vw., 3/- ; 8 mid. 450 or 500 vw., 4/- ; 8 _mid. 500 vw. alum. can, 4i9 ; 8-8 mid. 350 vw., 53 ; 16 mid. 450 VW., 46 32 mid.: 350 vw., 5/6 ; 450 vw., alum, can, 52. 
LONDEX II.F. RELAYS FOR AERIAL TRANSFER, BAND -SWITCHING, ETC. 4 amp. R.F., Coil 6-8 v. A.C., 
22 1.7s. 6d. 15 amp, R.F. with 230 v. A.C. coil, w5 10s. See 

issue. page 360, August 
:MOVING COIL METERS. First grade. Ilia. dial 0-100 microamps. 561- ; 0-1 ma., 511- ; 0.-50 m/a., 4816 ; 0-100 m/a, 
4516 ; 0-150 m a., 4516 ; 0-250 Ma., 49+6. 
QUARTZ CRYSTALS. Q.C.C. P5 Crystal Unit, 3.5 and 71nes, 
3216. Harnrad 7 cots. crystals, 22;6 ; or with holder, 30,-. Your own specified frequency, 5/- extra, 
STOCKISTS FOR itULt l7, EDDYSTONE, HASIRAD, LONIIEX, RAI_MART, WEARITE, WODEN, ETC. Send 2'd, for complete catalog./e. 

85 FISHERTON STREET, SALISBURY, WILTS. 
Phone ; Salisbury 2108. 
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COMMENTS OF THE MONTH. 

&dDt f,J.CAMM 

Radio -Luxemburg 
THE debate in the House of Commons on the 

renewal of the B.B.C. Charter was a 
disappointing affair, in that apparently the 

Government's mind was made up long before the 
debate started and it would appear to the non- 
political observer that the Government was going 
merely through the motions of democratic 
government in permitting the matter to be discussed 
at all. Spokesmen who were in favour of a debate 
on the matter and alterations in the terms of the 
B.B.C. Charter during the period of the Coalition 
Government made a complete volte face and thought 
that the time was not ripe for ans' alteration: One 
speaker pointedly said that the matter should be 
left in abeyance for five years I 

The newspapers of the country have, of course, 
severely criticised the B.B.C., and whilst theGovern- 
ment flatly refused any suggestion of .altering the 
terms of the B.B.C. Charter, Mr. 1VIorrison adroitly 
suggested that he was in favour of an examination 
of the state of health of the Press. Presumably 
there would be no opposition to that. It would 
not be a matter which the Government would 
similarly defer for five years. 

However, during the Parliamentary debate the 
question of Radio -Luxemburg cropped up and it 
emerged that Britain and Fiance are trying to get 
the use of Luxemburg radio station, which is 
normally used for commercial 
purposes,to broadcast to Germany 
and Austria. Mr. Morrison 
said that he did not think it a 
good thing that commercial 
broadcasting should be directed 
at us from overseas trans- 
mitters, such as Moscow, U.S.A., 
and other less important coun- 
tries, but repudiated the sugges- 
tion that he had any such brutal 
operation as jamming in mind. 
He stated the obvious when he 
said that 'if people wanted to 
listen to Radio Luxemburg 
they were at liberty to do so 
and there was no question of 
penalising such people. The 
Government would do its best 
not to have commercial broad- 
casting directed at this country, 
but he omitted to realise that 
the best answer to a blast is a 
counter - blast and the best 
medium for such counter -blast 
is our own B.B.C. The motto 
of this vast Government 

f 

14th YEAR 
OF ISSUE 

BY THE EDITOR 

sponsored organisation is " let nation speak peace 
unto nation," but as no other nation seems to be 
imbued by similar altruistic motives it would seem 
sensible for the B.B.C. to adopt defensive tactics if 
only to answer the scurrilous attacks made upon us 
by countries who would have been under the heel 
of Hitler but for the stand which England took. 

Mr. Morrison does not like commercial broad- 
casting. " This particular type of sheer and naked 
commercial exploitation is one we don't like and 
we feel that we can discourage it if we should." 

Apart from the ungrammatical construction of this 
sentence, if he has been correctly reported, having 
stated that he is against it he then indulges in a 
little piece of political gymnastics by apparently 
being in favour of it, for he then went on to say that 
discussions were taking place on the possibility of 
getting the full-time use of the Luxemburg, trans- 
mitter for British and French broadcasts except 
when the Luxemburg Government wanted it, and 
that the Luxemburg Government had now invited 
British and French representatives to discuss the 
matter further. He also said that the British 
Government did not intend to do anything about 
commercial broadcasting from Eire. A large amount 
of anti-British propaganda emanates from this 
source. 

It is beyond all 

Editorial and Advertisement Offices 
"Practical Wireless," George Hermes, Ltd., 
Tower Rome, Southampton Street, Strand, 

W.C.2. 'Phone : Temple Bar 4565. 
Telegrams : Newnes, Rand, London. 

Registered at the G.P.O. for transmission by 
Canadian Magazine Post. 

The Editor will be pleased to consider 
articles of a practical nature suitable' 
for publication in " Practical Wireless." 
Such articles should be written on one 
side of the paper only, and should con- 
tain the name and address of the sender. 
Whilst the Editor does not hold himself 
responsible for manuscripts, every effort 
will be made to return them if a stamped 
and addressed envelope is enclosed. 
Alt correspondence intended for the 
Editor should be addressed : The Editor, 

Practical Wireless," George Newnes, 
Ltd., Tower? House, Southampton 
Street, Strand. W.C,2. 

Owing to the rapid progress in the 
design of wireless apparatus and to our 
efforts to keep our readers in touch 
with the latest developments, we give 
no warranty that apparatus described 
in our columns is not the 'subject of 
letters potent. 

Copyright in all drawings, photo- 
graphs and articles pnbli ak¿ked in 

Practical Wireless " is specifically 
reserved throughout the countries 
signatory to the Berne Convention and 
the U.S.A. Reproductions or imitations 
of any, of these are therefore expressly 
forbidden. " Practical Wireless " 
incorporates. " Amateur Wireless." 

question that before the war the 
majority of listeners tuned in to 
Radio Luxemburg on Sunday 
because of the dullness of the 
B.B.C. programme. At that time 
Lord Reith was Director -General 
of the B.B.C. and he had decided 
that the British public should 
have dirges, fugues, sermons, 
Bible readings, and many of. the 
other things which people could 
get in church. As the churches 
were not too well -attended on 
Sundays, it may be that pressure 
was brought to bear on the 
B.B.C. to give them this spiritual 
pabulum in another form. 

Since that time and under 
different management the B.B.C. 
has seen the error of its ways 
and the Sunday programmes 
have been made much more 
palatable to those who live in 
these changing times. The fact 
that there is still room for 
improvement does not mean that. 
those improvements will not be 
made. 
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ROUND THOF WIRELESS 

405 -line Television Stays 
ALTHOUGH giving no undertaking that the present 

405 -line standard 0f definition would not be 
eventually superseded, the P.M.G. in a recent reply 
in the House of Lords said that adequate notice would 
be given when it was contemplated that the present 
system was to be dropped. He further stated that 
efforts were being made to develop a higher definition 
system, but that the public need have no hesitation 
in acquiring receivers designed for the. present system. 

Austrian Set Production 
IT is stated that xoo,000 radio receivers will be produced 
1 in Austria, but as the Austrians are too poor to 
afford. such luxuries themselves the Goveriuueñt has 
decided that practically all of the sets Will be exported 
to get foreign exchange to buy food and essential raw 
materials. 

Radio in Every Room 
¡"'r ROSVENOR House Hotel in London has a radio s service laid on in every bedroom-first important 
new amenity to be provided by the hotel since the war. 
The hotel 'thus becomes the first in this country to 
provide fitted radio in every room for the convenience 
of its guests. 

Wireless was recently employed for the purpose 
the crowds at a golf tournament. 

Big Expansion of Philips, Blackburn 
THE Philips Works at Blackburn, in Lancashire, is 

undergoing considerable extension. The work is welt 
in hand and will be completed in about rI months. 
Between Soo and 2,000 more people will be employed 
than at present in the manufacture of Mullard radio 
receiving valves, lamp parts, tungsten and molybdenum 
Products and magnet allots ; labour supply permitting. 

" All sections- of the works will be increased in size, 
each taking a share of this expansion which will be 
in, the region of 2oo,000 square feet of floor space. 

Large orders for underground cable, transformers 

and switchgear have been placed with suppliers to 
copewwith the greatly increased load that will be imposed 
on the electric Dower supply in the district. The expansion 
of the works, when completed, will enable a valuable 
contribution to be made to the country's export drive 
as well as to the home market. 

Wireless Receiving Licences 
!THE following statement shows the - approximate 
a numbers of licences issued during the year ended 

May 31st, 1946: 
Region Number 

London Postal .. 2,023,000 
Houle Counties .. .. .. 2,345,000 
Midland .. .. 2,534,000 
North Eastern .. 1,636,000 
North Western2,426,000 
South Western . .. 887,000 
Welsh and Border , , , . 626,000 

Total England- and Wales 
Scotland.. .. .. 1,o3o,000 
Northern Ireland . .. .. 154,000 

Grand Total .. 

of controlling 

9,457,000 

. 1o,64r,000 

Royal Train to Have. Radio 
'Phone 

SPECIAL railway coaches- which are 
being built at Birmingham for 

the- royal visit to South Africa next 
year will be equipped with the. Iatest 
form of radio telephone. This will 
also be installed in a pilot train which 
will travel about ro miles ahead of 
the royal train. 

The two trains will be in constant 
communication with each other, the 
pilot train reporting back any diffi- 
culties encountered en route to ensure 
the safety of the royal party through- 
out the tour. 

The apparatus which is being used is 
the .ìiesy frequency modulated V.H.F. 
equipment developed by The General 
Electric Co., Ltd. 

This type of equipment has .been 
widely adopted in this country for 
police patrol cars and National Fire 
Services, and was used during the 
Victory celebrations by the Metropoli- 
tan Police 'and London Fire Service 
for, traffic and river control as well as 
being fitted on the .royal barge. 

It will be the first time that it has 
been put to practical use in a British 
train, although experiments are being 

carried out in conjunction with the L.N.E.R. for the 
main line railway companies. 

The royal train will consist of 'eight new coaches 
and. four already in South Africa. The too -watt ti,_ns- 
niitter and receiver will be housed in a compartment 
in the middle of the train. It will be operated by a 
Government official of the South African Railways 
and Harbours. 

One of the problems which had to be solved by G.E.C.. 
radio experts was how to fix an aerial so that it would 
operate efficiently and yet not be damaged or destroyed_ 
when the train enters a tunnel. This difficulty has 
now been overcome. A radio technician \fill travel to 
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South Africa when the train is delivered to ensure 
that the set is in perfect working order on arrival., He 
will also assist the South African railway authorities 
to instal the pilot train equipment. 

Cheaper Condensers? 
THE American Department of Commerce announces - 
a. that a German machine, developed by the Robert 

Bosch concern, will revolutionise the manufacture of 
condensers. It produces paper condensers without the 
use of foil, the sides of the paper being coated with a 
thin layer of vaporised zinc: The machine has been 
taken to the U.S.A. for study. 

Philco Appointments 
MR. D. C. (" DON ") SPINK took up his duties 

recently as sales manager of Philco. Don has his 
headquarters at the Philco London office, Donington 
House, Norfolk Street, Strand, W.C.2. 

Don Spink, who is well known in the trade, succeeded 
Jimmy Noble as sales manager of Philco. Prior to 
joining Philco, he had a long association with the 
General Electric Company, whom he joined in. 1922 at 
the Company's Coventry works. Two years later he 
came to the London sales office, and in 1935 he was 
appointed assistant manager of the G.E.C. radio 
department. 

After six years in the Navy, Lieut. Harold F. Ford 
has returned to Philco as sales representative in the 
southern zone. 

A modern V.H.F. D:F station of the mobile type. Note 
the aerial array which closely resembles t stándard 

television arrangement. 

British Wireless Equipment for Uruguay 
MESSRS. MARCONI'S WÍRELESS TELEGRAPH 

1-vv11 CO., LTD., Marconi House, Chelmsford, inform us 
that they Have been awarded the contract for a new 
broadcasting station by Radio. Rural, . Montevideo, 
Uruguay. The equipment, comprising a 3kW. medium - 
wave transmitter, is being constructed at the firm's works 

at Chelmsford. It will be capable of operation directly 
fr.,om the Local power mains and, when completed, will 
wort: on the wavelength of 492 metres. 

One of America's latest midget receivers. This is. .a 
flue -valuer using new type valves. 

CBC Short-wave Stations 
THE following official Schedule is given in 

response to many requests : 

CKNC, 17.82 me/s per second or 16.84 m. 
daily from 12.00-20.15 G.M.T. 

CKCX, 15.19 me/s per second or 19.75 In. 
daily from 12.00-23.05 G.M.T. 

CHOL, 12.72 Inc/s per second or z5.6o;m. 
daily from 20.30-23.05 G.M.T. 

CKLX, 15:09 .mc(s:. per .Second .or 19.88/.1n. 
replaces Station CKCX after April. 28th: ' 

Hosts of Broadcast: , 

Sundays, 12.15-23.00-G.M.T. 
Weekdays, 12.15-14.00 G.M.T. and 

27.00-23.00 G.M.T. 
Canadian News in English 

Sundays, 22.45-13.00 G.M.T. and 22.25-22.30 
G.M.T. 

Weekdays, 22.45-23.00 G.M.T., 17.15-27.30 
G.M.T. and 22.15-22.30 G.M.T. 

Uranium a Protector 
DEADLY.radiations from_the.ti'ranium-made 

atomic . bomb may be stopped short ,by 
shielding with . glass containing the same 
mineral, Professor Alexander Silverman of 
the University of Pittsburgh,' revealed recently. 

Strange as it may seem," he Said, 
" uranium, which is used indirectly in' atomic 
bomb manufacture, produces a glass which is 

-probably the best protection we have against 
powerful X-rays and other harmful radiations. 
In post -bombing rescue work, uranium or 
lead spun glass garments and helmets lined 
with these glasses in plate form will permit 
safe entry into the bombed area. Oxygen 
respirators will be equipped with glass -insulated 
high -frequency precipitators to keep radio -active 
dust out of the lungs of the rescue squads." 

WIRE AND WIRE GAUGES 
By F. J. CAMM. 3/6, or by post 3/9 from 

George Newness Ltd., Tower House, Southampton St., 
London, W.C.2. 
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All -wave SwitcHn Considerations 
Details of Circuit Design and Receiver Construction for 
Multi -band Working. 

WHEN designing a receiver in which three or more 
yr ranges are to be available by switch selection 

there are a number. of circuits possible. Soiree 
offer various advantages in the way of increased efficiency 
or simplified wiring so that if a receiver is being built 
the methods which may be used. should be carefully 
examined so that unnecessary complication and losses 
may be avoided. There are also 
other Considerations which 
should be kept in mind when 
constructing an all -wave re- 
ceiver, and these are given here 
as well. In consequence the 
constructor should avoid the 
pitfalls and be assured of good 
results over all the frequencies O 
tuned. 

Detector Circuits 
A detector, "fol'owed by one 

or two stages of L.F. amplifi- 
cation, can provide quite satis- 
factory results. The circuit in 
Fig. r is very good for this 
purpose. Separate coils are used, 
the aerial coupling, grid and re- 
action windings of each being 
switched in as necessary. If a 
switch with more contacts is 
used additional ranges can easily 
be added, four ' or five being 
frequent when long and medium 
bands are tuned as well as 
short-wave frequencies. 

Plug-in coils in holders may 
be used, but if it is specially 
desired to obtain best results 
below so metres the smaller 

7-. 
4101. 

ü . 

0003 Mid 

-0002 Mid. 

0005 
Mrd. 

2 Meg _2 

. 

Fig.z.-ln this arrangement, successive portions 
coils are short-circuited. 

By "SERVICEMAN" 
short -wave -coil, or ,any U.S.W. coil, should be ,per- 
maneptly wired in circuit to avoid the losses and 
longer wire's associated with the plug-in holder. If this 
is done, satisfactory results can be obtained from 
5 metres upwards. 

Frequently better results are obtained with an 
individual pre-set aerial condenser, and these may be 

L.7. -k 

Fig. "1.-All-ware switching m a detector stage. 

To L.F,, 
added at the points marked X, each pre-set 
being adjusted for its own coil. 

For reception from ro to 2,000 metres a 
.0002 mid. grid condenser and 2 megohrn 
leak are suitable. If higher frequencies are 

. to be tuned, or S.W. reception is of most 
importance, the leak may be increased to 
3-5 megohms,-and the condenser reduced to 
.000r mfd, 

The tuning and reaction condenser values 
are usual for all -wave reception. With a 
good tuning drive "tuning is not too difficult, 
but for a set with, for example, one U.S.W. 
range and two S.W. ranges, a .000r mfd. 
or .000r5 mfd, tuning condenser, with .0002 
mid. for reaction, would be better. 

Short-eireuit Switching 
This is sometimes employed, after the 

circuit shown in Fig. a. Its main advan- 
tages are that the switch elements may be 
earthed, and that there is no switching in 

L.r+ the grid circuit of the detector. As a result, 
reception with the S.W. coil (marked r in 
the diagram) will be good. Unfortunately, 
on M.W. (obtained by coil z being brought 
into circuit) and L.W. (obtained with coil L.T.- HT - 3), reception is not so good as with the 
circuit in Fig. r. 

of the Sometimes the reaction condenser is 
placed between the anode of the detector 
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and the reaction coil, In this ease all the sections of 
the switch are connected to earth, and a reduction of 
losses results. (The reaction condenser should be on 
an insulated extension spindle to avoid hand -capacity 
if connected in the anode lead.) 

Coils z and 3 may be a standard dual -range coil, in 
which case neither the reaction nor aerial windings will 
require switching. This gives considerable simplification, 
as shown in Fig. 3, where by using a coil with no aerial - 
coupling winding switching has been reduced to a 
minimum. A double -pole double -throw switch,. with 
central " off " position, is all that is required. 

This circuit is particularly suitable where a very short 
aerial is used, and a small pre- set (about .000i mfd 
maximum capacity) is also added to prevent the tuned 
circuit being damped unduly. Followed by a pentode 
L.F. stage a simple and efficient all -wave receiver will 
result. 

The S.V. coil may be a plug-in one, entirely separate 
from the long- and medium -wave coil. If the leads to 
the switch are short so that the earth -return of the SAY, 
coil is direct, S.W. results will be entirely satisfactory. 

T.R.F. Receivers 
In Fig...} change -over switching is employed, Although 

H.F. transformer coupling may be used, the coupling 
shown, or tuned -anode coupling, dispenses with one 
section of switching which would otherwise be necessary 
This reduces the possibility of instability and losses. 

In this circuit V.M. bias is applied through a leak. 
This bias may be applied through the coils, but on the 
S.W. bands this may cause difficulties in ganging because 
the grid windings will not be -returned directly to earth, 
as with the detector coils. 

The .000i mfd. condenser CI Used for H.F. coupling 
may be of the pre-set ,type with advantage as its capaci- 
tance gives some control of selectivity and the ease with 
which reaction can be obtained on high frequencies. 

The H.F. coupling high -frequency choke should be a 
high -quality component; suitable for use on the wave- 
lengths tuned, and for preference screened. If there 
is any doubt about this component tuned -anode coupling 
may be used instead, or a S.W. choke added between it 
and the anode of the H.F. valve. 

Trimmers are best provided across each individual 
coil, as if the circuit is trimmed on one range it may not 

be on the other ranges, due to stray capacities. None of 
these trimmers should be screwed down more than 
necessary and sOmetimes it is best to dispensé with 
those in the H.F.. stage and instead use a panel trimmer 
of about .00005 mfd. 

Untuned E.F. Stage 
To avoid ganging difficulties-which may cause a 

grave loss of sensitivity on S.W.-the first circuit may 
H.F.C. 

0002. Mfd 

0003 Mfd. 

0600-Ö 
to L. F, 

2 Meg f2 

LT 

L.T - h.T.- 

TA 

Fig. 3.-Switching is reduced to a minimum in this circuit. 

be untuned, as in Fi;,. 5, on the S.W. range. With 
V.M. bias applied by a leak RI will not be required, but 
if the bias is applied through the coils a resistor (about 
.25 megohm), or S.W. choke, must 'be used to provide 
a path for direct current to the grid of the valve. If 
the aerial is at all long a small condenser (about .00005 
mfd.) should be added at X to prevent break -through 
of medium- and long -wave stations on the S.W. band. 

50,000 0 
WAA.A m, 

ça.+ 
Fig. 4. An H.F. and detector stage with comprehensive switching-suitable for gauging. 

* H r+60 -80 
H.ï.>+120 

HEC. C. 
- 00000P-+ 

To L. 

00Ò2 
Mfd. 

2Megn 

0003 Mfd. 
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V M Bess 
Fig. 5.-A simple two -range switching arrangement. 

Fig. 5 also shows a modification of coil arrangement 
sometimes used, where medium- and long -wave reception 
is obtained by means of a dual -range coil. In this case 
the coil is connected at two positions of the grid switch, 
but the L.W. section is shorted at one position for M.W. 
reception. This has certain advantages, as when two 
screened dual -range coils are used for medium- and 
long -wave reception, and one unscreened (possibly 
plug-in) short-wave coil for S.W. reception, the H.F. 
stage being untuned on S.W. 

An untuned H.F. stage naturally gives no increase 
in selectivity, and not so much amplification, but it 
simplifies design, removes the possibility of bad results 
from -incorrect ganging, and by isolating the aerial 
from the tuned circuit prevents dead -spots on the S.W. 
range or ranges. - 

It should be noted that the tuning condenser is 
connected so that it is not in circuit on the S.W. range. 
Failure to attend to this will by-pass most of the signal 
from the H.F. valve grid. 

o 

[3 6 6. O' 
K7 Q 

6 

0 

Superhet Switching 
Figure 6 shows a superhet circuit and no more switching 

is required than with the T.R.F: circuit. As most of the 
amplification will take place at the I.F., the superhet is 
particularly suitable for all -wave reception. 

Because the use of A.V.C. on short waves may be 
unsatisfactory, due to high-speed fading, etc., the 
S.W. coil is returned directly to the earth line, with the 
L.W. and M.W. coils -returned to the A.V.C. line. In 
consequence the A.V.C. is inoperative on S.\V. 

Trimming in the oscillator section of the circuit,. by 
means of Tr, Tz and T3, adjusted for their individual 
coils, is usually sufficient. Sometimes a panel -trimmer 
for the aerial coils is an advantage, however, where 
best possible results are desired. In addition any padders 
necessary with the oscillator coils in use (Pi, Pa and 
P3), should be connected to their individual coils as 
shown. In this case the oscillator section is trimmed 
and padded on each range separately, the pre-sets 
not influencing other ranges, as with the circuit in 
Fig. 4. 

General Considerations 
For best results ail wiring in the. switch and tunin- 

coil circuits must be quite short. With a set with R.F. 
amplification a switch with two individual sections, on a 
common spindle, permits of shorter wiring and the 
R.F. and detector leads being kept apart. The switch 
should be of the rotary type made for this purpose, and 
the S.W. coil leads,. in particular, must be as direct -as 
possible. Screening of S.W. coil leads should be avoided, 
as causing loss of volume. 

The tuning condenser should be of good quality to 
avoid noises when operating, and. should have a low 
minimum capacity or difficulty will arise in reaching 
high S.W. frequencies. If it.has trimmers they should be 
removed or fully unscrewed to avoid stray capacity. 

Valve holders in the I-LF. and detector stages should 
be of low -loss material, and the detector H.F. choke 
capable .of efficient service over the wave -ranges tuned. 
An air -dielectric reaction condenser, possibly with small 
reduction drive, is also best for smooth operation on . 

short-wave ranges. 
If these points are kept in mind an all -wave receiver 

can give very good results over all the frequencies tuned, 
combined ' with ease of operation and a sensitivity 
adequate for all normal purposes. Long leads, stray 
capacities in wiring and- components, and losses by 
unsuitable switches and `components, must be avoided. 

To If Stage 

HT," -1-3 

HZ+2 

-. 

o 

P/ 

-0005 Mtd. 

27 

I P3 

HT- 

LT-F 

Fig. 6.-Freq ency-changer stage with ganged switching for three ranges. 
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Frequency Moc .ulation-1 
Its .Development, Present Position and Fundamental rrinciples 

By C. A. QUARRINGTON 

FREQUENCY modulation is not new ; in fact, it was 
as long ago as rgaf. that Major E. H. Armstrong 
commenced serious work on this system which has 

remained in the laboratory for Some 20 years, but at last 
shows signs of coming into general use. 

Various reasons have been put forward for the peculiar 
lack of vitality which the system seems to possess 
admittedly some organised use has been made of it, the 
Armed Forces employed frequency modulation in their 
most modern equipment (but in most cases for functions 
other than the transmission of high-fidelity speech or 
music) and a frequency modulation network is being 
used on the American continent, although, unfortunately, 
it seems to be jeopardised, not by some technical limita- 
tion but by a squabble over artists' royalties and fees. 
The apparent indifference of this country towards 
frequency modulation isdise to two factors, the implica< 
tions of which are so wide that .they probably exert an 
over-riding influence. 

. Any system of broadcast transmission must, to find 
favour in this country, have advantages for either 
broadcasting within the British Isles or as a link between 
the Mother country and our Empire. While frequency 
modulation is perfectly suitable for use as a system 
within the British Isles one of its greatest advantages, 
that is its great increase of signal to noise ratio, would not 
really be utilised for ordinary broadcasting, as atmospheric 
and electrical interference do not, generally speaking, 
warrant a change from the present established system 
of amplitude modulation , this limitation, however, is 
not true when applied to television as the present band is 
particularly prone to interference from motor -car 
ignition. 

The advantages of frequency modulation in more 
tropical climates can scarcely be Over -emphasised as the 
system gives a- high measure of -immunity from 
atmospheric disturbance. Unfortunately, however, this 
advantage does not justify its use as a system for broad- 
casting between this country and our Empire overseas, 
due to a fundamental drawback of frequency modulation, 
namely, the behaviour of the system when sub- 
jected to selective fading. The effects of this 
phenomenon on the quality of music or intelligi- 
bility of speech' are far more distressing with 
frequency modulation than with amplitude modu- 
lation. 

The present position of frequency modulation 
having been briefly outlined in the foregoing 
paragraphs, attention can now be given to purely 
technical consideratidnf of the system. It will, 
however, be useful to recall, as briefly as possible, 
the main principles of amplitude modulation. 

Amplitude Modulation 
To snake possible the transmission of speech or 

music, it is necessary that two qualities be im- 
posed on the carrier wave, (a) pitch and (b) 
volume. Obviously, these qualities will vary 
continuously and independently. In amplitude 
modulation these two qualities are superimposed 
on the carrier amplitude, causing the pitch to 
appear as sidebands above and below the carrier 
frequency, volume being. expressed by the extent. 
or depth of the superimposed pitch characteristics, 
or modulation as it is normally called. It is 
worth while to make and emphasise two 
observations : 

(i) The higher the pitch modulated ón the carrier 
frequency, the further will be the-sideband 
from the fundamental carrier frequency, It 

follows, therefore, that the total bandwidth used is 
controlled by the highest pitch sound it is 
desired to transmit 

(ii) Virtually all noise, e.g., man-made static and 
atmospherics, is an amplitude variation. It is 
apparent, therefore, that if the nature of sound to 
be broadcast is arranged to be an amplitude 
variation and noise is also an amplitude variation, 
the problem of selecting the one and rejecting the 
other is extremely difficult, if not impossible. 

The precise advantages and disadvantages of frequency 
modulation are dealt with in a detailed manner in due 
course, but one advantage is fundamental to the original 
conception of the system-its inherent freedom from 
atmospheric and electrical interference-which, as 
will be seen, requires a carrier wave of constant amplitude 
in order that the receiver may be so designed that it is 
unaffected by amplitude modulation (it has already 
been stated that electrical and atmospheric interference 
are amplitude variations). 

A Comparison - - 

In frequency modulation the carrier amplitude remains 
constant irrespective of the modulation imposed upon 
it; In fact, it remains constant irrespective, of whether it 
is modulated or unmodulated ; the two qualities, pitch 
and volume, are imposed on the carrier by swinging its 
frequency above and below its fundamental or unmodula- 
ted frequency in a precisely controlled manner so that 
the sate of swing, or deviation, is proportional to pitch, 
and the extent of the swing or deviation is proportional to volume. For perfect quality this modulation must 
be precisely related to the volume and pitch of the sound 
to be transmitted, or in other words, modulation must 
be linear. To achieve this linearity it is necessary to 
arrange that the rate of deviation is directly proportional 
to pitch and the extent of deviation is directly proportional 
to volume. 

In view of the necessity of obtaining a clear mental. 
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picture of frequency modulation, no excuse is offered 
for recapitulation in simplified if less precise terms. 
Frequency modulation depends on a change from the 
fundamental freqùeºcy for the expression of both pitch 
and volume. The higher the pitch, the faster will be 
the change of carrier frequency-the louder the volume, 
the greater will be the change. 

In forming a mental picture of frequency modulation 
it is important to remember that changes or deviations 
from the fundamental or unmodulated frequency are 
rhythmic in character, and deviation takes place in 
the upward and downward frequency direction in a 
symmetrical manner. One modulation cycle is illus- 
trated diagrammatically at Fig. a. It will be observed 
that it consists of an excursion first to a frequency 
lower than the fundamental ; back to the fundamental, 
then to a frequency correspondingly higher than the 
fundamental and back again to the fundamental. It 
should be noted that in the interest of clarity, considerable 
liberties have been taken in drawing Figs. a and 2 
including the use of straight lines instead of sinusoidal 
curves to represent the carrier ; for similar reasons 
the number of carrier frequency cycles illustrated has 
been greatly reduced ; a more reasonable representation 
would be say r,000 carrier frequency cycles instead of 
the few shown. Clearly, however, such representation 
would be impossible on the scale of this page. Further 
reference to Fag. z will show that an attempt has been 
made to compare one cycle of amplitude modulation 
with one cycle of frequency modulation. Commencing 
at (a), it will be seen that the upper diagram shows the 
carrier at the fundamental or unmodulated frequency 
and the lower diagram shows the amplitude depth at 
the mean or unmodulated level. Proceeding from left 
to right from (a) to (b) modulation in the upper diagram 
progresses to maximum frequency. decrease, completing 
one quarter of an audio cycle. During the same time 
interval the lower diagram also completes one quarter 
of an audio cycle and at the end of a further quarter 
cycle both diagrams have -returned to zero modulation, 
that is to say, the upper -diagram has returned to the 
fundamental or unmodulated frequency and the lower 
diagram to the level of mean depth of modulation. 
The other half of the cycle can be followed in the same 
way, modulation being expressed by an increase of 
carrier frequency in the upper diagram and by a cor- 
responding change of amplitude modulation in the lower 
diagram. It will- be noted that the time - taken to 
complete one cycle of events is the same in both the 
upper and lower diagrams ; it follows, therefore, that 
the audio frequency must be the same in each case 
although the method of imposing it on the carrier wave 
is radically different. Both the sequence of events from 
(a) to (e) of frequency modulation and its comparison 
with amplitude modulation are worthy of careful and 
detailed study and should greatly assist the reader to 
get a mental " moving picture " of frequency modulation 
which is so necessary if the function of frequency 
modulation is to be fully understood. 
Volume and Audio Frequency _ 

Fig. a is a further attempt to help the reader to form 
a complete mental picture of frequency modulation and 
is directed towards clear differentiation between the 
expression of volume and audio frequency. Each of the 
Waveforms shown is one quarter of a cycle, the selected 
portion being equivalent to (e), (d) of Fig. I. Waveform 
(a) represents, diagrammatically, audio modulation of 
25o cycles per second (since the duration of the quarter 
audio cycle is one millisecond, it follows that the complete 
cycle would take four milliseconds, which is, of course, 
equal to 25o repetitions or cycles per second). Waveform 
(b) is also a quarter cycle and occupies the same time 
duration as waveform (a), it must therefore be of the 
same audio frequency. Although the total time is equal 
in each case the extent of the deviation front the funda - 
Mental frequency is much greater in the case of (b) than 
(a)-note the closer spacing at end of (b). Therefore, it 
follows that waveform (b) expresses greater loudness 
than (a). Waveform (e) is also a quarter cycle, which is 
completed in half the time of (a) Or (b), i.e.. half a 

millisecond. Obviously, then, it represents double the 
audio frequency òr Soo cycles per second, or in other 
words the quicker the swing_ the higher the pitch, and the 
greater the swing the louder the volume. 

At the time of its inception, frequency modulation 
was envisaged as working on a bandwidth comparable 
with that of amplitude modulation and further work 

'was 'discouraged by Dr. ,J. R. Carson showing, by 
mathematical analysis, that the use of the system on _ 

normal bandwidths would result in very bad distortion ; 

comparatively recently, however, Majcr E. H. Armstrong. 
showed that remarkable quality of reproduction could 
readily be achieved if bandwidths of the order of too kc/s. 
were employed and furthermore that the use of such 
bandwidths gave even greater freedom from noise. 

If wide -band frequency modulation is to be employed 
it is apparent that its place -is on the short or ultra -short 
wavebands, as such bandwidths can scarcely be tolerated 
on the longer wavebands ; it is, however, necessary to 
take note of the fact that the wide bandwidth used is 
not so wasteful as would appear at first sight, as the 
requirement governing the separation of adjacent 
frequency transmitters differs in the case of frequency - 
modulated transmitters from the requirement obtaining 
for those working on the amplitude modulation system. 

(e) 4 Cycle of 
Freq. Mod. 

(b) 4 Cycle of 
Freq. Mod: same 

Audio Freq. es (a) 
But Much Louder 

(c) 4 Cycle of Freq.- 
Mod; Twice Audio 
Freq. of (e) or (b) 

jOne Millisecond -4 r- 
Unmodu fated - 

Carrier Freq. 

Fg. 2. Frequency modulation waveform comparisons. 

Before attempting to explore the bandwidth aspect 
of frequency modulation, it will be necessary to intro- 
duce a term that will be new to some readers, viz., 
" Deviation ratio." The frequency variation of a 
frequency -modulated signal is controlled by both the 
pitch . and volume of the audio frequency ; it - follows, 
therefore, that the maximtim permitted deviation from 
the carrier frequency must be greater than the highest 
audio frequency to be imposed. I.n other.words, some 
of the permissible deviation will. be used in the expression 
of pitch and some in the expression of volume. Deviation 
ratio is the method of representing the allocation of the 
two functions and the term can be defined as. follows : 

Deviation ratio is the ratio of the total carrier deviation 
to the highest audio modulation frequency. An example 
will- establish this definition more precisely. Presume 
that the maximum carrier frequency deviation is 75 kc's. 
and the maximum audio frequency to be modulated is 
15 kc(s (15,000 c.p.s.), then 75-= 15=5 ; the deviation 
ratio is therefore 5 : i. 
Sidebands - 

Previous paragraphs have established the point .that 
the instantaneous frequency' of the carrier at any given 
time will be dependent on two factors (audio frequency 
and volume) which will be continuously and independently 
variable ; it requires little stretch of the imagination,' 
therefore, to visualise that under working modulation 
conditions the carrier frequency will be accompanied 

-by an infinite number of sidebands of various amplitude. 
(To be continued.) 
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Analysis of the Television Receiver -2 
In This, the Second of the Series, the Author Deals 

with the R.F. and I.F. Stages; Gain, Mixing, etc. 

TO handle the necessary bandwidth of 3 to 4 me/s, 
the stage gain must be low, and although a gain 
of at least ten times should be aimed at, a gain 

of anything greater than fifteen times should not be 
expected. At frequencies of the order of 45 mc¡s the 
low input resistance of the valve, due partly to 
the finite transit -time of the electrons and partly to the 
impedance of the internal cathode lead rules out, in any 
case, the -possibility of a high amplification fromthe stage. 

The typical R.F. stage of Fig. r (see last month's issue) 
is slightly simplified and brought forward here as the 
single unit of Fig. 6, together with the simple equivalent 
circuit, so that it may be more clearly seen and discussed. 

Fig. 6 (left). -A typical R.F. stage in theoretical form 
and its equivalent circuit, with Fig. 7 (right) a 

practical constructional layout for an I.F. stage. 

The purpose of this article is not to give cut-and-dried 
constructional details of any particular part of the 
circuit, but simply to outline experimental systems 
together with circuit theory. The grid coil may consist 
of some six turns of heavy gauge wire, spaced one 
tarn, wound on a gin. paxolin former, with a single turn 
aerial coupling coil loosely coupled to the dead, or 
earthy, end. The coil is tuned by a small brass plunger, 
which is screwed along the axis of the former by an 
insulated material threaded rod. The writer's circuit, 
which functioned very well in practice, was constructed 
on the lines of those shown in Fig. 7. Here the complete 
R.F. stage was enclosed in a small three -sided screening 
compartment, made of copper sheet, with the grid coil 
consisting of six turns of r8 gauge enamelled copper, 
self supporting, tuned by a brass plunger (a thick brass 
washer, to be exact) moving down from the threaded 
bush on the small horizontal valve chassis. The sketch 
makes the construction quite clear. There are no hard 
and fast rules, of course, of the way in which the tuning 
arrangements should be carried out, except the obvious 
ones kept in mind by the fact that the frequency of 
operation is 45 megacycles per second. The coil may 
be condenser tuned, of course, but the plunger method 
has certain advantages in practice. 

The output of the stage, turning now to theory, 
is developed across Le, the tuned grid circuit of the 
mixer stage. This coil is tuned similarly to Li, though 
an extra turn is added to the winding. The equivalent 
circuit of the stage is shown in Fig. 6, where the coupling 
condenser C, usually .00r to .00f 6F in capacity, is 
omitted, as also is the series R.F. resistance of the coil. 

At resonance the impedance of the load circuit is equal 
to R, and so long as R is small compared with the A.C. 
resistance of the valve (Ra); the stage gain is given by 

VO=Rg:n, 

where g,a is the mutual conductance of the valve in 
amps. per volt, and R is in ohms. R cannot be high 
since it forms the effective damping of L2 necessary 
to secure the 4. mers bandwidth, so the stage gain is of 
necessity limited. The bandwidth which the stage 
will handle is a function of the circuit capacity and 
resistance, for, referring to Fig. 8, if the bandwidth 

f2- and and the ratio of the responses at f2 or fi to 

that of the resonant frequency 
N, then it can be shown that 

R= r,N`-r 

But Vo 

\/s 
and so, V /r/N?-i 

Vigm' 27i,C 
where C is the circuit capacity in farads and 2, is in 
cycles per second. Thus, for a given value of N, the 
stage gain is inversely proportional to the bandwidth 
and to the circuit capacity C, and is directly proportional 
to g,,,, the mutual conductance of the valve. 

In order to obtain a reasonable gain front the stage 
it is necessary, therefore, to use a valve with a high 
mutual conductance, keeping the circuit capacity as 
low as possible. Any of the special television pentodes 
mentioned previously are quite suitable, keeping the 
total anode resistance in the order of ro,000 Q. 

Referring to Fig. r, using an Osram Z62 valve, suitable 
experimental component values are : Ri=5,000 Q. 

Rs =10,009 52, C=0.002 0F, with Li having 6 turns, 
sin. diameter, and L2, 7 turns, sin. diameter, both 
plunger, tuned. 

Y.F. Amgilification 
Before mentioning the mixer stage, we proceed 

with ä brief discussion of the intermediate -frequency 

{ 
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amplifier stages. As mentioned previously, three stages 
are usual in the average vision receiver, all being identical 
with each other and employing valves of the television 
pentode variety. The differences between the R.F, 
stage of the receiver and the I.F. stage, are only those 
brought about by the lower operating frequency of the latter, the intervalve couplings being carried out in an 
exactly similar way. Only the important differences 
will therefore be mentioned in this section. 

The advantage that the superheterodyne enjoys over the straight receiver is apparent when one considers 

f 

Fig. 8.-The response curves of a good LF. stage showing 
the " double -humping" effect, 

that it is much easier to design three intermediate - 
frequency stages handling a signal of, say, to usejs, 
than three equivalent radio -frequency stages handling 
the signal frequency of 45 me/s. Greater gain is auto- 
matically obtained from the I.F. stages, for at the 
lower frequency of operation the input resistance of the 
valves has very little effect on the performance of the 
stages, and instability is not so likely to be experienced. 
The choice of the intermediate frequency itself is 
determined at the lower limit by the receiver's band- 
width and cannot be usefully less than 5 me/s, and at 
the upper limit by practical convenience. The signal 
frequency is 45 mcfs, and an intermediate frequency of 
the same order as this will not be chosen for the obvious 
reason that if it is, there is no longer any reason for 
employing a superheterodyne, for the difficulties of 
R.F. amplification will be present in the S.F. amplifier 
and a straight receiver might just as well be used. An 
intermediate frequency of 9 to 13 me/s is generally chosen, 

The necessary bandwidth calls for at least three 
stages, each of low amplification, and the stages V3, 
V4 and V5 of Fig. r are good typical examples. In 
the writer's receiver, the I.F.- " transformers " were 
single layer solenoids wound from 28 gauge enamelled 
copper wire on a Fin. paxolin former, tuned, like the 
R.F. stage, with a brass plunger on a fibre rod. The 
whole assembly was housed in a screening can of 
generous dimensions. Valve and circuit parallel 
capacities must be taken into account when such coils 
are being designed, as also must the fact that the brass 
plunger reduces the inductance as it is threaded into 
the former. An iron dust plunger, also, practicable, 
increases the inductance of a coil. 

The actual I.F. chosen need not be critically tuned. 
Anything round about 13 me/s, if this frequency is 
chosen; will do. The oscillator tuning can be set to 
produce the right I.F. from the mixer, and the I.F. 
stages can be accurately tuned afterwards to this 
frequency. 

If the amplifier is built in such a manner that all the 
coupling's are tuned to the same frequency, the overall 
response curve will be the product of the response 

curves of the- individual circuits. It is usual, however, 
to " stagger " the tuning so that the necessary bandwidth 
is obtained from the amplifier. If two circuits initially 
tuned: to the same frequency are slowly mistuned by equal amounts in opposite directions, the response curve broadens and tends to a flat top. As the mistuning 
is increased the centre begins to sink and the curve -- 

becomes " double -humped," as shown by thechain- 
dotted line of Fig. 8. By tuning two of the LF.s in this manner with the third- tuned to the actual LF., as shown by the dotted line of the figure, a good square response 
cury"e is obtained -(full line) and the necessary bandwidth, fi to f2, is secured over the three stages. 

This process of stagger -tuning gives a greater aºrpfi- 
fication from the stages .because the individual. circuits 
do not need -such heavy damping when they are mistimed 
as when they are all tuned to the same frequency. 

R.F. and I.F. Gain 
It is- usual to provide some form of gain control 

on the R.F. stage of the television receiver, this control 
constituting the " Brilliancy " of the picture on the tube. 
A suitable system is seen in Fig. g. 

A Certain amount óf difficulty arises in the choice of a gain control circuit, for .the special television pentodes 
used in the R.F. and 1.F. stages of the vision receiver 
are not of the variable -mu variety and so a large range 
of control is not possible. Again, and further, increasing 
the bias on these valves results in a sharp rise in the input resistance of the stage concerned, together with a fall in mutual conductance and input capacitance. - 

It might seem at first that the rise in the input 
resistance and the fall in input capacitance are desirable states of affair, but actually they are most undesirable. The fall in mutual conductance is, of course, in order, 
but once a particular stage has been assembled and 
set up to deal with the desired bandwidth at maximum 
gain, the .tall in the input capacitance and the rise in 
the input resistance as the bias is increased to reduce 
the gain will lead respectively to a mistuning of the grid circuit, already depending on the stability of the stray -capacities for its accuracy, and to a reduced grid circuit 
damping factor, so 
necessary if the band- 
width response is to be 
maintained. - 

Both ` R.F. - and I.F. 
controlled stages are 
affected similarly - by 
these changes; though 
the resistance change is 
not so important in an 
I.F. stage as in an R.F. 
stage. As for the 
capacity change, since 
both R.F. and 1.F. 
stages depend upon 
stray capacity (usually 
about so to 25 pi/F) for 

Fig. 9.-Gain control ar- 
rangement for an R.F. 

stage. 

their accuracy of tuning, the usual valve change of 
some 4 to 6 e-pF is of considerable importance, 
forming as it does some 25 per cent. of the total circuit capacity. The effect of such tuning changes, together 
with the reduced damping factor, leads at once to a 
serious deterioration in picture quality. 

Turning back to Fig. 9, it will be -seen that the gain 
control system operates upon the valve suppressor grid 
as well as upon the usual control grid, the suppressor 
bias being made approximately twelve times as great as 
the control -grid bias by having R2 : R2, in the ratio r : rr. 
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The total bias developed _across the bias resistance 
(R1 in parallel with Ra and R3 in series) is applied to the 
suppressor, but only a fraction, R1/Rs -'- R3 - approxi- 
mately i/rzth of the total, is applied to the control grid. 
This method of bias, which can be applied to I.F. as 
well as R.F. stages, overcomes the undesirable effects 

Fig. ro.-Typical frequency changing stage for the 
television receiver. 

of input resistance_ and capacitance changes apparent 
when only the control grid is so biassed, 

Such an arrangement of gain control is used in the 
receiver of Fig. s, where the first I.F. stage is biassed in 
this manner, aswell as- the single R.F. valve. Biassing 
both valves gives an increased amount of control and 
reduces the amount of 'noise generated by the first I.F. 
valve. Using Z.62 television pentodes, su table experi- 
mental values for the components of Fig. i are : R4 

5,0002, R3=go,0002, R5==20,0000, The cathodic 
series resistances of the valves can each be 12o0, 
while suitable values for the series resistances from the 
bottoms of L1 and Li to the junction of Ri and R3 are 
each 5,000.2. These values will prove suitable for 
almost any of the well-known makes of television - 
type pentode valves. The anode resistances of the I.F. 
stage may be R7= 5,00052, R5-e,0000, and similarly 
for stages V4 and V;;, with all anode decoupling con- 
densers of capacity o.or 1iF throughout, and coupling 
condensers such as C3 of 0.092'+F. 

The Frequency Changer 
There is nothing particularly outstanding in the 

design of the mixer stage of a vision m-eceiver, and a 
triode-hexode valve, such as the AC/TH:i, 4.THA or 
ECH 33, is probably the simplest tö set up. A typical 
mixer stage of this variety is shown in Fig. ro, where the 
component values are for an AC/TH.i valve this 
circuit is -brought forward- from Fig. i, where its inclusion 
in a complete circuit is clearly seen. 

(a) 
Fig. N.-Circuits of the diode deter 

(b) , 

or stage. 

The oscillator coil (provided the R.F. and mixer 
grid coils are wound as described previously) may be 
wound seven turns on a gin. diameter former from 2ó 
gauge enamelled wire, the turns being spaced by a little 
more than a diameter of the wire. ' The tuning condenser 
Ci must be connected directly across the coil if parasitic 
oscillation is to be avoided, and should have a maximum' 
capacity of about zo NT. Other circuit component 
values are not particularly critical, except perhaps the 
,oscillator grid condenser Which should not be greater 
'than 15 ppF consistent with the correct 'amplitude of. 
oscillation. The smaller this condenser is in capacity, 
the more stable will the oscillator stage be. According to. 
themanufacturers, the correct amplitude of oscillation 
'is obtained when the triode grid and hexode-grid current 
is 0.15 mA., measured through the 50,0000 oscillator 
grid resistance. 

The gain obtained from the mixer of Fig. to, and indeed 
from almost any vision receiver frequency changing 
stage, is practically non-existent. It may be calculated 
in the same way as for an R.F. or I.F. stage, but by 
considering the conversion conductance of the valve 
instead of the mutual conductance. This is of the order 
of o.65 mA. per volt for most valves. A gain of anything 
over 1.5 times is phenomenal. 

A greater gain can he secured by using an R.F.' 
pentode with a separate oscillator valve as shown in 
Fig. is. The conversion conductance of a set-up of 
this nature, using a television pentode, is some 3 mA. 

Fig. Ii.-In this circuit a separate oscillator is .employed. 

per volt,- and a gain of from two to three times 
can be obtained. Other difficulties, however, such as 
getting the correct amplitude- of oscillation applied 
to the pentode, rather offset the advantage of increased 
gain, and for the home constructor the triode hexode" 
IS much to be preferred. To tell the truth, the -writer,' 
working with a friend, has never experienced the - 

slightest difficulty in getting a triode-hexode mixer, 
stage to " go," but has spent many fruitless hours 
trying to make sense of the separate valve circuit.' 
In any case, great gain is not required at the mixer 
stage, and as long as the valve does not introduce. 
attenuation, there is nothing to cause alarm. 

" Pulling " between the signal and oscillator circuits 
is seldom experienced on account of the large intermediate 
frequency involved, and good common sense in layout 
and screening is the surest passport to success. 

The choice of the oscillator frequency is not un- 
important. For intermediate frequency of 23 m/cs, 
the oscillator frequency may be 45 = 13. m/cs, 
that. is, 58 me/s-or 32 me/s. From the point of view 
of a slightly easier design of the oscillator circuit the 
lower frequency recommends itself, but second -channel 
interference is more likely to manifest itself on. this 
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range. This danger necessitates the use of a 
very selective R.F. stage or stages before the 
mixer and so undoes the advantage gained in 
a simpler oscillator design. In practice, the higher 
frequency (signal +I.F.) is almost invariably 
chosen. 

Detection 
A diode valve is almost universally employed 

as second detector in a vision receiver, and V6 of 
Fig. i shows a conventional design. The diode is. 
one of the special low -impedance type (such as 
the Mazda Acorn Di) which works into a load 
resistance of some 3;0009 and a parallel capacity 
of about ro aaF in order to retain the high 
frequency response. Even then, normal detection 
efficiency is not secured, and anything above 6o per 
rent. efficiency is exceptional. 

The exact manner in which the diode detector is 
connected into circuit, depends upon the number of 
video -frequency (V.F.) stages following it. If only 
one V.F. stage is adopted, the circuit of Fig. i2a should 
be employed ; this is similar to the detector stage 
of Fig. r. If two V.F. stages are employed, the detector 
must be reversed, as shown in Fig. lab. Unless this 
distinction is made, the result on the screen of the 
cathode-ray tube will be a " negative " image, i.e., 
white for black and black for white. Synchronisation 
is also likely to suffer. The detector of Fig. r (or r2a) 
gives an outpùt in negative phase, that is, the output 
increases as a negative potential for increasing depth 
of input modulation. After passing through the 
vidio-amplifier, V7 of Fig. r, the rectified signal is of 
positive phase and therefore suitable to apply to the 
tube grid. We shall refer to this fully later on. 

A detector of Fig. ras shows a simple choke filter 
output circuit consisting of an inductance L in series 
with the grid input lead of the following valve. Such 
a filter is necessary, for the rectified output of the 
diode appearing across C and R contains a great deal 
of R.F. and I.F. component, and it is necessary to 
prevent this getting through the video -frequency 
stage. Should it do so, and should the receiver screening 
be inadequate, harmonics of the intermediate frequency 
generated -in the detector will be fed back to the earlier 
stages and a faint series of diagonal lines will appear 
upon the picture. (Other faults may produce similar 
effects to this, of course, but these will be dealt with 
much later on.) The filter must, therefore, be capable 
of suppressing all frequencies above about 3 me/s. 
Taking the input capacitance of the following stage 

(d) (b) 
- Fig. r3. Alternative detector stage arrangements. 

to be 15 ppF, then for C=iS pliF end R=3,000Q, 
L should be about 320 pH in inductance.- With 
such a coil the effect of self capácitÿ rather spoils the 
theoretical pass -band characteristic, and in practice 
it is better to employ a system such -as is shown in Fig. 
r3a. Here reasonable filtering characteristics will 
be obtained if Li consists of 35 turns of 3o gauge 
enamelled wire close wound on a áin. diameter former, 
and La of eight turns similarly wound, with C=C1=xo 
1,5F, and R=3,0000. 

It is possible to obtain a similar result by adopting 
the circuit of Fig. 13b. here the load resistance is 
divided into two parts, R1 and R5, with a condenser 
in parallel with R2. C1 is of such a value that the 
impedance of C1R2 to R.F. is much less than the imped- 
ance of R1. At the sanie time C1R2 presents an -imped- 
ance to video -frequencies which is very much greater 
than R1. Suitable experimental values are : R1-- 
2300, R2=2,7000, Cr=ro fee. A series resistance 
of 5osa may be included in the output lead Rs. 

Video -frequency Amplification 
The video -frequency stage, or stages, - of the vision 

receiver corresponds to the audio -frequency stage, or 
stages, of the ordinary sound receiver, and so consists 
of a resistance -coupled valve amplifier capable of 
dealing with the necessary frequency band. In the sound 
receiver this band generally covers the range 3o to 
ro,000 cycles per second, but in the vision- receiver 
it becomes necessary to deal with the -band zero to 
2.5 megacycles per second. Transformer coupling is 
immediately out of the question, and several modi 
fications have to be madeto the conventional R. -C. stage 
in order to deal adequately with such a frequency baud.' 

(To be continued) 

News from the Clubs 
South Shields Amateur Radio Club 

THE above club has resumed activities again and a 
most interesting programme 'has been mapped 

out for the forthcoming meeting nights. Interesting 
demonstrations and lectures have been given by Mr. 
J. Teasdale (G8VV) and Mr. F. Boad (G8IF). 

The meetings are held in the St. Paul's School Rooms 
every Friday evening, commencing at 7 p.m., the first 
hour being de -Voted to morse practice and instruction. 
All interested are invited to our meetings and a great 
welcome is assured to any visitors, or write to Sec. 
W. Dennell, 12, South Frederick St., South Shields. 

Bradford Short-wave Club 
WE have now recommenced activities with tem- 

porary headquarters in the Temperance Rooms, 
Harewood Street, Bradford. We are holding weekly 
meetings on Mondays a,1 7.3o p.m. The morse class com- 
mences at 7.o and we are hoping to arrange a programme 
of lectures, auctions, etc., until we find permanent 
headquarters in which to instal our transmitter 
and continue operations on the air under the call sign 
G3NN. Sec.: V. W. Sowen, 6, West View, Bingley, Yorks. 

Whitefield and District Radio Society 
THE above society is now holding regular weekly 

meetings every Monday evening at 7.3o p.m. at 
the Stand Grammar School, 'Higher. Lane, Whitefield, 
and- at the recent general meeting the following officers 
were elected : 

Chairman Mr R Lawton ; hon. secretary : 1ír. E. 
Fearn ; hon. treasurer : Mr. R. Purcell. - 

All radio amateurs, experimenters, and any person 
interested in radio theory and practice in the Manchester 
and district area, .and all members of the B.L.D:L.C. 
are welcomed to the meetings of the above society. 

Secretary : Mr. E. Fearn, 4, Partington Street, Newton 
Heath, Manchester, ro. 

Stourbridge and District Radio Society 
AT the last meeting of this Society it was agreed to 

commence a local monitoring service of BRS 
members, who would report on all local signals on all 
bands. It is hoped that this service will be of use to 
the transmitting members, for reports and contacts 
are not always available at the time of special tests. 

Any radio amateurs in the district are welcome, 
and information may be obtained from the Secretary 
at " Sandhurst," Vicarage Road, Amblecote, Stour - 
bridge. - 
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By THERMION 

Training for Electronic Engineers 
IAM glad to note that Electric and Musical Industries, 

Ltd., who evolved the electronic television system 
adopted by the S.B.C. in 1936 when the Baird 

system after one year's trial had been found to possess 
some ineradicable defects, have formed a new organisation 
E.M.I. Institutes, Ltd., which is charged with the 
ambitious duty of providing schemes of training winch 
shall become Empire -wide and, later, world-wide. The 
rapid developments in electronic science and its new 
application in the last few years have shown the vast 
need for technical training, and I congratulate the 
company on its wisdom in creating an institution which 
will provide the pool from which these technicians of 
the future will be drawn. If this cotmtry and the 
Empire are to retain their .positionin the forefront of 
this new industry such training will. berequired on a 
much wider and deeper scale than can possibly be 
handled by existing facilities. It must provide an 
effective combination of basic training and practical 
experience. 

The scheme is designed ultimately to ensure 
technicians of the correct type. The principal of the 
new institute is Professor H. E. Trewman, M.A.(Cantab.), 
11I.I.E.E., M.I.Mech.E_, who has been connected for 
many years with technical training. Prior to the war 
he was responsible for controlling the technical training 
of officers for the various technical branches of the 
British Army. The London Radio College has been 
acquired to form the headquarters, and the immediate 
aim is to provide technical training of all kinds in the 
fields of television, radio, radar, and associated 
techniques. Included in their activities will be the 
provision of post -graduate training in the various fields 
of electronics, preparation for radio careers in the 
Merchant Navy, training for amateur radio -transmitter 
qualification certificates, training of radio and television 
repair and maintenance personnel, etc. It may be 
mentioned that one of the Allied navies has already 
arranged for some of its personnel to be trained at the 
new college. E.M.I. is in a unique position to undertake 
such work, having behind it the electronic research 
laboratories development organisation and the factories 
which have done such valuable work in the past. The 
Various courses of training will cover not only the most 
up-to-date knowledge in basic principles but will include 
the great advantage that students and staff will be in 
intimate contact as and where necessary with the most 
expert and modern practices. 

Commercial Broadcasting 
APARADOX will be created if the British Government 

concludes arrangements with Radio Luxemburg 
to push over from that station propaganda of a political 
nature. 'iVe already have the B.B.C., and if it is 
necessary to use the radio at all for this purpose the 
B.B.C. transmitters should be used, otherwise our world 
critics (and there is no shortage of -them at the moment) 
will be able to say with truth that what we'radiate from 
Radio Luxemburg we are ashamed to transmit ourselves. 
Moscow, the U.S.A., Eire, and one or two other countries 
of a less important nature do not hesitate to use their 
national transmitters to breathe anti-British propaganda. 
\Ve have an adequate answer to this scurrility, so why 
should -we be ashamed or afraid to answer it by means 
of our own B.B.C..? It is true that a Iot of the propaganda 
radiated from abroad is beneath contempt, coming as it 
does from countries which would have been wiped out 
but for England and the stand it took. 

The Typographical Error 
ONE . of my rather critical correspondents draws 

attention to the printer's error which seems 
inevitable and, in spite of all care, quite unavoidable in 
technical periodicals. This journal sins less in this 
respect than most and I would remind my readers of 
the following lines c 

The typographical error is a slippery thing and sly, 
You can hunt until you are dizzy, but it somehow will get by, 
The boss he stares with horror, then grabs his hair and groans, 
The copy reader drops- his head upon his hands and moans, 
The remainder of the issue may be clean as c'ean can be 
But the typographical error is the only thing to see. - 

Another correspondent refers to my recently made 
claim to have founded the first amateur radio journal. 
Well, the files of Patent Office and the British Museum 
can well establish that claim. However, I do not attach 
any value to the criticisms contained in this reader's 
letter, which seems to be a good example of bad-tempered 
writing. - 

Television History 
APROPOS my recent discussion on television, it is 

interesting to note that the first demonstration 
was in 1926-from Motograph House. The results were, 
of course, far frosts perfect, but they showed that 
television was possible. These transmissions through 
21,O came to an early end, and Baird applied for and 
obtained à licence for television, and 2TV commenced 
independent television broadcasting on a wavelength 
of 200 Metres with a power of 25o watts from Motograph 
House. A service of 30 -line television was started in 
September, 1929, through the B.B.C., and in January, 
1931, there was a demonstration of zone television. 

The Derby was first televised in 1931, and the first 
complete B.B.C. service commenced in 1932. In 
September, 1933, high -definition television was demon- 
strated to the British Association, and the first publie 
demonstration of this system took place in March, 1934. 

The Television Committee issued its report in 1935. 

Isn't This the Way of It ? 

[PRESS he M.-The Government has decided that 
there shall be no inquiry into the affairs of the B.B.C. 
and that its Charter shall be renewed for another five 
years.] 

SILENCE 
the fool who shouts and raves 

That " Britons never shall be slaves." 
True, in the days of long ago, 
But that's not how we run our Show, 
They took it as their rightful boon, 
Who paid the piper and called the tune; 
But now, Our Voice from Sinai speaks, 
Ignoring listeners' futile squeaks. 
Come, gather round, redundant staff, 
What joyous news to make you laugh 
An end to all your recent fears, 
You're safe again, for years and years; 
No rude inquiry shall there be 
Into affairs of B.B.C., 
In victory, our eyeballs glistening, 
We mean to stop all " sponsored listening." 
Ours are the programmes you shall like, 
Only our choice shall use the mike, 
And every rival on the air, 
We mean to " scramble " till they're not there. 
Thus does it prove, great B.B.C.,. 

That Britons are no longer free, 
But robot slaves, doing as they're told, 
With despots growing daily still more bold. 

" TORCH." 
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A Multi -range Meter 
Details of Another Type of Service 

Instrument by G. J. LAWRENCE 

THIS particular multi -range meter is built in a case 
bzin. high, gin. long and ;in. wide. The ranges 
covered are o -r nrA., o -ro mA., o -Zoo mA., o -god 

mA. (D.C, only), o -ro volts, o -go volts, o -ego volts, 
o -r,000 volts (A.C. and D.C.), and o-Igo,000 ohms. 
The nucleus around which the meter is built is the 
o -Z mA. meter. 

Details Of the Circuit 
As is well known, to increase the 

milliamp range a shunt of suitable 
resistance is placed in parallel with the 
meter so that if the required range is 
a -ro mA., Z/zo of the current passes 
through the meter and 9/10 through 
the shunt. A tapped shunt is used to 
provide the various ranges. 

To make the meter measure volts a 
series resistance is employed. 'l'o , de- 
termine its value Ohms _Law is used. 

- If a ro volt reading is wanted on the 
full scale deflection of 1 mA., then : 

I 
I2 

. Il Î 
as we know the current will be z mA. 
(or r/r000 amp) and E is to be ro 
volts, we have : 

ro 

r,000 
The resistance needed is ro,000 ohms. The internal 

resistance of the meter must be taken into consideration, 
however, if accuracy is desired, so a series resistance of 
9,900 ohms is used. The odd zoo ohms need not be 
worried about on the higher ranges, as it only makes a 
difference of r/ro of a volt. 5o,000 : 250,000, and Z 
meg. ohms resistances are necessary for the other 
ranges. The range wanted is selected with a single 
pole four-way rotary switch. 

For A.C. volts a rectifier is used of the z mA. type. 
Care should be taken in the handling and use of this 
rectifier for it is delicate. There is, of course, a voltage 
drop across it and this can be compensated for by the 
use of suitably low series resistances, or by separate scale 
calibration. The latter course was chosen, among 
other reasons, to keep down the cost. 'The rectifier is 
placed between the series resistance and the meter, and 
is switched in and put by a double -pole double -throw 

QS 
Fig. a.-How the scale is marked out to cover all ranges. 

September, 1946 

Fig. Z.-The finished meter. 

toggle switch. The scale can be calibrated by the application of known voltages. A rough graph will help and, as a guide, the drop on most ranges is about 
5 per cent. 

Measuring Resistances 
To measure resistance an internal source of . supply is necessary. This is supplied by a grid bias battery. Only 3 volts are required and the plugs can be moved up as the cells are exhausted. It is obvious that if the reading of zero is required at I mA., a resistance of 3,oeo osons must be incorporated for the meter to read z rnA. at 3 volts. This resistance is ruade up of a fixed resistance of 2,300 ohms and a potentiometer of x,000 ohms. This is used to set the meter to read exactly r nrA. on a dead short. To avoid the inconvenience of having to hold the test prods together to do this, the main switch can be set at ohms and the current switch at goo mA. This will bring a resistance of negligible value across the terminals and the zero set can then be -adjusted. 

The Cabinet 
This can be made out of practically 

any wood and covered with American 
.cloth or french polished. The wood is 
-3in. thick, it is gin, long, lin. wide an.d bin. tall. The lid should be made sin. 
deep. Inside -the cabinet put a partition 
/in. froin the left hand end. This space 
is to house the grid bias battery and the 
test prods. A small ledge is screwed 
around the large compartment fin. from 
the top, on which to fix the panel. 

The panel is made of 3 -ply wood. 
A hole is drilled in the centre of the front of the cabinet sin. from the. bottom, 
to take the potentiometer. 
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,e. To Potentiometer To Battery 

Fig. s.-Wiring details of the meter. 

Construction 
Cut a hole in the panel to take 

the meter, and then drill the other 
boles to take the switches and ter- 
minals. It is best to mount the 
resistances on a group board as this 
will stop them moving about and will 
keep the wiring neat. The rectifier 
can also be mounted on a group 
board to hold it in a rigid position 
and so protect it from mechanical 
damage. With regard to its connec- 
tions, a red mark; indicates the 
positive connection ; a eu the two 
A.C. connections, and the other is 
the negative connection. 

The centre switch is the main 
selector one. It is a two pole 4 way 
rotary, and selects mA., ohms, volts 
D.C. and volts A.C., reading from - 

-left to right. The rotary. switch on 
the left hand. sideis to change the - 
voltage range, and that on the right 
is to change the current. The toggle 
.switch to the right is the on/off-switch 
and to the left to interchange A.C. 
and D.C. 

A fairly heavy gauge of wire is 
used to connect up and good, strong 
connections should be made. It is 
particularly necessary to see that the 
connections to the D.C. side of the 
rectifier are sound, for if current is 
passed with these connections broken, 
the rectifier will be damaged. 

When connecting up the resistance 
section it is best to make the wires to the battery 
and potentiometer fairly long so that easy access can 
be had to the interior of the cabinet without discon- 
necting these wires. The leads to the battery are 

250,000n 
Group'Board 

50,00012. 

Shunt* ' 

9,900f1 

brought through the partition 
and not over it. The terminals 
should be clearly marked + and 

for if too strong a current 
is accidentally passed through of 
incorrect polarity, the needle Will 
be bent (as I know from bitter 
experience). 

A scale must be drawn and 
fixed in the lid. An example of 
the scale is illustrated. ,;The 
bottom section reads o -I mA., 
so the meter reading should be 
compared and then followed up 
to the desired scale. For the 
resistance range it is best to naake 

d out a graph as the slope is uneven. 
6z Two are needed : x between o 

and t5,(300 ohms, and one between 
xo,000 and 150,000 ohms. It is a 
simple matter to read any 
resistance off these graphs and 
they can be kept in a pocket in 
the lid below the scale. 

When making out the 
resistance graphs Ohms Law 
should be used. On the one 
reading o-ro,000 ohms this is 
done every r/ro of a inilliamp, 
and on the other every 1/50. Do 
not forget to subtract the 3,000 
ohms of the internal resistance, 
for example at .3 mA. 

I=FjR 3Jr0,000=3/P 
30,000; 3R io,000=R 
x0,000-3,000 7,000. 

s.p S.7 

+ Fig. 4-Theoretical circuit of the mete 
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Therefore, the resistance being measured is 7,000 ohms. 
The test prods are kept above the battery and should 

be. connected to the meter with good flex or earphone 

LIST OF COMPONENTS 
One 0.1 nsA. meter. 
One Westinghouse meter rectifier (1.mA, type). 
Two 1 pole 4,way rotary switches (Yaxley type). 
One 2 pole 4 -way rotary switch (Yaxley type). 
One shunt (to read 10 mA., 100 niA, and 500 mA.). 
One S.P .D.T. toggle switch. 
One D.P.D.T. toggle switch. 
One 1,000 ohms potentiometer. 
One 9,900 ohms resistance (-1 per cent. type). 
One 50,000 ohms resistance (i1 per cent. type). 
One 250,000 ohms resistance (±1 per cent. type). 
One megohm resistance 1±1 per cent. type). 

- - One 2,500 ohms resistance (} watt type). 
Two large terminals. 
Two test prods. 

- One 9 volt grid bias battery. 
'Wire, solder, screws, etc. 

leads. The latter are preferable as they. are designed 
to stand a good deal of movement and twisting. All 

Fig. 3.-Grcph showing resistance ra ige readings. 

components used in this meter are easily obtainable 
at any reputable wireless store. 

Making Dials. and Scales 
Hints for Obtaining an Engraving Effect by Simple Means 

By D. A. LEADBEATER 

SOME. time ago I conceived the idea for a meter 
dial of painting the numbers in reverse on a piece 
of celluloid and then flooding the back with a 

contrasting' colour of paint, so that the view from the 
front would be. of a calibrated scale on a shiny flat 
background. Later on L extended the idea to. name- 
plates because of -the neat appearance and great dura- 
bility-the paint all being behind the celluloid. Any 
yellowness which will occur with time must be only on 
the outer face and is readily removed with metal punish. 

Now while the whole idea sounds simple enough, a 
number of snags soon made themselves apparent if' 
anything approaching professional standards was to 
be obtained. ' The first essential was found to be to wash 
the celluloid in carbon tet. on the side to be painted, 
and not to touch it with the fingers afterwards. The 
next difficulty came in writing the figures, and for this 
I've found by far the best answer is a mapping pen, 
and thin paint diluted in petrol as you go., i.e., mix the 
paint and the petrol with the pen at each letter or -two. 
Any errors can be easily removed With a piece of cotton 
wool on a stick, and with care quite professional results 
may be obtained. When the background is ready to be 
put in, and when the figures are dried hard, this should 
be done by pouring a -pool of thin paint towards one side 
and persuading it over the whole area by tilting only. 
Then leave it dead flat to dry. 

Larger Areas 
When dealing with surfaces over about 8 sq. in., 

i.e:, tuning dials, calibration charts and the like, tite 
flooding operation tends to be a little more complicated 
if a perfectly- Uniform background is required, and here 
a very soft brush is to be recommended to " push " the 
paint along until it covers the whole arca, and then the 
celluloid must be steeply tilted in alternate directions 
several times to ensure perfectly even and comparatively 
thin distribution. The paint which runs on to fingers 
and top side of the -celluloid is easily removed later, 
but under -no circumstances brush the paint on, for 
brush marks Will never completely disappear. - 

A quite pleasant mottled effect can be got by using 
four or five smaller pools of rather thicker paint and 
running one into the other, the paint thickness and 
pool size being found by experiment. 

Calibrating the Dial - . - 

My first method of calibrating the celluloid was, to 

place it in position and mark it appropriately in ink. 
Then just turn over and paint in reverse. But as the 
ink wouldn't come completely off, and that even if 
and when it did it still left a scratched outline, I can 
hardly reconílnend such a method: 'A far more satis- 
factory practice is to make a. -paper. template, -calibrate, 
and then hold it against' the window to draw in its 
reverse. Then place template, reverse side uppermost, 
on a table and put the celluloid on top and paint in the 
calibrations. 

Etching in of markings is definitely deprecated unless 
fall tools and skill of trade are to hand, although dots 
put in With the tip of a drill arc very effective, but 
ensure on a piece of scrap that the tip is at the right 
angle for the job before operating on the main piece. 
First impressions can be very confusing here. 

A further point to remember is that in cutting 
celluloid a deep score on either side with a scriber for 
straight lines, or a pair of dividers for circles, is quitesufficient 

to permit a fracture or tear along that line. - 

TWO VEST-POCKET BOOKS ! 

WIRE AND WIRE 
GAUGES 
By F. J. CAMM 

316 or by post 3í1O 

NEWNES ENGINEER'S 
POCKET BOOK 

By F. J. CAMM 
10/6 or by post II!- 

Obtainable from all booksellers, or by post from 
George Newnes, Ltd. (Book Dept.), Tower 
House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2 
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HAVE YOU -HAD YOUR COPY OF "ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES"? 

Whatever your age or experience -whether you are one of the " old school " or a newcomer 

to Engineering anxious to hold your position under post-war conditions -you must read 

this highly informative guide to the best paid Engineering posts. 

The Handbook contains among other intensely interesting matter, particulars of B.Sc., 

A.M.I.E.E., A.M.LMech.E A.M.I.E.E., A.M.LA.E., 
CITY & GUILDS, CIVIL SERVICE, and other important Engineering Examinations, 

outlines courses in all branches of CIVIL, MECHANICAL, ELECTRICAL, 
AUTO&IOBILE, RADIO, TELEVISION, AERONAUTICAL and PRODUCTION 
ENGINEEERING, DRAUGHTSMANSHIP, GOVERNMENT EMPLOYMENT, 
BUILDING and PLASTICS (the great peacetime careers), MATRICULATION, etc., 

and explains the unique advantages of otIr Employment Department. 

WE DEÎINITEIY GUARANTEE 
á NO PASS ® NO FEE 

If you are earning less than £10 a week you cannot afford to miss reading "ENGINEERING 
OPPORTUNITIES" ; it tells you everything you want to know- to make your future secure 

and describes many chances you are now missing. In your own interest we advise you to 

write for your copy of this enlightening guide to well -paid posts NOW - FREE and without 

obligation. 

BRITISH "INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 
409, SHAKESPEARE HOUSE, 17, 18- & 19, STRATFORD PLACE, LONDON, W.I. 

THE 8.I.E.T. 15- THE LE DING INSTITUTE OF ITS KIND. IiV THE WORLD 

SEPTEMBER 
OFFERS 

Transformers. The new " Two - 
in -One." 350-0-350, 80 m.a., 6.3 v., 4 amps., 
5 v., Y. amps., 4 v. 4 amps., 4 v.2.1. amps. 
Most useful. 32/6. 350-0-350, lit m.a., 
'6.3 v. 4 amps., 5 v.2.',- amps., 3216; 350-0-350, 

150 ma., 4 v. 4 amps., 4 v. 21 amps., 35/-. 
Electrolytic Condensers. 8 mid., 500 v., 
Can, 2110 ; 1 mfd., 200 v., Can, 21-. Micro - 
pack, 50 mfd., 12 v., 216 ; 4 mfd., 150-200 v., 
3/-. 
Tubular Condensers. .01 mfd., 1.000 v., 
1/9, .02 mfd., 750 v., 1/3 ; .1 mfd., 450 v., 
11- ; .1 mfd., 8,000 v., 1716. 

Coils. Canned I.F. 465 kcls., 1716 pair. 
Aerial and R.F., M.W. and L.W., lo!- pair. 
Vibrators, 12 v. or 6 v., 4 -pin, 11/6. 

Trimmers. Airspace 5-50 pf., 219 ; Philips 
3-30 pf., 11- ; 25 pf. and 50 pf. variable, 313: 

" Walkie Talkie " Receiver Trans- 
mitters, as advertised last month. A few 
still available at £15.10.0 carriage paid. 

Wavemeters. Ex -Govt., class- D, No. I, 
Mark Ii. Frequency ranges 2-8 me/s., 
1,900-4,000 kc/s., 4,000-8,000 kc/s. 6-v. 
battery operated.. Supplied with leads, 
valves and vibrators in metal case with web 
sli ng, £6.17.6 each. 
Post Orders Only. C.W.O. or C.O.D. 
over £1. Carriage paid over LI. Send 
S.A.E. for Current List. Country Dealers 
send for particulars of our "Country 
Dealer Service." 

U.E.LI CORP., 
32, St. Gabriels Road, 

London, N.W.2, 

1 

MIDGET COMPONENTS 
Miniature 7 -pin Button Base Valve - 

holders, paxolin 1/-, ceramic 1/6. 

Valves, type 1R5 -1S5 -1T4, 17/6 each. 

M.W. High- Gain TRF Coils, with 
circuit, 4/9 per pair. - 

MWILW Coils, as above, 8/6 per pair. 
Knobs, black or brown, 6d.; with 

brass insert, 9d. 

Pointer Knobs, 8d., with brass insert, 

MW/LW Ivorine 2 Colour Dials,. 1/2 
each. 

8 mid. 500v. Electrolytics, 2/6. 

Switches, 4 pole 3 way, 3/6 ; 2 pole 
6 way, 2/9. 

3 Pin Plugs and Sockets, 8d.; 4 pin 
9d. ; 5 pin 10d. ; 6 pin 1;-. 

50 pfd. Air Trimmers, insulated spindle, 
ceramic frame, 2/9. 

Intervalve Transformers, 3/1 ; 6/9 each. 

L.F. Chokes, 65 ma., 12 henry, 5/3. 
Output pentode transformers, 5/-. 

.1 meg. to 1 meg. Volume Controls, lin. 
dia., 3/9. 

Dry Batteries, 60v. 4;-; 1.5v. 2/-. 
C.W.O. postage under £1. S.A.E. 
with all enquiries and for lists. 

M. O. S. 
(Mail Order Supply Co.) 

24, NEW RB., LONDON, E.1. 

LASKY'S RADIO 
EVERYTHING FOR THE IIOSIF, 
SET CONSTRUCTOR, AMATEUR 
RADIO EXPERIMENTER AND 

SERVICEMAN. 
ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS, 
500v. WORKLNG.-8 mfd., 3(-, 16 mfd., 
4/9;8xsmfd.,5/6;8x10,6/9;16x16, 
7/9. 
HIC=H VOLTAGE OIL -FILLET) 
CONDENSERS. -8 mfd., 600 v.w., 5/- ; 

4 mfd., 1,000 v.w., 7/- ; 10 mfd., 600 v.w., 9dÓ, 6 ; 
n4.,vw., 3/ 1 

1,000 10 .w.,.36;mfd 
400 v.w.. 3/3 ; 1 mid., 750 v.w., 3/-. All 
with china stand-off insulators and 
fixing clip (feet). 0.1 mfd., at 8,000 
v.w. (tubular), 10;6 ; 0.5 mfd., 6,000 
v.w.. 107-. 
YAXLEY TYPE SSVITCHES.-4-pole, 
3 -way. 2/6 ; 2 -pole, 5 -way (Midget), 2/3. 
COILS. -Medium and long -wave with 
reaction and circuit, 8/6 per pair. 
Whearite P " coils from 2/3 each. 
Z.P. Trans., 465 kc!s., 15/- pair. 
Whearite Midget LP.T.'s 460 kc/s., 
10,'6 each. L.31. & S. Wave, A.E. 
and O.S.0 465 Reis with superhet 
circuit, 106 pair. Weymouth all -wave 
coil pack with all switches, padder 
trimmers, and circuit, 38/6. 
MAINS TRANS., ALI. TYPES. - 
350 -0-350 120 m.a., 6.3 and 5v. (Tapped 
at 4v.) input 2e0 -250v., with mains 
tapping board and fixing feet, 37!6. 
350-0.350, 80 m.a 6.3 and 5v. or 4v. and 
4v., 29/6. 
SPACE IS NOT AVAILABLE TO 
ADVERTISE ALL OUR GOODS. 
SEND ld. FOR OUR CURRENT 
LIST. ALL OUR PRODUCTS ARE 
GUARANTEED. WE AIM TO 
GIVE SATISFACTION AND VALUE. 
Terms. -CASH WITH ORDER C.O,D., 
or pro forma, 

LASKY'S RADIO 
370, Harrow Road, Paddington, SV.9 

(Opposite Paddington -Hospital). 
'Phone : Cunningham 1979 
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4°fisWas,. 

Ate 

The "Fluxite Quins" at Work 
" You're the craziest tinker I've met. 
What on earth hove you done fo his set? 

The darn thing's so hot 
You could boil up a pot; 

No FLUXITE ! Short circuit, I bet! " 

See that FLUXITE is always 
by you -in the house -garage 
-- workshop -- wherever 
speedy soldering is needed. 
Used for over 30 years in 
government works and by 
the leading engineers and 
manufacturers. Of all 
ironmongers -in tins, 

8d., 114 and 218. 

Ask to see the FLUXITE 
POCKET BLOW LAMP, 

price 216. 

e 
To CYCLISTS : Your wheels will 
NOT keep round and true unless 
the spokes are tied with fine wire 
at the crossings and SOLDERED. 
This makes a much stronger 
wheel. It's simple - with 

FLUXITE-but IMPORTANT. 

The FLUXITE GUN 
puts FLUXITE 
where you want it 
by a simple pres- 
sure. Price 116, or 
filled, 216. 

ALL MECHANICS W.,/ YE 

FLUXITE 
IT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING 

Write for Book on the ART OF "SOFT" 
SOLDERING and for Leaflets on CASE- 

HARDENING STEEL and TEMPERING 
TOOLS with FLUXITE, also on " WIPED 

JOINTS." Price Id. EACH. 

FLUXITE LTD. (DEPT. W.P.), 
BERMONDSEY ST., S.E.I. 

THESE ARE IN STOCK -- 
THE PRACTICAL WIRELESS 

ENCYCLOPAEDIA. By F. J. Carom. 
10/6. Postage 6d. 

PRACTICAL WIRELESS SERVICE 
MANUAL. By P. J. Canon, 6/-. 
Postage 4d. 

THE WIRELESS WORLD VALVE 
DATA. 2;'-. Postage 2d. 

RADIO RECEIVER CIRCUITS 
HANDBOOK.. By E. M. Squire. 
6/-. Postage 4d. 

WORKED RADIO CALCULATIONS. 
By A. T. Witts. 6/6. Postage 3d. 

PROBLEMS IN RADIO ENGIN- 
EERING. By E. T. A. Hopson. 
5/-. Postage 3d. 

THERMIONIC VALVE CIRCUITS. 
By E. Williams. 12/6. Postage 5d. 

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE 
THEORY AND DESIGN OF 
ELECTRIC WAVE FILTERS. By 
F. Scorven. 15;-. Postage 4d. 

FOUNDATIONS OF WIRELESS. By 
M. (J. Seroggie. 7/6. Postage 4d. 

HIGH FREQUENCY THERMIONIC 
TUBES. By A. F. Harvey. 18/-. 
Postage 5d. 

TIME BASES. By O. S. Puckle. 
16f-. Postage 4d. 

TESTING RADIO SETS. By J. H. 
Reyner. 15/-. Postage 5d. 

EVERYMAN'S WIRELESS BOOK. 
By F. .f. Camas. 6,'-. Postage 4d. 

We have the Finest Stock et English 
and American Radio Books. Write 
or call for complete list. 

THE 

MODERN BOOK COMPANY 
(Dept. P.9.) 

19-23, Praed Street, London, W.2. 

YOU 
can become 
a first-class 

RADIO 
ENGINEER 
We are specialists in Home - 
Study Tuition in Radio, 
Television and Mathematics. 
Post coupon now for free 
booklet and Iearn how you 
can qualify for well -paid 
employment or profitable 

spare -time work. 

T. & C. RADIO COLLEGE 
NORTI{ ROAD, PARKSTONE, DORSET. 

(Past in unsealed envelope 1d. stamp) I 
I Please send- nie free details of your I 

1 Home -Study Mathematics and Radio I 
I Courses. 

NAME 
I ADDRESS 
¡ P. 74 

milldams .. 
TO:- Rii D!tJJ 

rTJ11'/§lASTS 

D HttebFGGuE<tEe 
. . . . AHywdreee. 

POUNDS 'SHILLINGS PENCE s I s. d 

Above well-known labels are covers 
of securely packed parcels containing 
your orders chosen from 10,000 
Popular and Rare Radio Valves, exact 
types or suitable Replacements : 

ACHLDD, ACP, AC2HL, ACpen, 
AC2pen, AC2penDD, ACSpen, 
AC5penDD, AC6pen, ACSGVM, ACTP, 
ACVPI, ACVP2, AC044, APP4A, 
APP4B, APV4, AZ I, AZII, AZ3I, 630," 
Cl, CIC, CYIC, Cy31, 063, DA30, 
DCP, DDB, DD4I, 00207, DD620, 
DDL4, DDT, DG2, DH63, DL, DL63, 
DN41. 0024, DW2, DW4I350 
OW41500, EA50, EB34, EBC3, EBC33, 
EBLI, ECC3I, ECH35, ECR30, EF6, 
EFB, EF12, EF39, EF50, EL2, EL3, ELS, 
EL11, EL32, "íL33, EL35, EL50, EMI, 
EZ3, FC2, FC2A, FC4, FCI3, FCI3C, 
1W41500, GTIC, GU5O, H30, H63, 
H141D, 11210, HA2, HD24, HL4I, 
HL2, HLI3, HLI3C, HL2IDD, 
14123, HL23DD, HL41DD, 11113300, 
HLI32O, HLIDD11320, 1W41350, KT2, 
KT24, KT32, KT6I, KT63, KT66, 
KTW61, KTW63, KTZ63, LP2, MH4, 
MH41, MHI118, /1114105, MHD4, 
MH14, ML4, MPpen, MS46, MSP4, 
MSpen, MSpenB, MUI4, OM4, P2, P41, 
P215, P650, PA20, PM2A, P112HL, 
PM22A, P11220, PP31250, PP51400, 
PX4, PX25, Pen383, Pen4DD, Pen453DD 
Pen4VA, Pen25, Pen45, Pen45DD, 
Pen46, Pen141, Pen428, PenA4, PenB4, 
PenDD4O20, QP22B, QP25, QP230, 
RA, S4VB, SP2, SP13, SPI3C, SP4, 
SP48, SP41, TDD13C, TDD2A, TDD4, 
TH2, TH21C, TH233, TH2321, T113CC, 
TH4B, TH4I, TP22, TP25, TP26, 
TP2620, T6D,, TX4, TX4 I, US, U10, 
U14, U16, U18, U21, 031, U50, U52, 
U403, 04020, URIC, UR3C, LYU5, 
UU6, U07, V914, VMP4G, VMS4B, 
VP2, VP4, VPA, VP4B, VPI3A, VP23, 
VP41, VP133, VPT4, W21. W42, XH, 
XSG, XP, X22, X24, X4i, X6IM, X63, 
X65, Y63, Z21, Z22, 01A, IA4, IA5, 
IA6, 1A7, 1B4, IC5, 1C7, 105, 1D6, 
107, 1E7, I F4, 1E5, 1E6, 117, 106, 
IH4, I1-15, IH6, 115, 116, INS, 1135, 
IS5, 1T4, 1T5, 2A7, 287, 20I3C, 2D4A, 
2P, 504, 5V4, 5Y3, 5Z3, 5Z4, 6A4, 6A7, 
6A8, 6AE6G, 687, 688, 6C5, 6C6, 6C8, 
605, 606, 607, 6F5, 6F6, 6116, 615, 
617, 618, 6K6, 6K7, 6K8, 6L5, 6L6, 6L7, 
6N7, 6P5, 6Q7, 6R7, 6SA7, GSF5, 
6517, 617, 6051605, 607, 6V6, 6X5, 
6Y5, 625, 6ZY5, 7A7, 785, 7B6, 787, 
7B8, 7C5, 703, 705, 7Y4, 802, 902, 
IO, IODI, 1105, 12A, 12A5, 1287, 
12E5, 1215, I2Q7, 12SA7, 12SF5, 
12SK74, 12SQ7, 12Z5, I3SPA, 14, 15, 
/501, 18, 19, 20, 2002, 22, 24, 25A6. 
All above at List Prices. Order C.O.D. 
Also enquire for types not listed here. 
COMPONENTS : Full range of 
tested quality in stock. BOOKS : 
Comprehensive Radio Literature avail- 
able. t METERS : Latest models of 
Instruments, Test Gear and Equipment. 
SHORTWAVE : Depot of RAY - 
MART Products. LISTS : Complete 
set on application (stamp). EXPORT : 
Speedy despatch, safe packing, full 
insurance. DEMOBilised a n d 
Forces : Special attention ! STOP 
PRESS : Complete Walkie-Talkies, also 
R.A.F. Communication. Receivers, are 
obtainable now. 

J. BULL & SONS (P.W.) 
246, High Street, Harlesden, N,W,10 
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Practical Hints 
Novel Cabinet 

WING in the past gained some 
1-1 valuable tips from your Practical 
Hints page, I wondered if the 
following would interest other 
readers : 

Haring an old marble clock, I 
decided to use the works to make a 
grandmother clock. When I realised 

/02* 

2,9 

/2" 

11.»0«.1.0.111.1.111NHIMIN MO 

THAT DODGE Of YOURS 7! 
i Every Reader of "PRACTICAL WIRE- ii 

s 

LESS " must have originated some little 
Si 

dodge which would interest other readers. 
Why not pass it on to us P We pay pall -a- 

- Iguinea 
lee every hint published- on this 

page. Tura that idea of yours to account 
by sending it in to us addressed to the Eoe I 

o Removes, 
"PRACTICALL 

d.. Towe Roue, Southampton 
I Street, Strand, W.C.S. Put your name ' 

and address on every item. Please note 

-- 
that every notion sent in must be original. Data File 

!. 
Hark envelopes "Practical Hints." 

- I_l'ERE is a neat and accessible 

All hints must be accompanied by the i 

ix 
i 

coupon out frem page iii of cover. 
_ 

Speaker 

and insulate this connection. Press 
the springs close enough to hold the 
arm where the knob has been. Put 
the arm back into the body of the 
switch back to front; When you arc 
putting the switch back on the 
panel put it on in the usual way. If 
it is necessary to break a circuit 
quickly and efficiently just pull out 
the arm.-D. DovWING (Haslingden). 

SPECIAL NOTICE Z 
method of filing radio informa - 

Metal Grille 
stained same 
colour as wood. 

imitation Ooor 

Base of 
Acoustic Chamber 
perforated will 
I" holes. 

A novel radio cabinet. 

what a waste of valuable room there was, I decided to 
fit a Speaker inside. 

As it is totally enclosed, it is most important to cut 
some rio. holes in the base of acoustic chamber; otherwise 
it would sound "boxy.'' ' It is most realistic when Big Ben is chiming, and I 
seem to follow the programme better. 

,The idea could be extended, of course, where sufficient 
room is available to house the cabinet, by making 
the clock ease a properly -designed acoustic chamber 
or sound labyrinth. This would convert the clock to 
grandfather proportions, and the' speaker could then 
be mounted at the upper portion of the cabinet 
(immediately below the clock) and the " bass " opening 
could then be suitably included in the cabinet design 
at the lower end.-A. E. AsioND (Hingham). 

Plug and Jack 
FOR a home-made plug and jack, take the knob off 

a push-pull switch and extract the arm.;: Contact 
a wire between the two terminals and lead a wire from 
this connection. Solder a length of insulated wire at A 

S witch Arm 
inserted' 
back to front 

Converting- a simple switch into a plug and jack 
arrangement. 

of a shelf. Data 
are fixed to the bl 
not required they 

tion, keeping it clean and fresh. 
An old spring roller blind and 

fittings is mounted between brackets 
fixed to the wall or to the underside 

sheets, cuttings from periodicals, etc., 
ïïid with gummed strips, so that when 
are rolled up inside the blind. 

Brackets -_Spring Roller 
Blind 

Cara fastened 
with Gummed Strips 

A goöd idea for keeping valuable data tidy. 

The more often required information, such as valve 
data, resistance colour code, etë., should be mounted 
on the lower part of the blind.-JOHN H. MARK (Glas- 
gow, N.). 

Novel Fuaeholder 

IREQUIRED 
a neat fuseholder for a small hook-up 

that I'd put together, and devised the following 
means. I took an old Bakelite container that formerly 
had been a elver for a tube of iodine, and adapted it 
as illustrated. 

A clip of the type used to hold electrolytic condensers 
in place was used to fasten the holder to the panel. 

Fuse 

Plastic Soldering Tag made 
Case & Cap Tag from 

Strip Brass 

Adapted Container 
for Fuse Holder 

A fuseholder made from an iodine tube. 

I- was doubtful at first as to how the holder would 
react to a " blow out," but I found out it stood up to 
the shock more than " good enough " when the fuse 
did go.-R. V . ANDERSON (India). 

Original 
Container 
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Serviong the Vrator Power Pack. 
Hints for the Overhaul of Modern Car Radio and Similar Power Units. 

THE design of vibrator power packs has advanced 
considerably during the past few years. This, 
I think, can be attributed to the great demand 

by the military forces for such units. 
However, although the power pack designs have 

been greatly improved, the basic principle is the same, 
the fundamentals of which have already been described 
in a previous issue of this journal.* Readers are therefore 
referred to this issue for the basic theory. 

The servicing of any vibrator power pack is greatly 
simplified if one masters the fundamentals of vibrator 
technique. 

A vibrator power unit usually comprises a vibrator, 
specially designed transformer;, smoothing choke and 
condensers, as well as the necessary R.F. chokes, buffer 
condenser and resisters. 

The vibrator, transformer and filter unit are screened 
so as to prevent the radiation of R.F. energy, and it is 
essential that wider no, circumstances should this 
screening be entirely removed. 

As for servicing these power packs, examine first 
Pigs. r and a. These schematic diagrams represent the 
basic synchronous and non -synchronous vibrator 
power packs. The former incorporates a full -wave 
indirectly -heated valve rectifier and filter unit, whereas 
the latter is self -rectifying but includes the filter unit. 

First Steps 
The procedure adopted for servicing these units 

differs according to one's experience and method of 
fault tracing. However, the following is the most 
efficient way to locate any fault that may be prevalent 
in vibrator power packs. 

Connect an ammeter in series with the positive 
battery feed, making sure the meter is large enough to 
handle a current drain caused by the power paek. 
This done, connect a D.C. voltmeter across the positive 
and negative battery feeds (this 
meter should be capable of 
reading the full battery voltage). ifibretor 

It is advisable that these 
meters be cònnected on the 
" dead " side of the switch, as 
this ensures that the meters 
are not reading continuously 
when the switch is open: 

The fault tracing can now 
begin by switching on the 
vibrator pack, plus load, and 
reading' the battery voltage on 
the voltmeter ; this figure should 
be compared with the battery. 
rating. It is essential that for 
the correct operation of the 
vibrator unit, the battery 
voltage should not vary more 
than ro per bent. of its rated 
value. 

So much for the voltage sup- 
ply. Next, take a reading on 
the ammeter, and if this exceeds 
the figure laid down by the 
vibrator pack manufacturer, it 
is a sure indication that some- 
thing is wrong in the power 
unit. 

Switch off the power supply, 
substitute' a good equivalent 
type vibrator. and take fresh Car Battery 
readings. If these readings are 
identical with the first set of 

*Jlanit, 1945. 

readings, it more or less proves that the vibrator is in 
order and that some other component in the pack is at 
fault. " 

The next step is to locate the faulty component, 
adopting the scheme whereby each individual com- 
ponent is subjected to conventional tests. 

The buffer condensers should be carefully checked 
for open' or short circuits, because open and short 
circuited buffer condensers will speed up and encourage 
the destruction of the vibrator itself. This is easily 
understood if one realises that the purpose of this 
condenser is to control the arcing at the vibrator 
contacts. 

If it is found that this condenser is at fault, it must. 
be replaced with one of the correct value and rating, 
and not just replaced with any condenser that is to 
hand. The correct capacitive value can be obtained 
direct from the unit manufacturer, so long as he is 
informed of the type of unit at fault. 

To -day, many packs incorporate a resistor in series 
with the buffer condenser, the presence of which helps 
to limit the flow of secondary current and also excessive 
sparking at the contacts. 

It is, therefore, essential that this resistor be checked 
for continuity, because, if found to be " open circuited," 
no control is offered over the arcing at the contacts. 

One must not forget, however, that should the buffer 
condenser be at fault and withdrawn from the unit, it is 
advisable not to switch on the unit until a replacement 
has been made. 

Vibrators sometimes develop a fault whereby the 
contacts " chatter." This can sometimes be remedied 
by mounting the unit upon sponge -or-rubber cushions. 
The latest models have, however, adopted this procedure 
to overcome any fault that is likely to arise in this 
direction. 

Another fault that was extremely common prior to 

Butter Condenser Smoothing / Coke H.T i. 

3 
Fig. 1.-4 synchronous type of vibrator circuit 
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the war, was the sticking of vibrator contacts ; this 
caused the vibrator to operate on only one pair of 
contacts. This fault can be the result of over -running 
the vibrator.,, so causing the reed to lose its springy 
characteristic. The only cure for a vibrator having 
these faults is a new replacement. 

Contact arcing can occur if the commutator in the 
car system becomes defective in any way:, A defective 
commutator prevents -an even flow of D.C., which will 
cause a surging effect, with the result that the contacts 
either burn up or -that the reed loses its temper, 

Vibrator Transformer 

Heaters 

R.F. Filtçr_- 
,Condenser 

Buffer 

as possible. If the necessary precautions have been 
taken and R.F. is still prevalent, try to eliminate 
this fault by twisting the battery leads together. Failing 
this, it is a sure indication that additional filtering 
is required ; this can be carried out in many ways. For 
instance, suppose the receiver has developed a kind of 
ripple which becomes amplified as it passes through 
the various stages of the receiver, it is passible to suppress 
this by by-passing the anode resistor of the stage at 
fault with a condenser to earth. 

Other ways of suppression can be tried, such as 
by-passing the H.T. positive and 
negative feeds to earth by means 
of a suitable condenser, or by 
connecting a condenser across 
the battery output feeds. 

Condenser 

indirectly Heated 
Rectifier 

R.F. C. 

4Q:QOO 

Smoothing 
Condensers 

!/:T, f t 

R.F. Filter- 
Condenser) 

RFC, C. 

w 

H.T.- 

Various Anode and 
Screen Voltages 

Fig. z.-4 non -synchronous vibrator power pack. 

If one discovers that the vibrator contacts are worn, 
the efficiency of the unit can be improved by substituting 
a slightly larger buffer condenser. This enables the 
vibrator to be used whilst the present shortage of radio 
components is prevalent. One must not forget, how- 
ever, that when replacing the worn vibrator, the buffer 
condenser must be replaced with one of the correct 
value. 

Check the ruses 
Most vibrator power packs incorporate fuses in the 

battery supply. leads. These fuses Will blow if the 
unit develops a fault whereby it draws more current 
than the rated value. It is therefore advisable to include 
fuses in the circuit if they have been omitted, and it 
is also essential to make sure that the correct value 
fuses are used. 

The R.F. chokes mud resistors found in the unit must 
be checked for continuity, whereas' the remaining 
condensers should be checked for open or short circuits. 
The checking of these components is conventional 
and is well covered in our " Wireless servicing 

-= Manual." 
As already mentioned in the March, x946 issue of 

this journal, it is essential that R.F. chokes and con- 
densers be included in the circuit, the presence of which 
help to suppress R.F. radiation and interference. This 
fault cannot be ignored, as it 'may be necessary to include 
more chokes and condensers in the unit. To clarify 
this interference suppression, refer to Fig. r. 

The power pack should be efficiently screened and 
the screened battery feeds to the pack kept as short 

One must not forget, however, 
that the chassis on, the vibrator 
unit is at earth potential, and 
should not be used as a negative= 
return for the high tension. It 
is advisable, therefore, to check - 

to sec if the power pack is 
insulated from the chassis upon 
which the unit is mounted. If 
the pack is in electrical contact 
with the chassis, it is more or 
less a certainty that ground 
currents will flow, these being the 
result of R.F. radiation. It is 
advisable, therefore, to earth the 
vibrator pack by by-passing con- 
densers at one point only. 

Receiver Interference 
Receiver interference, such as 

hum and ripple noises, are more 
or less caused by inadequate 
filtering in the power unit. The 
only sure cure is for an ad- 
ditional filter to be added ; this 
should first be tried across the 
battery supply feeds, and 
secondly, across the H.T. output 
feeds. 

Another point that is worth 
mentioning because it does help 

to overcome the ripple effect, is to separate the 
heater supply lines for the, valves in .the receiver 
from those of the rectifier valve. 

As in receiver servicing practice, it is essential that 
the valve rectifier be checked for its operating charac- 
teristics, as well as for internal shorts and softness.' 
Any fault with the rectifier will no doubt cause the 
power unit to draw more than the rated current from 
the battery. This can be verified by checking the 
current reading as already explained earlier in this 
article. 

If the rectifier is at fault, never replace with a hew 
valve until the- smoothing condensers in the filter unit 
have been checked for short or open circuits. 

So much for the checking of the components and 
power unit ; it is now necessary to mention a few impor- 
tant factors which are so many times overlooked or 
ignored. 

Never overload the power unit by forgetting_ to 
check the current the load is taking, and ahvays check 
the D.C. output voltage. These factors play an impor- 
tant part in car radio ; the former can damage the 
pack if in excess, whereas the latter, if too low, will 
cause the receiver. to be inefficient, because of the 
wrong potentials that are being applied to the valve 
electrodes. 

AN IMPORTANT NEW WORK 
NEWNES ENGINEER'S REFERENCE GOOK 

Edited by F. J. Canim 
1.326 pages; Two Guineas, or 43i. by ,So=t 
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Fig. 1. --Wiring of the sub -panel. 

TN the summer a portable is particularly useful and a 
I fairly large model has advantages. Some of the 

midget receivers are very efficient, but they require 
special batteries . and sometimes do not Work so well 
as a larger receiver with a frame aerial and speaker 
of ample proportions. This portable is not a midget, 
but is quite compact and'ordinary batteries can be 
accommodated. It gives ample loudspeaker repro- 
duction for all normal listening. 

Circuit Chosen 
This is shown in Fig. 4. It is a four -valve straight 

arrangement.which does not occupy a great deal of space. 
The. use of an R.F. stage before the detector sitnpliTies 
the construction of the frame aerial as no reaction 
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Constructional Details of a Receiver 

winding is required on it ; it also increases the selectivity 
an sensitivity considerably and by amplifying the 
signal before the. detector makes. reaction less critical. 
The K.F. stage is coupled by a choke to the detector 
to give both good gain and stability ; transformer 
coupling. would also give. satisfactory. results. 

The detector is followed by two amplifying stages and. 
the use of a pentode in the last ensures ample volume for 
domestic purposes. If the constructor requires a 
slightly less powerful set the output pentode may be 
replaced by a small power valve. " With the pentode 
used as shown very good loudspeaker reproduction is 
obtained even if the triode L.F. stage is omitted entirely. 

The circuit is well decoupled to ensure stability even 
when:the H.T. battery is running down and to remove 
the necessity for extra H.T. plugs in the battery. Separate 
tuning.condenscrs are used for R.F. and detector tuning 
to avoid loss of efficiency through the circuits nòt ganging 
and because this is more. compact than a two -gang 
condenser and trimmer. 

LIST OF COMPONENTS - 

Resistors : 5,000 ohm ; 25,000 ohm ; 20,000 ohm ; 
40,000 ohm; two .30,000- ohm ; .5 megehm ; 
2 megohm. 

Condensers : Three 1 mfd. ; .1 mfd. ; .05 Wild. ; .01 
mfd. ; .0002 mfd. Two .0005 mfd. solid dielectric 
tuning condensers ; .0003 mfd. reaction condenser; 
.0002 mfd. pre-set. 

Reaction type high.frequency choke H.F. type foe 
RF. coupling. 

Parafeed transformer. 
Three 4 -pin and one 5 -pin valve -holders. 
Tuning coil. - 

Two 3.point toggle or push-pull switches. 
Moving -coil speaker with transformer for pentode and 

.002 mfd. condenser. 
Wire for frame (22-28 d.c.c. and 28.32 enamelled 

or s.s.c.). Wood for cabinet and chassis, etc. 

SCREENED 
H,f, CHOKE 

enc.! 
TO COIL 

Fig. 2. Main wiring under the chassis. 
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The Receiver 
Chassis 

This is re- 
movable so 
that the set 
can be wired 
up and 
tested before 
being in- 
serted in the 
cabinet. It 
can easily be 
made from 
plywood to 
the dimen- 
sions -shown 
in Fig. 5 and 
covered with 
foil. ft 
should be 
about Tin. 
'deep. The 
panel is 
Skin. by Tin. 
high, - and is 
also covered 
with foil to prevent 
hand capac- 
ity when 
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Outdoor Use, by f. G. RAYER 

operating. Five -holes should be drilled -in it in the 
approximate_ positions -shown in Fig. 6. The two 
top holes are for the .0005 mfd. solid dielectric 
condensers used for tuningand the central hole 
for the- .eoo3 mfd. reaction condenser. Toggle 
switches are fixed in the lower holes and care should 
be taken to make sure there is room for the actual 
'components used. 

The completed panel is screwed to one .endof the 
chassis as shown. in -Fig. 5: A piece of -'in. thick 
wood, 7ìn. by 51in,, is then screwed to the panel. 
This piece has a large- hole cut in it as in Fig. 6 
which faces a corresponding hole cut in the cabinet 
side when the set is in position. This serves to 
recess the controls. Thé chassis is finished by lap- 
ping a piece of metal across the remaining end. 

To prevent interaction between thé R.F. tuning 
condenser and reaction condenser a screen is 
placed between them as shown in Figs: r and 5. 
This may be made from zinc, aluminium' or foil 
fixed to a sheet of thick card. It must be earthed to 
the chassis. 

The valve -holders and other parts on top of the chassis 
are arranged as in Fig. 5. The valve -holders must not 
be quite together or there will not be sufficient space for 
the valves to be inserted. 

Sub -chassis Wiring 
Fig. a shows the majority of the wiring. It will be 

necessary to keep the components and wiring approxi- 
mately as shown to facilitate connecting and avoid 

20,000.14 

M,I$! 
Frame 

14' 
Fig. 3.-Details of the frame cabinet, and mounting for chassis. 

instability. Connections should not straggle about 
and components should be mounted as directly in the run 
of wiring as possible. All grid and anode leads must in 
particular be short and direct. 

The connections to the coil ate numbered to agree with 
the numbers shown in Fig. 4 and can be -taken up through 
one hole about lin. in diameter. If a coil with terminals 
is used instead these should be connected in the normal 
way by taking the leads through the chassis as convenient. 

Of the two high frequency chokes, the small one 
connected- to the detector anode is not critical, and may 
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be omitted or replaced by a 5,000 ohm resistor with some 
makes of tuning coil. The R.F. coupling choke must, 
however, be a component especially intended for this 
circuit position as a reaction choke will not have 
sufficient impedance. It should be screened and the 
metal case is connected to the L.T, minus line of the 
receiver. 

Soldering will be necessary and insulated sleeving must 
be added where wires may touch each other or the foil 
on the chassis. Battery leads are made from flex, fitted 
with marked connectors. 

Wiring between the panel and chassis will become 
clear upon consulting Figi. r and s. Three lengths of 

giving approximately six titrúis in each slot. The wire 
is then cut off at a position which will bring the end 
near the chassis when the latter is in position and 
zooft. of 3o s.s.c. joined on. This is then wound in the 
remaining three slots, giving approximately r8 turns 
to a slot. Both windings must be in the same direction. 
The beginning of the shorter winding is connected to the 
fixed plates of the R.F. tuning condenser ; the junction 
of the windings goes to the wave -change switch ; and 
the end 'of the longer winding is taken to one of the 
filament minus sockets. 

These connections are made with the short lengths of 
flex mentioned when the chassis is finally in position. 
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Fig. 5. Details of the chassis and sob -panel. 

flex about bin. long should be soldered on for connections 
to the frame aerial, when this is made. One of these 
leads runs from the fixed plates of the R.F. tuning 
condenser and the second from the wave -change switch. 
The third lead is taken from the L.T. minus line of the 
receiver. 

A short length of twin flex is taken from the plate 
and screen grid sockets of the output valve -holder for 
connection to the speaker (leads marked L.S. and H:.C. 
plus in Fig. 2). The screen grid socket is also connected 
to H. f. plus. 

At this stage the receiver may be tested by connecting 
a spare tuning coil to the leads which will eventually 
go to the frame aerial. Both circuits should tune 
smoothly without any interaction and- reaction should 
build up gently. No screening of leads was needed, 
but the grid lead of the R.F. valve is taken across the 
top of the chassis to prevent coupling with the detector 
circuit. Should there be any instability the anode lead 
of the R.F. valve may be screened in the usual way. 

The Cabinet 
This was cut down from one obtained from a junk 

shop ; it may be made from five-ply to the size shown 
in Fig. 3. It is r4ins by rsin. by Grin. inside. The finish 
naturally depends upon the craftsmanship and materials. 
If a polished, jointed cabinet is not going to be made, 
American or leatherette cloth may be glued over 
the whole of the outside with quite a professional result. 
The front need not be fretted as in the illustration, 
this being left from the original junk cabinet together 
with the centre piece whirrs was intended to carry a 
moving -iron speaker. A suitcase -type handle bolted 
to the top and a door with catch hinged to the back 
completed the cabinet. 

The Frame Aerial 
A piece of three-ply, i4in. by rain., carries the frame. 

Four pieces, gin. long and fin. square, are screwed 
diagonally to the corners, as shown in Fig. 3. In these 
pieces six saw cuts, about 4in. deep, are made with a 
fairly wide saw (oak or other hard wood nimmst be used 
tá avoid splitting). 

When the pieces are in position a p ft. length of 
26 d.c.c. wire is taken and wound in three of the slots, 

Fixing Speaker and Chassis 
The position of the chassis is shown 

in Fig. 3. It rests on a strip screwed 
to the side of the cabinet, and in 
addition a bracket is screwed to the 
front of the cabinet (see Fig. r). A 
bolt run through panel and cabinet side 
completes the fixture that end. 

A metal piece, Tin. long, with two 
flanges, holds the other end as shown 
in Fig. 3. To prevent the chassis slip- 
ping from the lower flange a bolt holds 
the chassis and supporting metal piece 
together. 

The speaker is bolted to a hole so 
that it occupies the position shown. 
These bolts do not project through the 
front of the cabinet and the baffle 
(with frame wound as described round 
its edges) is fixed to the front of the 
cabinet by short wood screw -s. 

A H.T. battery of the long type goes below the chassis, 
and a jelly or dry accumulator stands besides the chassis. 
Operating 

It should be remembered the frame does not pick 
up signals originating from a point in line with its axis só 
the receiver may sometimes require to be turned about 
when listening. 

S% 2 
Fig. 6. Details of the main panel. 

If it is desired the two tuned circuits should gang 
closely together the frame" aerial may be adjusted to suit 
the particular coil used. Adding turns will increase the 
wavelength tunable, and vice versa. The .0002 nifd. 
pre-set may be adjusted from below the chassis to 
control the selectivity and sensitivity as desired. 
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Receiving Television Sound 
How to Build a Battery-or 
Use with Existing Receivers. 

KNOW that teIevision- transmissions are taking place 
111 regularly, many listeners are anxious to hear just 

what is being broadcast before investing in a vision 
receiver. Others are not at present interested in the 
vision, but would like to hear the sound part of the pro- 
grammes, as there are occasions when certain items are 
televised which are not heard on the normal B.B.C. 
programmes. It must be pointed out here, however; that 
the use of a converter such as is to be described will not 
enable the high quality of the television sound. pro- 
grammes to be obtained. A properly designed receiver 
is necessary to derive the full benefit of the wide band 
width which is used on the television frequencies. 
However, a special S.W. converter can be built which 
will enable the sound programmes to be tuned in just 
as easily as the normal Home or Light programmes, and 
is well worth while. 

As the frequency used by the existing television 
section -is in the ultra -short-wave range, some care is 
required in selecting a circuit which will be more or 
less foolproof. Experience has shown that a triode- 
hexode type of valve is the most reliable, and these are 
now available in either mains or battery -operated types 
so that all can share in the choice of valve. The hexode 
section is, of course, used as an H.F. amplifier cum 
detector, with the triode section as oscillator, the mixing 
taking place inside the actual valve. This gives relia- 
bility right down below the 7 metres round which we 
are at present interested. 

The Circuit 
For the oscillator stage certain valve makers have 

their own preferences, but a Hartley or Colpitts oscillator 
circuit will give very good results, and of the two, 
preference goes to the Hartley. The ofily snag is that 
the tuning condenser for this part of the circuit cannot 
be mounted on a metal panel, or, in other words,- the 
spindle or moving vanes cannot be connected to " earth." 
If an insulating bush is placed on a metal supporting 
screen a standard condenser can be used, but the 
capacity to earth may affect results. It is hest, therefore, 
to use separately operated condensers for Çr and C2, 
mount them on an ordinary insulated type of panel, 
and fit extension rods to the spindles to avoid hand - 
capacity effects. The full circuit is given here with 
all essential values marked. No difficulty should be 
found in building up a neat little unit round this circuit, 
but the values of one or two components will _depend 
upon the valve in use, and the instructions of the 
makers should be followed so far as these are concerned. 
The small condensers from filament or heater to earth 
should be included - with all types of valves. In the - 

case of a battery valve the lead from the secondary 
of the aerial coil to earth should be broken at the point 
marked " X " and a lead taken from the coil to a G.B. 
tapping to suit the valve. The cathode connections are 
then ignored, and the grid resistance in the oscillator 
stage then taken direct to earth. 

Coils 
Tuning will be found easiest with a 15 mmfd. condenser 

and these- are readily obtainable to -day. The coils 
to cover the required wavelength will then consist of 
6 to 8 turns of wire with a diameter of just over ran. 
Obtain some good tinned copper wire if possible (although 
plain copper will do); with a gauge of 14 or so: Alter- 
natively, if you can obtain them, some of the original 
silver-plated Bulgin coils will be found ideal. Wind 
the required number of turns round a piece of material 
having an outside diameter Of just under an inch. Wind 

Mains-operated-Converter for 

By W. J., DELANEY (G2EMY) 

the wire on tightly with each turn- up dose agains t 
its neighbour, and when the required number: has 
been wound, and_ the end -of the wire released, it will 
spring open and leave the turns space -wound just a 
little over an inch in diameter. A tapping has to be 
taken to the grid coil, and in the majority of cases 
the most effective position will be at- the centre point 
of the coil. With some- aerial systems, however, it 
may be found that= more stable oscillation is obtained 
when the tapping is moved towards the " earthy " 
end of the coil. When a suitable position has been 
found, however, the lead should be soldered to the coil 
at that position. 

- The aerial coupling coil will consist in most eases 
of 4 or g turns of wire - wound -on a similar former to 
the previous coils, but placed about tin, away from 
the " earthy " end of the grid coil. Some grounds for 
experiment may be found here, according to the type 
of aerial which is used. Best results will be obtained 
with a proper dipole built on the lines described in last 
month's issue. But an ordinary aerial can be used, in 
which case it should be joined to the end of the aerial 
coil remote from the grid coil, and the other end of the 
aerial coil then joined to earth. If oscillation is not easy 
to obtain (due to a very large aerial, or inefficient earth 
connection) a small condenser should be joined between 
the aerial and the aerial coil. 

Aeric/ 

H. 

0/ Mrd. 

0003 Mfd 

r.i- 

LX 
SuPPY 

0003 Mld. 

Basic circuit of the converter for television sound. 

Coupling to the Receiver 
To couple the converter to an existing receiver, an 

ordinary LF. transformer. may be joined to the hexode 
anode circuit. If a standard unscreened component is 
used, the pre-set condenser across the secondary should 
be removed, allowing the secondary then to be tuned by 
the condenser in the receiver. If the latter utilises a 
coil having a very sniiall primary winding, it may be 
found that tuning will be difficult, in which case the two 
points shown in Fig. r as being joined to aerial and 
earth terminals on the existing receiver, should be 
joined to earth and the grid of the input valve. The 
aerial is then coupled to they input to the converter 
in which condition the entire combination becomes 
a superhet. The receiver should be tuned to some point 
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at the bottom of the -medium waveband where no inter- 
ference is experienced, and then the two condensers on 
the converter unit should be " swung " through their 
entire range slowly until the vision or sound signals are 
heard. If the vision signals are picked up first it will 
be a simple matter to find the sound broadcast as it is 
only slightly lower in the scale. 3,\ 'hen once the pro- 
gramme has been received, experiment with the setting 
of the main tuning in the receiver, the adjustment 
of the pre-set across the primary of the I.F. transformer, 
the exact position of the aerial coupling coil, and 'the 
tapping point on the grid coil. Most of these adjustments 
will be affected by the strength of the received signal 
and the type of aerial. For instance, if a long way from 
the Alexandra Palace and near to a busy road, it will 

be found that car interference will be very bad and 
perhaps prevent the programme from being heard at all. 
In such a case a good high dipole properly matched, 
with correct type of feeder, will do much toreduce 
the interference, whilst a reflector may even cut out all 
interference and enable the programme to be heard 
perfectly. Similarly, tuning to the other end of the 
medium waveband on the receiver may prove more 
effective in some locations than in others. Of course, 
in the ease of a mains receiver, the H.T. feeds for the 
three points in the unit may be obtained from the 
receiver H.T. line by means of the usual decoupling 
resistances, whilst the L.T. supply may be obtained 
from the receiver through the medium of an adaptor 
placed beneath one of the valves. 

A New 1,000 
PHILIPS Lamps, Ltd., announce that they will 

shortly have available a new r,000 watt amplifier 
designed for very Iarge public address installations 

or for wire broadcast systems serving networks of 
6,000 subscribers. 

The " Philowatt," as it is to be called, is a high - 
quality amplifier with the remarkably low distortion 
level of r per cent. It incorporates many novel features 
including " S.A.M." (Scott Automatic Monitor), which 
fulfils a function closely parallel to that of " George " 
the automatic pilot in aircraft. 

S.A.M. consists of a unit built into the amplifier 
which provides electronically -delayed main H.T. 
switching and automatic monitoring of the amplifier 

The complete rack assembly with 
door open. 

Watt Amplifier 
output. This facility.is provided to allow the unattended 
operation of the amplifier, and functions in the following 
manner : 

In the event of no audio signals being present 
in the amplifier output for a period exceeding three 
minutes a relay is' released which may be arranged 
to inject a small 50 -cycle input to the amplifier. 
If the amplifier is working satisfactorily, the so -cycle 
signal will be detected in the output and will auto-' 
matieally re -set the circuit for a further three 
minutes. The 5o -cycle signal is not noticeable on the 
speakers connected to the amplifier as the duration 
of the signal is only a fraction of a second, the time 
required for the reset- 
ting of the monitoring 
relay. If the amplifier 
develops a fault the 
relay will not reset 
and an "earth" is put 
on a circuit which 
may be employed to 
operate an alarm 
signal andlor switch 
over to a stand-by 
amplifier. 
A feature of the am- 

plifier is the meter 
panel. This contains the 
three meters mentioned 
below and with the lower 
grille `gives a well- 
balanced appearance to 
the amplifier, which is 
designed to appeal as 
much to the eye as to 
the ear. The nesters 
themselves are of the 
" easy -to -read " type, 
the operational segment 
of their scales being 
distinctively coloured to 
permit of satisfactory 
inspection by the non- 
technical user. 

The body and "works" 
of the amplifier, being 
built on a standard rgin. 
rack, can be obtained 
without the cabinet if 
required. The necessary 
fixing arrangements for 
the output valve anode - 
current meters are then 
available on the front 
panel after the removal 
of two cover plates. 

Interior of the amplifier, 
showing rack assembly. 
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This model incorporates the electronic -delayed switching 

.unit, but does not include the automatic monitoring 
facility as standard. It may, however, be fitted at a 
small additional cost. 

Circuit 
The amplifier -incorporates a special low -distortion 

direct -coupled driver stage, which provides a low- - 
impedance signal source and also' negative bias stabilis- 
ation for the class AB2 push-pull triode output stage. 

The pre -amplifier stages are also push-pull throughout 
and employ negative feed-back which results in an 
extremely low harmonic content, even at full drive. 
The negative feed-back circuit has also enabled a good 
output regulation to be obtained, a very desirable 
feature in wire broadcast systems Where the load 
is liable to considerable fluctuation. 

The audio coupling and output transformers have 
received much attention in their design and, as a result, 
the amplifier is able to provide full output at frequencies 
as low as 40 cycle per second with a total distortion of 
less than 3 per cent. 

Three 3 iin. rectangular meters are provided, two for 
indicating the plate currents of the output valves, the 
third being a multi -purpose instrument, which by adjust - 

nient of a rotary switch enables it to be used as an output meter with a dB scale, or for checking the cathode currents of each of the pre -amplifier and driver valves. 
The output valves are protected, in the event of a failure of the fixed bias supply, by a relay which auto- matically reverts to auto -bias working. In the event of such a failure, the green bias indicator lamp is extinguished. A similar red lamp indicates that the main H.T. supply is on. 

Mechanical Construction 
The streamlined cabinet design presents an exceptionally well-balanced and pleasing appearance. Particular 'care has been paid to the ventilation, and 

also to the accessibility of components. The front of. thecabinet 

is hinged in two sections which permits adjust- ment of the pre-set controls and for revolving (see photograph). 
The amplifier is built on a standard r9in. rack, and comprises four panels, the voltage amplifier, the output valve stage, the bias supply unit and the main H.T. supply unit. - 

Two quickly detachable panels give free access to the rear of the apparatus, electrical components and external connections. 

Notes and News 
Booklet on Solders and Fluxes 

waMULTICORE 
Solders, Limited, are releasing for 

distribution, upon request, to manufacturers, 
service engineers and all who are interested in soldering, 
an attractively printed booklet " Modern Soldering, 
/446 Supplement." This eight -page booklet contains 
a number of illustrations showing practical uses of solder. 
Full technical information is supplied of Ersin Multicore 
Solder, which contains three cores of non -corrosive 
Ersin flux, with tables of colour codes, melting points 
of different alloys and recommendations of which alloy 
to use for specific purposes. Another interesting table 
gives details of gauges in inches and millimetres in 
which Ersin Multicore Solder is supplied as standard, 
together with approximate number of feet per pound 
of five different alloys in nine different gauges. 

A general article explains simply the composition and 
uses of solders and fluxes and makes it clear why an 
activated resin flux such as Ersin, which is incorporated 
in the three cores of Multicore Solder, is advocated for 
soldering of radio and electrical components. 

Samples of two representative alloys are incorporated 
in the booklet. Copies of the booklet are obtainable 
upon application, free of charge, from Multicore Solders, 
Limited, Mellier House, Albemarle Street, London, W.r. 

Technical Notes on the New Pye Television =Receivers 
BOTH the 1946-47 Pye Television receivers are of 

entirely new post-war design, and developments 
resulting from Pye's experience in the production of 
radar and other military equipment have led to much 
improved performance. The black and white picture, 
measuring approximately 8in. x 6in., is brighter, with 
finer definition. Interference is automatically suppressed 
in both sound and vision channels. Two exterior 
controls operate the on/off switch and vary brightness 
and volume. Four auxiliary controls are concealed 
beneath a shutter on the front of the cabinet these 
are : contrast, focus, frame hold, and line hold. Seven 
pre-set controls are located at the hack of the chassis : 

line linearity, line amplitude, vision sensitivity, sound 
sensitivity, frame linearity, frame amplitude and 
frame synch. They do not normally require adjustment 
after the set has been installed. The sound channel 
has been designed to reproduce faithfully the high 
quality television sound transmissions. Each model 
is a T.R.F. receiver designed to operate on 5o cycles 
18o/25o v. mains. A special Y -matched television 

aerial has been developed for use with these 'receivers. Its design provides high signabnoise ratio; maximum sensitivity for sound and vision ; reduction in weight and wind resistance. The complete installation provides maximum performance from the receivers in all localities within the service area of the Alexandra Palace transmitter. 
Prices : Table Model (B/6T) f35 plus £7 17s. 3d. purchase tax. 
Console Model (Di6T) £45 plus £ro as. 2d. purchase tax. Aerial (including tubular metal pole, and down lead; excluding chimney or hall fitments), -£g r7s. 6d.,' 

C.B.C. International Broadcasts 
THE Canadian Broadcasting Corporation have issued a brochure designed to give a brief explana- tion of the C.B.C.'s International Short -Wave Service. The C.B.C.'s International Service broadcasts 36 hours a week in English to the United Kingdom alone. Its transmitter at Sackville,- New Brunswick, which was designed by C.B.C. engineers, has one of the clearest short-wave signals heard in Europe from North America.-- 

A year ago, when the short-wave service was commencing operations, the Director General of Programmes of the C.B.C. heard the Sackville Station on a portable set in the Savoy Hotel, London, as clearly as the B.B.C. Horne Service. 
The C.B.C. broadcasts in English on short-wave every type of programme-variety, music, drama, actualities, news, news -features and political comment. Some of the programmes are designed for Canadian Servicemen still serving in the United Kingdom or Europe, but the majority are for general listening. 
The C.B.C. hopes to be able to supply a monthly schedule of its International Short-wave Service. If you should be interested in receiving this, write to : Andrew - Cowan, European Representative, C.B.C. International 

Service, c/o B.I.C., zoo Oxford Street, tipi. 

Our Cover Subject 
IT is interesting to compare American television practice with that used in this country. The recently published illustrations of B.B.C. television studio arrangements may be compared with that on this month's cover, which shows an American television studio during a broadcast. Note the huge batters of lights and the three Iconoscope cameras which are being used simultaneously. - This enables " fades " and close- ups to be brought into effect very much as in the normal cinema film. 
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Programme Pointers 
This Month MAURICE REEVE Discusses the Question of a New Venue for Concert -goers 

THE Promenade Concerts commenced another 
season at the Royal Albert Hall on July 27th. 
As was the case last year, the conductorship 

is shared by Sir Adrian Boult and Basil Cameron, and 
they run for eight weeks. Everything, in fact, is the 
same, and according to the traditions built up in over 
half a century of " promenading." 

The public, that is to say, the promenading part of 
the concert -going musical world, would not tolerate it 
otherwise, any more than the devoted patron of cricket, 
football or the theatre would tolerate any but minor 
changes in the presentation of those amusements. 
And those only with a growl. 

The promenader not only must have his promenade, 
but he insists on attending the concerts in such vast 
numbers that, even if he wanted to, promenading 
would be even more impossible than it is on Brighton 
promenade on a fine August bank holiday. So jammed 
is the floor of the Albert Hall on most nights that the 
removal of the fainting, of whom there are always one 
or two, is a highly skilled and technical operation if the 
music is not to be indecently interfered with. The 
title " Promenade Concert has tong since become a 
misnomer. 

Possibly one, and the only, change made of any 
note is the abolition of the itlonday all -Wagner pro- 
gramme, a tradition going back to almost the founding 
of the series. At Queen's Hall it used to draw the largest 
audience of the week, not even excepting Beethoven on 
Fridays It is bound to return when life regains its 
equilibrium and stability, and when values are seen 
through Iess rose -tinted spectacles. Only then will the 
present " Tschaikovsky-soaked :population " realise 
what it is missing. 

Memorial Hall 
. The concert -goer amongst my readers has doubtless 

been wondering what is happening to the projected 
",Henry Wood Memorial Hall " ! Or to some house 
of music to replace the ever -to -be lamented Queen's 
Hall. I know nothing other than rumour, gossip and 
hearsay. But the problem is very serious. What an 
artistic tragedy it was that destroyed the Queen's and 
not the Albert Hall ! 

Rumour has it that the plans for a new Queen's Hall 
have been shelved owing to the raising of the ground 
rent from l65o to 1'8,5oo per annum. Also that Bruno 
Walter is going to lay the foundation stone of it when 
he is over here conducting in the autumn. Meanwhile 
we are still being asked to buy bricks for the Henry 
Wood edifice. 

I have often wondered whether the purchase of a 
West End theatre would not be a good financial 
proposition. Say, the bombed -out Lyric or Shaftesbury, 
which could be completely re -conditioned as a concert 

hall, with the seating accommodation brought up to 
two thousand or just over. The old Shaftesbury 
probably used to hold about that number ; it was one 
of the larger West End theatres. 

Something must be done about it, and quickly. 
" The Shaftesbury Music Theatre " ! It seems to 
sound grand in my ears ! Theatres have proved 
extremely successful in recent years for holding concerts 
in, and the Sunday series at the Cambridge Theatre 
have been profitable and popular. The atmosphere has 
been admirable, the seating extremely comfortable, 
and the whole thing as much a pleasure to performers 
as to listeners. If given over entirely to music, the 
stage of any theatre would obviously be reconstructed, 
just as it would in a concert hall taken over by a 
theatrical company. This should present few difficulties 
at the Lyric, and none at all at the Shaftesbury, which 
was entirely consumed and now presents merely a 
vacant site. 

Worth Considering 
I have no idea whether either of these propositions 

is in any way possible ; most likely not. But I do 
suggest, knowing that theatres frequently change hands, 
that this should not be an unpractical line of approach 
to the very important problem of providing London 
with its new concert hall, if the Queen's Hall project 
falls through. As a new advertising approach to the 
concert -going public it should be incomparable. All 
the theatres' patrons passing up and down Shaftesbury 
Avenue would have music's leading names before it, 
just as it now has its own attractions. Instead of a few 
sandwich usen tucked up away at the top of Langhani 
Place where nobody can sec them except those actually 
attending Queen's Hall, there would be a constant 
stream of countless thousands, all day and every day, 
passing the very doors and actually seeking entertain- 
ment. 

On the supposition that this idea of bringing music - 
land into theatre is possible, I would suggest that it bé 
very carefully and exhaustively studied. 

Footnote.-I was at the Albert Hall a short while 
ago. The place was full. I had been sitting about two- 
thirds of the way back in the stalls. Enormous applause 
was accorded both the orchestra for its playing of a 
symphony and a pianist for a concerto. But after the 
fourth " recall " to the platform, I looked round me and 
was astonished to notice that scarcely a single person 
of the hundreds round me was clapping or acknowledging 
the artists in any way. In fact, the whole of the 
auditorium could have disappeared into thin air, or 
need never have appeared at all, for all the difference 
they made to the volume of sound. 

There are probably many reasons, chief of which 
might be that stall -holders . are more blasé and 
sophisticated. I was not among the applauders. 

New Zealand Amateur Frequencies_ 
ADDITIONAL frequencies were made available for 

use by licensed New- Zealand radio amateurs 
with effect from June 3oth, inclusive. 

Holders of high -frequency permits are now 'permitted 
to 'operate on a world-wide basis within the bands 
shown hereunder. 
High Frequencies 

4o -metre band: 

co -metre band: 

co -metre band 

7,000 to 7,30o kc/s Ai waves (morse) 
only. 

54,oóo to 14,40o kc/s Ar waves 
,(morse) only. 
29,000 to 30,000 kc/s Ar waves 

(morse) and A3 waves (telephony). 

Vera( High Frequencies 
166 to 17o waves (morse), and A3 waves 
420 to 43o mc,s (telephony). 1,345to4425mes 

Transmissions in the 8o -metre band (3,50o to 3,960 
ke/s) previously restricted to New Zealand contacts 
only, may be made on a world-wide basis. 

The use of the frequencies 58.5 to 6o mets in the 5 -metre 
Amid has been discontinued, but in lieu thereof all 
licensed amateurs are permitted to operate on a world- 
wide basis in the 5o to 54 me/s portion of the 6 -metre 
band, using both Ar and A3 waves (morse and 
telephony). 

It is not possible to restore the pre-war r6o-metre 
amateur band. 
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Und emeath 
Television Pick-ups and Reflections. 

POST-WAR television has started off with a swing 
Prograuunes of the sanie style and type as th 
1939 vintage have served to get the organisatio 

into working order, and highly entertaining they hay 
been. The national Press have, on the whole, give 
the service a good send off, though one or two writer 
have expressed surprise that the quality and. detail o the' picture show no obvious improvement on pre-wa 
television. One writer took particular note of " snow storms and flashes," blaming the transmission. Th 
description of the blemishes, however, seemed t indicate that he suffered from local electrical interferenc 
on his receiver, probably from automobile ignitio 
circuits or from diathermy. 

Diathermy 
There is, of course, a considerable increase in man 

¡lade static compared with pre-war days, and rhos 
of this has had its most serious effect on the very shor 
waves. Thanks to the commercialisation of televisio 
n Britain before the war, this country had a big leac 

over all other countries in the development of ultra 
short-wave radio in its multitude of applications 
Deluding communication, radar, radio controllec 

weapons and diathermy. This was largely due to th 
number of commercial firms and technicians who hac 
been engaged on television design and constructiona 
work, quite apart from the host of short-wave "hams' 
N ho had made their own television or short-wav 
receivers. One of the fields in which_very rapid propres 
vas made was in ultra-short-wat`e applications t 
nedical, surgical and curative treatments. " Bloodies 
urgere," is not a new term ; it was used many year 
sgo by the highly entertaining 

N of the music hall, such as 
' Dr. Watford Bodie" and "Radiaría," 

who ruade use of the more' spec - 
acular school -room experiments -With 
Wirnshurst machines and static elce- 
ricity to produce startling effects 
u the stage. Such is the power of 

wind over matter that the colossal 
and harmless) sparks and flashes 
hat were their s tock-in-trade, together 

with spell -binding " patter," had 
he required effect and many sufferers 
f ari astonishing variety of com- 

3laints were " cured." Naturally, 
hese showmen had confederates in 
heir audiences.- But genuine invalids 
requently used to go up on the stage 
or " treatment " of rheumatism, 
umbago or toothache-and come 
way satisfied 1 This, however, is fat 
ernoved from exact and specialised 
eience which is now practised in many 
ospital and private clinics. - 

he Short-wave Cure 
The writer of these notes had 

ersonal experience during the war of 
he curative effects of short-wave 
adiations. Like many others he 
,as afflicted, through exposure to 
xtrenre cold, to a crippling form of sciatica. tactically unable to walla, and experiencing spasms of xcruciating pain, life took on a -sombre aspect. Then 
ame a transfer to a hospital with a special electrical 
thin, presided over by a most progressive surgeon. 

This writer, however, had seen " Dr. Bodie " and his 
ectricaI gadgets in pre-war days, and was not articularly impressed with the gleaming while panels, 
eters and buzzing noises which scented to inspire other 

A band s 

the Dipole 
By " THE, SCANNER" 

patients wjth hope. But the short waves won. The, tangled sciatic nerves were straightened out by the amazing ",wanuing up effect of a six -metre trans- mission acfbss the spine, which seems to heat up one's very bones while leaving the surface of the 'body cold. This tieatrnent, together with a few injections, did the trick. In a few weeks a " case " which would otherwise have taken a year to eure (if it could have been cured at all) was walking about with ease. And, I assure you, 
he regards that clinic with respect, together with the carefully bonded wire -netting screen which covers it and prevents its short-wave radiations from interfering with the radio receivers in the locality. 
The Interference Bogy 

There are, however, many doctors, specialists, 
consultants and hairdressers who possess apparatus 
for electrical treatment who arc not so thoughtful. about their radio neighbours. It is up to these radio neighbours to remind them that they must take steps to avoid cluttering up the ether with their buzzes and bangs, either by the fitting of efficient screening to the room wherein treatment is given, or by restricting 
the use of the apparatus to hours when television 
transmissions, at any rate, are not in progress. 

Development of Transmission Technique 
While the initial television programmes may not have revealed any startling new devices or technique, 

you may take it as certain that these will be introduced shortly. The first, I think, will be the regular use of the " cut " type of changeover frein camera to camera 
in the studio. The present standard -arrangement is to 

cuing for a television broadcast by Geraldo, which is reminiscent of modern film settings. 

" mix " over from the long shot to the close-up cameras, using a device somewhat similar to the - well-known Dramatic Control Panel. The new " cut " method will give the television producers the opportunity of getting 
a slicker and more polished technique on the lines of a well -edited filin production. The device will require much greater accuracy in judging the correct moment for making a " cut " changeover from camera to camera. But I think that the considerable amount of 
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research and experiment involved in producing this 
device will have been justified. The " fade," the " cut " 
and the " dissolve " of scene to scene are the punctuations 
of the craft of film making, enabling the tempo of 
situations to be controlled, tension to be developed, 
and emphasis to be made. We are now about to witness 
the exciting and interesting evolution of similar devices,in 
television! Once again, I think, Britain will take the lead. 

Back Projection 
Another important line of development -is the use of 

" back projection " for superimposing the figures of 
actors (in the studio) upon natural exterior scenes which 
have previously been filmed. The film, for instance, 
might be the view of the passing countryside, as seen 
from a train ; and the studio scene to be superimposed 
might be a. representation of a railway compartment, 
with an actor sitting near a window. The natural back- 
grounds available are unlimited, as long as they are 
filmable, and such moving subjects as scenic railways, 
Brooldands track (alas !), London streets (as seen from 
a moving 'bus), readily come to mind. Stationary baek- 
grounds, such as exteriors of houses, dockyards, etc., 
are rather more difficult to manage, owing to mechanical 
problems connected with steadiness. Back projection 
is a device which has been in constant use for years 
in the film studios; and has been particularly well 
developed in England.- -A fine example was seen in 

Ealing Studio's magnificent war film " San Demetrio," 
in which back projection scenes were used in conjunction 
with scale model shots in telling the glorious story of 
that fanions ship. But there are snags about using it 
for television. In the film studios, the filin background 
is projected upon a transparent screen, the projector 
being about Sixty feet or more behind it. 'In front of it 
is built a portion of " set " in which the actors stand, 
playing their scene before the camera. 

All this layout of apparatus takes up a lot of space, 
and the' lighting of the actors has to be most carefully 
Carried out in order to avoid rays from the lamps falling 
directly upon the projection screen and spoiling the 
definition and brilliance of the background picture. 

A more advanced method, which the Alexandra 
Palace back -room boys are now toying with; -is to have 
the actors stand before a white background or, alter- 
natively, a black velvet, and to use the outlines of the 
figures, as scanned by a television camera, as a matte 
for suppressing vision signals on a third channel in an 
area represented by the silhouettes of the artistes. The 
two visions-the artistes' figures and the pictorial back- 
ground from film (with a lump cut 'out to the shape of 
the artistes' silhouettes)-are then combined electrically 
to give exactly. the same result as in back projection. 
A pretty device, which Will save space and be a remark- 
able step forward when it is perfected ! This will be a 
Ieap ahead of the film people ! 

Single Valve Service Oscillator 
THIS oscillator was constructed by way of an 

experiment to meet the needs of ordinary service 
work. It was built quite cheaply. As can be 

seen the circuit is quite straightforward, oscillation 
being maintained by feed-back through L5 in the anode 
circuit. Modulation of the R.F. output is accomplished 

-by means of the A.F. transformer connected between 
oscillator grid and anode-the .005 mfd. condenser 
across the primary of the transformer providing a 
suitably pitched note. 

The Circuit 
The output providing an R.F. modulated signal is 

taken from the secondary of Ti by means of a screened 
lead, whilst a pure A.F. signal is 
taken from the oscillator anode 
through a o.i mfd. blocking 
condenser. An interesting point 
about the reaction circuit is that 
V.C.2 actually serves as an 
attenuator. 

The coils Li and L2 arc four -pin 
plug-in type, and were wound to 
cover the long waves, medium 
waves, and i6 -5o metres in the 
short-wave band. The coils are 
mounted unscreened and thus, as a 
result, direct pick-up is possible 
when the instrument is placed un- 
derneath the test bench. However, 
for dynamic testing the injection 
prods arc employed. 

This oscillator can hardly claim 
to be an accurate precision in- 
strument, but its uses are many 
in ordinary service work. The 
writer has used it constantly in 
localising trouble in sets, and a 
very rough method of trimming 
can be perforated with it. The 
A.F. injection proves very useful in 
checking the A.F. stages of sets, 
and is particularly convenient for 
tracing faults in P.A. equipment. 

Chassis and Case Construction 
The case is constructed of 

timber, having two metal strips 

R,3 

bolted on, one strip to carry the tuning and reaction 
condensers, the other metal strip forming the main 
chassis. Two o-rSe deg. dials were obtained from an 
old set and mounted on the front panel for calibration 
purposes. A four -pin valve base is mounted on the 
chassis for H.T. and heater supplies, the respective 
supplies from the eliminator being fitted 'to an old 
four -pin valve. 

Calibration 
The oscillator is calibrated against a set known to 

be accurately aligned, the three frequency ranges, 
i.e., long, medium and short, being marked on the dials 
in different colours. 
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Technical No es 
Inverted Amplifiers. Output Impedance and Phase -shift are Among the Subjects 

Dealt With Here 

" INVERTED" amplifier stages present some peculiar j problems. 
For instance, cathode loading does not neces- 

sarily mean a cathode follower, as will be pretty obvious 
if one grasps the difference between the two circuits 
shown in Fig. r (a) and (b). - 

The circuit in (a) is an ordinary amplifier with the 
load resistance R placed on the cathode side. But it is 
not a cathode follower. The voltage amplification will 
be exactly the same as if the load was on the anode 
side, with the difference, however, that there will.be no 
phase -reversal of the output voltage. 

During a positive half -cycle of kg, the anode current 
will be increasing, giving a rise in the potential -difference 
across R. The valve voltage will be falling in the ordinary 
way, but the cathode end of R will become more positive 
in relation to -HT, i.e., we have a potential sign at 
this point, the same as Eg. 

If, however, the grid return was joined to -HT, 
instead of the cathode, Fig. r(b), the stage would 
be converted into a 
cathode follower hav- 
ing roo per cent. 
negative feedback, and 
therefore a voltage 
gain less than unity. 

The - HT end has 
an alternating poten- 
tial that is phase - 
reversed with respect 
to Eg. Hence the . 

whole of the output 
voltage is negatively 
fed back. The resultant 
E.M.F. on . the grid 9 
will be small, being 
the difference of two 
nearly equal voltages, 
Which- explains why 
the overall gain must 
be less than unity. 

Fig. 1(e) shows an 
ordinary magnetically 
coupled oscillator, 
where the basic circuit is the same as Fig. r(a). 
Both are ordinary high -impedance stages, but the 
cathode follower (b) will have an apparent internal 
impedance of something like :loo -goo ohms, given 
'approximately by i¡gm, where gm= the. valve mutual 
conductance expressed in amperes per volt. (See notes 
ou " Output Impedance.") 

Inverted .Amplifiers 
The inverted amplifier, proper, is 'shown in Fig. 2(á). 
It is a more complicated affair than the cathode 

follower, though embodying somewhat similar ideas. 
The input is applied across the cathode resistance R2, 
whilst the output is taken off the anode load resistance 
Rs in the ordinary way. 

The grid appears not to be doing very much, since 
it is earthed ! But the effect of the input signal will be 
to cause a relative. change in the grid -cathode (or cathode- 

- grid) potential in the usual way, i.e., it does not matter 
.whether we earth the cathode, and vary the grid potential 
or vice versa. 

This will be clearer if the signal is represented as an 
alternator giving an E.M.F ., Eg, in series with the valve, 
Fig. 2(b). It then also becomes apparent that this 
alternator is virtually acting in series with the valve to 
supply part of the output-an important characteristic 
of inverted amplifiers. 

By " DYNATRON " 
Although the output load resistance is in the anode 

circuit, the output voltage will not be phase -reversed -- 
a feature similar to the cathode follower. 

The reason should be evident by considering Fig. 2(b). 
For what we may decide to define as a " positive half - 
cycle " of the input E.M.F.,, the grid actually becomes 
negative in. relation to cathode, and vice versa, giving a 
potential -change across the valve of the saine sign as 
the input half -cycle. 

The circuit is not of a great deal of interest for ordinary 
purposes. Unlike a cathode follower, the voltage gain is 
somewhat greater than that of a straightforward amplifier, 
but the input impedance is .very low, i.e., the stage 
loads the input circuit. 

There are, however, numerous advantages which 
render the circuit particularly useful where power 
triodes have to be used for H.F. amplification. 
At medium and higher frequencies it is well known 
that the anode -grid interelectrode capacity of 
a triode causes instability and self -oscillation -- 

t 

H".T-- 

(a) (b) lc) 
Fig. i.-Forms of " cathode loading" where (b) is a cathode follower. 

which was the original reason for introducing the 
screened -grid. - 

In Fig. a(b), it will be secii that the grid is at earth 
potential, and acts:as an effective "screen" between 
the anode and cathode-the Tatter being the " live " 
electrode. Some neutralising is required at very high 
frequencies, but the stage is much more stable than an 
ordinary triode circuit. 

The inverted -triode has also had some limited appli- 
cations in television technique. 

" Output Impedance " 
This term is often used in connection with the cathode 

follower and negative feedback circuits in general, and 
it is not very clear what it refers to. A loose use is to talk 
of the " output impedance " of a power valve being, say, 
4,000 ohins-meaning, the optimum load impedance. 

It is much more satisfactory to use internal impedance, 
or simply internal resistance. But, even so, the meaning 
is not so apparent. 

If a valve of internal A.C. resistance, ra = 2,000 ohms, 
be employed in a straightforward power stage, the. . 

" internal resistance " is 2,000 ohms. If converted into 
a cathode follower, the apparent .internal resistance 
becomes of the order of 500 ohms. - 

But, even in' the cathode follower, the optimum load 
must be matched to the 2,000 ohms in the usual way I 
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Then, why should the 500 ohms be a figure given, 
approximately, by the reciprocal of the valve mutual 
conductance, gm ? 

We shall not go into the mathematics which show the 
physical meaning of this last fact, but a very simple 
illustration will help to show how an " apparent 
resistance " can be made to look much less than its 
actual physical value, even though power considerations 
demand that the actual value shall be reckoned with. 

Suppose we have a battery of internal resistance r- 
actual resistance. 

The effect of this resistance will be to drop some 
voltage, internally, when current is taken from the 

Fig. 2.-Skeleton diagrams of inverted amplifier stage. 

battery. If the terminal load is subject to change, the 
internal " drop " will vary accordingly, which means 
an " output voltage " fluctuating appreciably with 
load. 

Exactly the same thing occurs in a high -impedance 
amplifying stage, if the load impedance varies, say, with 
frequency. The output voltage will be subject to wide 
variations. 

But suppose we had some means of making -up this 
drop, by automatically increasing the internal E.M.F. 
of the battery-or the E.M.E. of the equivalent alternator 
used to represent valve amplification. If the compensa- 
tion is good, the output voltage 
will be held nearly constant 
at all values of load impedance. 

The actual internal resistance 
is still r ohms, but the ap- 
parent resistance looks much 
less as regards its effect in 
dropping volts. 

In reality, of course, the 
actual voltage drop and power 
dissipated in r, at a given 
current, are exactly the same 
as before. But the voltage - 
change does not reveal itself at 
the output terminals because it 
is largely made-up ,by extra 
volts generated. 

In all amplifiers embodying 
voltage feedback, including the 
cathode follower, the automatic 
adjustment of the internal 
E.M.F. is provided by the 
feedback. The amount of feedback is proportional to 
the Ioad impedance. Then, the resultant signal (E.M.F.) 
on the grid of the first valve is the difference 
between the input signal and the oppositely phased 
fed -back voltage. 

Se, "low output impedance" merely signifies a 
constant output voltage, which is largely independent 
of load -impedance changes. But, again, the physical 
internal resistance is still the quantity to be considered 

(a) 
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when power output is the relevant quantity, i.e., the 
load has to be matched to the actual valve ra in the 
usual way. 

Feedback and " Gain " 
While on the subject of feedback, an arithmetical 

problem occurs to me, which seems to give students a 
lot of trouble. 

If the voltage -gain of an amplifier is zoo when, say, 
o.5 per cent. of the output voltage is negatively fed -back, 
what will be the gain without feedback ? 

Textbooks and articles are full of various formulae 
which will enable you to do this problem, but let us 
try a little straightforward reasoning. 

Suppose we apply a r -volt signal to the input. Since 
the gain is coo, this becomes roo v. at the output, and 
o.5 per cent,=o.o05 of this is fed back. Thus in opposi- 
tion to the r -volt input, we have, o.00f of coo v.= 
0.5 v., or -o.5 v. 

Therefore, the resultant signal applied to the valve 
grid, is, r.o v.-0.5 v.-0.5 v., which gives roe v. output. 

Now, the important thing to realise is that negative 
feedback does not alter the inherent gain of an amplifier. 
All it does do, is to reduce the effective voltage on the 
grid of the first valve, as shown. Once we have allowed 
for this, the actual gain (without feedback) is equal 
to the number of . times the effective grid -signal is 
amplified. 

The latter is o.5 v., and so is amplified, loo/o.5=2oo 
times ; the voltage -gain without feedback is zoo. But 
now for another little conundrum. 

Suppose you tried the same problem, but using r per 
cent. feedback. One per cent. of roo v. is r.o v., and 
so the resultant signal on the grid of the first valve 
is, c v --x v.=o, or nil ; the feed-back voltage is exactly 
equal and opposite to the input signal ! 

The fallacy is not difficult to find. No matter how 
many valves we had in an amplifier, it would be impossible 
to get too y. output, with r v. input, i.e., the gain 
cannot possibly be as much as roo, at c per cent. feed- 
back. 

A cathode follower provides the best illustration. 
This is a single stage where we get coo per cent. feedback, 
Fig. s (b). In consequence, Ito must be less than Eg 
to get a resultant signal on the grid, i.e., the overall 
gain must be á figure less than La. 

A multistage amplifier would similarly show an overall 
gain less than unity if the whole of the output voltage 
were negatively fed -back ; it would act as a sort of 

(b) 
Fig. 3.-Phase-shift in a coupling circuit. 

multistage cathode follower, as regards voltage gain at 
least, The overall gain would automatically fall to 
correspond with coo per cent, feedback. 

Similarly, if I per cent. of Eo is fed -bade, the gain 
will readjust itself to the appropriate figure, which 
could not, however, be as large as ion. If you are good 
at mathematics, perhaps you can demonstrate this more 
rigorously ! With r v. input, let X be the output 

(Continued on page 431) 
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CONSTRUCTORS AND 
AMATEURS NOTE 

Ex-1R.A.F. 1154 Transmitters, less - 
Valves and Meters. These chassis" 
are in cast ahuninium frames, size 
16} x S} x 14. Components include 
4 Double - spaced Variable conde., 
12 gang cond., 7 Vitreous heavy 
duty Resistors, H.P. Type Valve - 
holders, Various Wave change switches, 
H.F. chokes, Inductance, high voltage 
condensers, screens, heavy knobs, 
etc. 
Don't miss this opportunity. 30/ 

8-v. B.H.F. RECEIVERS 
100-125 mets. Type 71. £4.5.8 Complete with valves .. d6 J fB 

TRANSMITTER for above £3.10.0 Complete with 7 valves d4 1/ 

3-V. ' R.F. AMPLIFIERS 
Y.H.F. 100-125 me/s. 
Type 24. Complete with 35/- valves // 

EX -ARMY BATTERY 3 - 
VALVE MINE DETEC- 
TOR AMPLIFIER 
PANELS, size 5}in. x 0} 
in. (less Valves). Uses the 
latest type Baseless Mid- 
get Valves., Ideal for 
use as pre Amp. tone 
unit, ete. Components 
include 9 tubular eon- 

- deueers, resistors, 3 Cera- 
mic Valveholders, Mid- 
get Transformer, Volume 
Control and a heavy 
duty 12 -way Connector 15I - Strip. Bargain 

Ex-R.A.F. Type R1155 

COMMUNICATION 
RECEIVERS 

Comparatively new. These receivers nre 
made to the stringent specification of the 
Air Ministry and are fitted -with a large 
ccole dial calibrated from 7.1 mo/s to 
1,500 kale. Complete with 10 valves, 
incladt,ig ,naeic eye, they are fitted in ca 

etrong metal cabinet, and supplied in 
hood carrying case. They require only 
a power pack: to be ready for 1+i 
immediate operation ëä`// G.7 

We still have .a stock pf R. 4.F. 
valves, every one guaranteed :- 
EK :33, EF 36, EF 39, VL63, X 66, 
ECM 35, 3L111.13 6, SP 41, EBO 3:3, 
ED- 84, EL 32, E 1192. All at 5/6 
each. 8D2, Dl, EA50, EF50, KTW62. 
All at 7f6 each. Ask our price for 
three, six and twelve dozen lots. We 
also have a large supply of the follow- 
ing :-PT 15, £3 ; LVT 105, 10"-; 
VT 61A (twin triode), 15/-; High 
voltage rectifiers, VII 111, ,VU 120, 
VU 133, all at 10/6 each. 
You are incited to call and see the stocks 
of R.A.F. gear we hare for sale: it 
win pay yea! - 

We do not issue lists and cannot 
deal with correspondence on 
the goods we offer. 

N.® 

6 O.N.Q O M CE_ fiRA L 
Ri, ©_1O STOP S 

C Icsed Thurs.'', p.m. Open all day Sat. 

23, LISLE STREET 
LONDON GERrard 2969 W.0.2. 

SPARKS' DATA SHEETS 
Full constructional details, theoretical 
circuit, full -sire detailed prints of drilling, 
assembly and wiring plans of Tested and 
Guaranteed Designs. - 

LATEST RELEASE. ALL -DRY PORT- 
ABLE No. LO/S. MIL Waves. 3 Valves. - 

Self-contained frame aerial, Speaker and 
Batteries. This design -supersedes the 
famous L0/P, the most popular Portable 
design ever published. Complete Data 
Sheet, 216. 

MIDGETS.-Two-valve All -dry batt. 9v. 
H.T. Fine 'phone sigs. Med. waves, 216 
One -valve ditto with own MIL wave aerial 
No. MP/1, 2/8 ; AC DC Three -valve (plus 
rect.). Portable MIL waves. No. LU¡M, 
2/6. 
SETS.-Crystal Bet M L waves. No. LO/C, 
2/-. Two -valve Batt. Set. M/L waves. No. 
LO/12. 2/6 ; Three -valve Straight " Med. 
waves. Batt. No. LO;3, 2/6 ; Three -valve 
T.R.F. M/L waves. Batt. No. LO/4, 216 ; 

Four -valve ditto with P.P. Output. No. 
LO/8, 216. 

MAINS SETS.-Two-valve A.C. Set. Mir.. 
waves. No. LOB, 2/6 : Three -valve T.R.F. - 

A.C.-Set. ex, waves. No. L0/9, 2'8 ; All - 
Wave Superhet. Three -valves plus rect. 
A.C. No. L0/11, 2/6 ; 8 Watt Quality Radio- 
gram. A.C.6 Med. waves. 7 Valves. No. 

AMPLIFIERS. - Two=valve Batt. No. 
2VA8, 2/6 ; Three -valve ditto with P.P. 
Output. No. 3VAll. 2'6 ; 3t Watt A.C. Model 
No. ACA.10, 216 ; 6-8 Watt A.C./D.C. Port- 
able outfit. No. LO!QA4, 3/6 ; 8 Watt A.O. 
Model. No. LOIQA8. 2/6. 
COILS.-Matched Pairs of my High Efìi- 
ciency Dual -Range T.R.F. Coils, with 
diagram, 919 per pair. Stamp for full list. 
of other Data Sheets. and with order. 

L. ORMOND SPARKS (P) 
9, Phoebeth Road, Brockieyt, 
S.E.4. (Lee Green 0220) 

S 

5 -VALVE A.e'.iD.C. ALL -WAVE SUPER 
HETERODYNE 

Complete Nit to build above receiver 
includes Model 30 Coil Pack, chassis, all 
valves and speaker. Price : £11110; - 
(Circuit, 2/6), 
CABINET.-Made especially for above 
receiver. Handsomely veneered, fitted with 
speaker silk and scale window. No drilling 
required. Price, 55/-, 
MODEL 30 COIL PACES.-Three wave- 
band, iron -erred coils throughout. We are 
sole manufacturers. Price, 42)-.. 
(Circuit, 2/6). 
TWO -GANG CONDENSER.-Matched to 
Model 30 Coil Pack, ensures accurate track- 
ing. Price. 151-. 
ALIGNED LF. TRANS.-High " Qt' 
permeability tuned. Aligned and gain 
tested, 17/6 Per pair. 
ALL LINES PREVIOUSLY ADVERTISED 
STILL AVAILABLE. SEND ld. STAMP 
FOR NEW AND ENLARGED PRICE 
LIST. Terms : C.O.D. or Cash with Order. 
No C.O.D. under £2. - 

Aligned Instruments Services 
1, Gotworth Rd., Leytonstone, E.11 

ELECTRADIX. 
Headphones and 
Telephones, etc. 

HEADPHONES. High 
resistance double head- 
phones, lightweight, 
bakelite cap and case, 
best British make; double 
headband and long cord, 
2216. 
Single LR. headphones 
for circuit testing and ex- 
perimental work, light- 
weight as above, with 
double headband and 
cord, 816. 

SWITCHES. Dewar panel switches; 
8 -pole CO., flush fitting, 5!-. Yaxley 3 -pole, 
3 -way, 316. 8 -pole, I -way, 316. -R.A.F. 
8 -way Lucas switch boxes, 316.. 6 -way, 31-. 
MORSE KEYS. American model, British 
made "speed " key, skeleton type, 916. 
TX practice key on moulded or wood 
base, 716. The IV. practice key on heavy - 
wood base, 1216. 

TEST . BUZZERS. . Double contact 
blades for distant signals or converting to 
vibrators, 816 ea. High note Townsend 
buzzers, the smallest made, for wavemeter 
and instrument testing, 101- ea. Morse. 
Practice buzzers, tunable note, in metal 
case, 7i6. Robust buzzers in bakelite 
case, 316.. 

HAND MAGNETO GENERATORS, 
70 volts a5 m,a. A.C. output, perm. steel 
magnet, wound armature, driven by 
gearing in handle, for A.C. experiments, 

bell circuits, shocking coils, etc., 
101-, postage II-. Spare handle 
only, 116. 

HAND COMBINATION TELE- 
PHONES, ex. G.P.O. with bakelite 
body, mike, receiver and switch in 
handle ; long 4 -way cord, 151- ea. 

Ex-W.D. Field Hand -corns., all 
metal type, mike and receiver, 
only need repair to switch, 
716 ea. 

SMALL D.C. MOTOR GENERATORS, 
for use with Receivers and Car Radio ; 
take the place of H.T. Batteries. Drives 
off 12 -volt accumulator and gives 230 volts 
D.C. 30 ma. output, off 6 -volt gives 110 
volts 15 ma. Originally made for Govern- 
ment radios. Two commutators, ball 
bearings, laminated field, insulated brush 
gear, covered armature. windings. A 
splendid job, in new condition. 751-. 

CRYSTAL DETECTORS. Semi -perm. 
perikon detectors, 216. Spare crystals, 116. 
Catswhisker Detector, 216. Spare crystal, 
II-. Multiple detector arm, choice of 
6 tatswhiskers, 116. 

PARCELS. 71b. of useful oddments for 
your junk box, all clean and dismantled 
from Government and other surplus 
apparatus, 716 post free. 

Please include postage for mail orders. 

ELECTRA IX 
RADIOS 

214, QUEENSTOWN ROAD, 
LONDON, S.W.S. 
Telephone : MACaulay 2159-_=- 
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YOUR SAFEGUARD 

OUR UNCONDITIONAL 

GUARANTEE OF SATISFACTION 

MOVING COIL PICK-UP 
by Wilkins & Wright-for superb repro- 
duction. Frequency response flat within 
3 D.B. from 30 C.P.S. to 9,000 C.P.S. 
Price, including Transformer £5 15 0 

Purchase Tax extra ... £1 5 7 

TAYLOR RESISTANCE - 
CAPACITY BRIDGE 
Reads resistance 1 ohm to 12 

megohms, capacity 0012 to 
120 mFd., and power factor ... £14 14 0 

CRYSTALS for Frequency Standard. 

100 kcls .01% accuracy <,. £2 5 0 

1,000 kids .01 accuracy ... £3 10 0 

,-1,000 kids .025% accuracy ... £2 15 0 

ELECTROLYTIC 
CONDENSERS 

Daly. 8 mFd., 500 v.w. 
T.C.C. Can type, 32 mFd., 400 v.w. 
American P.P. type Midget, 16 mFd 

500 Y.W. 

INTERESTING 
TECHNICAL BOOKS 
Thermionic Valve Circuits (Williams) 1216 

How. to Make a Multi -Range Test 
Meter (Pullin) ... 116 

_Cathode Ray Oscillographs (Reyner) 816 
Radio Reference Handbook (Bernard) 1216 
Radio Service Test Gear (Cazaly) 
Testing Radio Sets (Reyner) ... 151 - 

Introducing Radio Receiver Servicing 
.(Squire) ... ... ... ... 61-. 

Foundations of Wireless (Scroggie) 716 
Radio Simplified (Clarricoats) ... 416 

Write for List of available 
Radio Technical Publications. 

WEBB'S RADIO 
14, SOHO ST., OXFORD ST., 

LONDON, W.I. 
Telephone: GERrard 2089 

Note our SHOP HOURS : 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
Sats., 9 a.m. to I p.m. 

The above are just a selected 
few examples from our com- 
prehensive stock. Call or send 
details of your requirements. 

COULPHONE RADIO 
"THE RETURN OF POST MAIL 

ORDER SERVICE." 

Station Road, New Longton, 
Near Preston. 

New Goods Only-Over 15,000 satisfied 
clients. Most comprehensive stock of 
radio service gear in the country. 
C.O.D. or cash with order. All orders 
over 5!- post free. A few of our lines 
are listed below, send 2'.d. stamp for 
latest 12 -page catalogue. 
Valves,-All B.V.A. and Tungsram, 
including American. 
Mains Transformers.-Interleaved 
and Impregnated. For 200250 v. mains, 
300 v. 60 mA. 4 v. or 6 v. L.T.s, 1716 ; 
350 v. 100 mA. 4 v. or 6 v. L.T.s, 24!- ; 

6 v 
450 

.v, 
200 mA. with three L.T.s, 4 v. or 

Smoothing; Chokes. -40 irA., 4'6 ; 
60 mA., 6'- ; 90 mA., 7,'- ; 100 mA., 
12'6 ; 200 mA., 21,6. 
Speaker Transformers.-Midget Pen., 
40 mA., 4'6 ; Midget Power; Pen., 
40 mA., 5'-. Std. size Push -Pull Univer- 
sal, 60 mA., 6'- ; Heavy Duty, P. -P., 
21:-. Extra H.D. 100 mA., 37/6. 
Mains Dropper Resistors, with feet 
and two sliders, .2 amp., 4'3 ; .3 amp., 

Loud Speakers P.M., 2}M. 251- ; Olin., 
28'6 ; 5in., 20,'6 ; 8i3., .23 8 ; 10in., 33!6. 
With Trans., 8in., 29/6 ; 106n., 39;6. 
Weymouth Tuning Coil Park-Com- 
pletely wired on sub -chassis, with 4 
position switch and all trimmers and 
padders. Short, Medium and Long 
Wave Superhet type for 465 kícs. LF 
38'6. 
Line Cord, 60,70 ohms per foot. .3 amp. 
Note price per yard, 2 way. 1i6 ; 3 -way, 
1/9. 
Tuning Condensers,-Midget 2 -gang 
.0005 with trimmers, 12 6. 
And everything from a grid clip to a 
50 watt amplifier. Send NOW for that 
catalogue and save yourself £'s. 

EXCLUSIVELY MAIL ORDER 

DUALTESTOSCOPE 

8 
y This new y 11,,'"' dual model in - 

\t r dicates 2 to 30 
volts and 100 to 750 volts. 

Send for leaflet (A 24) on "Testing." 

RUNBAKEN M'ANC/iHESTER1 

TO RADIO EXPERIMENTERS :- 
In these times, when the popular trend is 

towards miniaturisation, why not try 

MIDGETRONS, 
the new thermionic valves for your 
applications where space is limited 1 

Two types are now available: H.F. Pentode, 
3/4 volt filament, -Gain 45; Output 
Pentode 1.4 volt filament. Output 16 re/w 
Filament drain only 50 m/a. Low H.T. 
Voltages, only 12 m/ms diameter. 

For use in :- 
Miniatnre Radios, Hearing -aids, Radio- 
sonde T'èlemetering systems, Meteoro- 
logical Instruments, Line Amplifiers, 
etc. 
Circuits Free to ,Customers. 
Price only 24s.4d. each (inc. Purchase 
Tax.) Please order C.O.D. or cash with 
order. 

PARK ROYAL SCIENTIFIC. 
INSTRUMENTS LTD., 

52, Minerva Road, London, 
N.W.IO. 

GAL P Iiv 5 
GOVT.- SURPLUS ELECTRICAL 

STORES 
408 High St., Lewisham, London, S.E.13 
Telephone: Lee Green 0300. Near Lewisham hospital 

MAINS TRANSFORMERS, by well-known 
makers, 200/250 volts input, output 300/0. 
/300,1.00. m/d. Price 21/-. Carriage paid 
Ditto, 275/0/275, 100 m/a. 5 volts 3 amps, 
6.3 at 2 amps. Pane 21/-. Carriage paid. 
LARGE TYPE RECTIFIERS, 12 volts 
4 amps., 45/- ; 12 volts 6/8 amps.,. 55/-; 
6 volts 1 amp., 12/6 ; 50 volts at 2 amps., 
42/6. All fully guaranteed. 
MAINS TRANSFORMERS, to suit the 
above 12 volt rectifiers, with tapped 
output of 6, 12 and 24 volts at 0 to 8 amps., 
40,-< Carriage, 2/-. 
EX -GOVT. R.A.F. Short-wave chassis, 
00 valve, sold for components only, approx. 
36 mixed resistances, 28 condensers, 
2 multi -contact relays, and 9 Octal valve 
holders, price 17/6 each, postage 1/6, or in 
quantities of 3, 15/- each, 1/- postage per 
chassis, in lots of one dozen or more, 12/6 
each, carriage and packing 7/6 per doz. 
VOLTAGE CHANGER TRANSFORMERS. 
Auto -wound. fully guaranteed; immediate 
delivery. 350 watts, 55/- ; 500 watts, 
70/- ; 1,000 watts, £5 15s.; 2,000 watts, 
£8 151. All tapped 0, 110, 200, 220 and 

240 volts. 
EX -GOVT. R.A.F. ROTARY CON- 
VERTERS, suitable for car radio, etc., all 
in new condition, fitted with automatic 
switching and reduction gearing operating 
" relays, complete with smoothing, input 
6 to J volts, output 450 volts at 50/80 
to/amps., 37/6 each, carriage 2/6 ; or in 
quantities of 3, 32/6 each, carriage 5/- 
in lots not less than 12, 30/- each, carriage 
per dozen, 15/-. Ditto, 12 to 18 volts, 
input same as above. 
ELECTRIC LIGHT CHECK METERS, 
guaranteed electrically 200/250 volts 
10 cy., 1 phase, input 5-amp. type, 12/6, 
10 amp. type, 15/- each. Carriage 1/-. 
D.C. MOTORS, approx. d h.p, series 
wound, all guaranteed electrically for 
110 or 250 volts mains Price 15; each. 
Carriage 1/- EX-R.A.F. ROTARY CON- 
VERTERS, 20/24 volts D.C. input, 450 
volts 40/60 m/amps D.C., output complete 
with smoothing, 25/ -`each. Carriage 2/, 
SULLIVAN MOVING COIL VOLTMETERS, 
0 to 10 volts, 2zin. dial, new boxed, 35/-. 
T.G.C. 4 SLY 300 v., A.C.wkg. condensers, 
3/6 each. Ditto, 2 M.F., 2/- each. Mutt. 
contact relays, ex-G.P.O., 5/- each. 
T.C.C. ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS, 
500 M.F. 25 v. wkg., 8/6 each. 2,000 M.F. 
12 v. wkg.. 10/-. 2,000 M.P.. 25 v. wkg., 
15/-. 50 M.F. 10 v. wkg., 2/6. 50 Á1.F'., 
12 v. wkg., 1/6 each. 
MAINS TRANSFORMERS, all by well- 
known makers and fully guaranteed, 
input -..200/250 volts, 50 cy. l phase; 
output 2,000/0/2,000 volts at 250 M/amps. 
with 2 L/T. tappings, 75/-. Ditto, 475/0,./475 
volts at 150 11/amps., with 3 LT. tappngs 
4 v. and 6 v., price 42/6. Ditto, 80, 100, 
120, 140, 200, 220, 240 volts at 3,000 watts, 
£12 10s. Ditto, f,, 16 volts at 14/90 amps. 
output, £15. Transformer cores, suitable 
for winding 2,000 watts, 27/6; 100 watts, 
7/6 each. 
EX-R.A.F. CHASSIS TYPE No. CZ. 
Useful for making your own oscillator. 
The components consist of condensers, 
chokes, transformer, volume controls, 
octal base, valve holders, tribe holders, 
and various other components. Price 
27/6 each. Carriage 2/6. 
HIGH-GRADE SWITCHBOARD TYPE 
AMPMETERS, Sin. dial for A.C. or D.C. 
calibrated .50 cycles, 0 to 30 amps, 32/6 
each. - Ampmeters moving coil, 3in. dial 
A to 10 amps., 20/- each, 
HIGHLY SENSITIVE MULTI -CONTACT 
RELAYS as new 5/- each. 
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(Continued from page 428). 
voltage (and, therefore, the gain), and X/too=the 
fed -back voltage. Find X ! 

If you assume a gain, without feedback, of t,000, 
the value of X will still work out a little under roo, 
actually 90.9 in this case. 

A " Phase -shift " Question 
I have come across the erroneous idea that there is 

a 90 deg. or 180 deg. " phase -shift " in the coupling 
circuit of two valves, Fig. 3 (a), because of the condenser C. 

On the one hand, this is a misunderstanding of A.C. 
principles ; on the other, it shows inadequate knowledge 
of electrostatics. 

. From an A.C. standpoint,. the coupling circuit reduces 
to that shown in Fig. 3 (b),. where Vo is the output 
voltage of the first valve, I=the alternating -current 
flowing in C and R-in series; and I'g-the voltage applied 
to the grid of the next valve, which is. the same es IR= 
the alternating p.d. across R. 

3 
Eg 

(a) (b) 
Fig. 4.-Phase-change in a tuned grid circuit. 

Now, the A.C. reactance of C will be small compared 
with the resistance of the grid -leak R. Hence, Vo 
and I are nearly in -phase, and IR e-Eg is also in phase 
with I, i.e., Vo and Eg are nearly in phase.. 

The vector diagram, Fig. 3 (e.), makes this clear. 
The. p.d. IR is in phase with I, whilst there is a very 
small reactive drop across the condenser, V; lagging 
90 deg. on the current. The vector resultant of these 
voltages is Vo, and the current does lead on this by a 
-ver'y minute phase -angle, as shown. But for all 
practical purposes, Vo and Eg are in the same phase- 
there is no phase -shift. 

Electrostatically, it is said : When the plate A of the 
condenser becomes positive, say, the plate B, and the 
grid, become negative. Therefore, Eg and Vo must 
be 18o deg. out of phase ! But plate B becomes negative 
by leaving the grid with a deficit of electrons, or, in other 
words, giving the grid a " charge " of -i- sign - the 
same as plate A. 

Of course, this sort of reasoning is not very sound 
for showing whether or not there is any phase -shift. 
If C were of too small a value, having a reactance 
comparable with R, we might have a phase -change of 
45 deg. or Go deg. or more, in Eg relative to Vo, which 
a vector diagram quickly shows. 

In tuned grid circuits, however, Fig. .1 (a), there will 
be a phase -shift of nearly 90 deg. between any e.m.f. 
induced into the turns of L, and the grid signal Eg. 
The closed-circuit then acts as a series acceptor. The 
current and injected E.M.F. will be in -phase, but Eg 
will have the phase of the back E.M.F. in the inductance 
-which is also the " applied voltage " across the 
condenser-lagging 90 deg. on the current and injected 
E.M.F., Fig. 4 (b). 

Experiments with Wavetraps 
Much instructive information can be gleaned about 

the properties of tuned -circuits by rigging -up a wavetrap, 
and using it to " tune -out " some strong station. 

It is all very well reading about acceptors and 

rejectors. Isere, we have a very tangible demonstration 
of how one acts as a short-circuit to the resonant fre- 
quency, Fig. 5 (a), whilst the other type offers an 
extremely high impedance, Fig. 5 (b). 

- The Main desideratum in (a) is a low H.F. resistance, 
i.e., a good coil. If various coils are tried out, it will 
probably be found that some are more effective in 
reducing the signal to an 'absolute minimum,' thus 
providing . á rough and . ready indication of their loss 
resistances. 
- But tIte resonant impedance of (b). depends also on 
the ratio L,C. A rejector hás a dynamic resistance 
expressed by L/Cr, where r is the H.F. resistance. of 
the soil, and the best wavctrap will be one where- the 
inductance is as large -as ; possible -in. relation-` to the 
capacity-consistent, of course, -with a low r, as well. 

This bit of textbook theory may be verified easily 
by making -up, a rejector type :wavetrap- that will. tune 
to the frequency it is desired to eliminate,. but using 
a low inductance and large capacity. The rejecting 

Recerver 

la) lb) 

Fig. s.-".acceptor" and " rejector" types of wavetrap. 

property will be much poorer than In a circuit of large 
L/C ratio. 

Normal L/C .values used. in tuning circuits are quite 
suitable. Thus, taking a M.W. coil of about 15o pH, 
and C=o.000z µF, L/C=15o/2 x 104 = 75o,000. If r 
-5 ohms, say, the rejector impedance at resonance is, 
L/Cr=750,000/5=x5o,000 ohms. - 

If, for the same frequency, C can be reduced to 
o.000r pF, L=300 µH, the L/C ratio becomes 
3 x lob (3 millions), and the resonant impedance, 
apparently, 600,000 ohms -4 times the previous figure ! 

But dynamic resistances of this order are . almost 
impossible to realise, using ordinary coils, because, for 
one thing, the H.F. resistance would be greater than 
5 ohms. 

In the acceptor type of wavetrap, (a), the L/C ratio 
has no effect upon conditions at resonance. Nevertheless, 
it is desirable to make the.ratio as large as possible, for 
the by-pass circuit to offer enough impedance to signals 
it is desired to receive, i.e at adjacent frequencies in 
the neighbourhood of the one that is to be cut out. 

In (b), conditions at resonance, and off resonance, 
are affected by the L;C ratio. As in (a), the circuit 
impedance to frequencies off resonance will increase 
with the L/C ratio, but as these are the " wanted fre- 
quencies "whilst the rejector is in series with the aerial- 
not in shunt-signal strengths will be cut -down, i.e., 
reception of wanted signals will be better, the less we 
make the L/C ratio. 

With the aid of a very simple type of valve voltmeter -or even a receiver and measuring instrument-some 
interesting comparative measurements may be carried 
out. 

A Question of " Flux " 
A querist wonders why the core of a mains transformer 

should get hot by using a primary coil having considerably 
less than the required number of turns. 

I should think the coil itselfshcïuld. he getting quite 
hot unless pretty large gauge wire -is used. It is not so 
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easy to grasp the idea that, if less turns are used on a 
primary, the magnetic flux in the core increases. 

In other words, to accommodate a smaller primary 
we must employ a thicker core, or altogether larger 
transformer, in order to keep down the number of " lines 
per sq. cm." The eddy current and hysteresis losses 
increase rapidly with the flux density, which accounts 
for core heating. 

But the coil has also to carry a larger magnetising 
current which, although lagging 90 deg. on the voltage, 
nevertheless loads the primary : the wire used must be 
thick enough to carry the current without overheating. 
Let us look at the matter another way. 

Suppose we had normal primary turns, but took the 
coil off the core and connected it across the A.C. supply. 
It would probably get hot enough in a short time to 
result in a burn -out, or at least serious injury to the 
insulation. 

The reason should be pretty obvious. Without the 
core, the inductance is very small, or, to state it another 
way, a large current will be necessary to generate a back 
E.M.F. equal to -(or nearly equal) the supply voltage. 
An enormous number of turns would be necessary on an 
air -core coil to generate the back E.M.F. at a current 
within the carrying capacity of the wire used. 

Alternatively, by using a sufficiently thick core, the 
total flux will be increased enormously, together with the 
inductance. Enough back E.M.F. will be induced to 
keep the magnetising eürrent within limits by using 
something like six to ro turns per volt on the primary. 

All this explains; too, why a speedy burn -out will 
generally result if We make the error of using a " short 
primary," i.e., connecting the mains across taps-if a 
fuse does not take care of things. 

An Oscillation Problem 
An experiment in making a low -frequency oscillator 

by using an L.F. transformer T, Fig. 6, to couple the 
anode back to grid; sometimes gives a negative result --- 
or. rather, it seems impossible to get the positive feedback 
which will result in self -oscillation. 

Such a device is useful as a" tone source " with which 

to modulate an H.F. signal generator, and is also used 
quite a lot for Morse practice. 

As a technical problem, the failure to oscillate, which- 
ever way the windings are connected, seems to contradict 
the basic principles of a magnetically -coupled generator! 

r 

Fig. 6.-An L.F. 
oscillator ? 

At high -frequencies, such an arrangement will generate 
oscillations quite readily. 

It is not altogether an easy matter to explain. The 
F.M.F. indueed in the secondary of a transformer is 
certainly phase -shifted by i8o deg.. on the applied voltage 
across the -primary; and, therefore, it should be a simple 
matter to feed -hack an E.M.F. to the grid in the correct 
phase to maintain an oscillation. 

The circuit will work in most cases, and it is feasible 
for an oscillation to take placé outside the audible range. 
An L.F. transformer is not quite as straightforward as 
" air -coupling " between two coils. For one thing, the 
coupling between primary -and secondary is very tight, 
whilst the leakage reactances, self -capacitances, -etc., 
determine the frequencies at which an oscillation can 
build-up. 

As suspected, it is probably a question of whether 
phase -shifts due to these various reactances are correct 
for the frequency at which the circuit as a whole is capable 
of oscillating. 

C. -R. Tube Focusing 
APOINT which needs careful watching in the 

design of a cathode-ray tube is the maintenance 
of constant spot size when the modulation varies. 

In many cathode-ray tutees the size of the spot tends 
to increase when the beam current increases, so that 
black parts of the image become defocused, giving a 
blurred effect. 

One method which has been adopted to overcome this 
trouble, when the beam is focused magnetically, is to 
cause the focusing field to vary in accordance with the 
level of the signals received, in such a way as to keep the 
spot size constant. This may involve disadvantages, 
however, on account of the comparatively large amount 
of iron usually associated with such a. magnetic field, 
which introduces a time lag before the correction can 
operate. An improved method is, therefore, to use an 
auxiliary focusing system, with its circuit connected 
up in the same sense as above, so as to oppose the varia- 
tion of spot size. This auxiliary system may be either 
electrostatic or electromagnetic. In the former case it 
takes the form of an additional electrode disposed, for 
example, between first and second anodes, or before the 
first anode, and supplied with potentials taken from 
the modulating potential. In the latter case the auxiliary 
system is a coil supplied with cun-ent from the modulating 
circuit, and having a core of the comminuted compressed 
iron type. The correction with such an auxiliary system 
will operate instantaneously. 

Electrostatic Focusing 
Where the focusing is entirely electrostatic, it is also 

possible to perform the necessary correction by 
swinging " the voltage on the cathode in rhythm with 

the modulation, the swing being correctly adjusted as 
regards amplitude and phase so as to maintain the spot 
diameter constant. In operating this method it must 
be taken into account that the effective absolute 
voltage of the second anode of the cathode ray tube will 
be altered as the cathode potential vagies, so that the 
potential applied to the cathode must be sufficient to 
cause alternation in the focusing ratio, which varies 
with the modulation potentials. Moreover, the amplitude 
of the signal- applied to the control electrode must be 
suitably increased to take account of the change of 
cathode potential. In some cases it is desirable to swing 
the potential on -the accelerator electrode in the sanie 
rhythm. 

Practical Method 
A practical- way of applying the above idea is to 

supply the driving voltage for the tube across a tapped 
load resistance; the top of this resistance is connected, 
through a suitable source of bias, to the grid of the tube, 
and the tapping point is connected to the cathode, the 
point being chosen so as to obtain the desired relation 
of voltage swing between cathode and grid. Another 
alternative would be to have the load resistance in the 
form of a potentiometer, with the grid and cathode 
connected respectively to two sliders ganged together. 
The modulation, or contrast, is then controlled by adjust- 
ing the distance between the two sliders, while the best 
focus may be found by sliding the two in gang, thus 
adjusting the potential of the cathode with respect to the 
first anode. (Pat. Applies. 18,508 & 1,9651/38). 
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Interference Suppression in D.C. 
Receivers 

Notes on the Elimination of Noises in Some Types of Mains Apparatus 

By E. G. BULLE? 

ivTRODUCTION of noise into any mains receivers 
originates chiefly from the mains supply. It is 
established that in some areas, especially industrial 

ones, interference, in the form of oscillation, humming 
and crackling, is the result of R.F. energy being introduced 
into the mains supply. 

This type of interference will occur if there is excessive 
sparking at electric motor commutators, or car ignition 
systems in the neighbourhood of'.the receiver.. Also, 
industrial equipment such as R.B. induction heaters, 
dielectric heaters or any similar equipment can radiate 
R.B. energy if not properly screened. 

The latter is less likely to be the cause of the trouble, 
however, as defined precautions have to be taken by the 
user-also to the satisfaction of the G.P.J.-to prevent 
any such cause of interference. 

orage 
Dropping 
pesi <tor 

Fig. i.-How to fit a filter in the filament (heater) supply. 

Electric motors and such-Iike equipment can cause 
audio -frequency interference. This, too, originates from 
the commutators in the form of a ripple. Some areas 
will suffer worse than others, 

These notes are penned in the 
hope that they will assist any 
radio amateur who has the mis- 
fortune to come in contact with 
these faults. 

The indirectly -heated cathode 
does reduce, to some extent, the 
noise that could be introduced' 
into the D.C. mains receiver by 
means of valves. This, however, 
does not overcome the many 
mains supply noises, so that it 
is necessary for additional 
smoothing to be added to the 
receiver. 

Noises resulting from radio fre- 
quency being introduced into the 
receiver can be reduced if a 
condenser of fairly large capaci- 
tative value is connected direct 
across the mains supply. The 
presence of this condenser will 
help to smooth out any ripple 
that may have got into the 
supply by radiation or induction. 

The capacitative value that 
exists between the heater wiring and the actual tuning 
circuit should be kept as low as possible, otherwise 
some R.F. interference will remain. It must be re- 
membered, however, that the minimum capaeitative 
value of the tuning circuits should be kept as large as 
possible. 

Electrostatic Induction 
Electrostatic induction will cause an appreciable 

amount of noise to be present in a D.C. receiver, but this 
again depends upon the area in which the set is being 
operated. 

Audio frequency generated by commutators or 
resulting from atmospherics can be induced into the 
mains supply which, in turn, is fed into the valve grid 
circuit. In this case, a filter is recommended, the 
filter comprising a suitable condenser direct across the 
mains, with a L.F. choke incorporated in the live 
side of the mains supply. See Figure r. 

Audio -frequency interference can be suppressed to 
some extent by additional smoothing throughout the 
receiver. For instance, the bias supply of any screened 
grid valve should be suitably decoupled. 

instability is an extremely common fault in 
D.C. receivers ; this can be minimised by ensuring 
that the anode of the output valve is fed from a 
separate line to the anode feeds of the other valves in 
crrcuit. 

Reference to Fig. 2 shows how the feeds and filter 
chokes are independent. 

L.P. Instability 
Low -frequency instability can also be reduced greatly 

or suppressed. if a fairly large condenser is incorporated 
in the screen supply of the pentdde or output valve. 
The capacitative value should be in the order of 2 or 4 
mfds. (See Fig. 3.) 

Selection of the filter chokes used in D.C. circuits 
should lie carried out with care, making sure that those 
selected are capable of handling the currents in 
the circuit. Failure to consider all the possible 

Anode Feed (1)\:... 

O a 
Der. 

Fig. 2.-Separating the K.T. 
feed to the output stage to 

reduce instability. 

'40fí60 `- 
Anode Feed (225 

Choke 

T 
current that, may flow through, the choke will result in 
disaster. 

Assuming the choke is incorporated in the negative 
return feed, it must be remembered that not only the 
heater current flows back through the choke, but also 
there is a possibility of the space current of each valve 

Main Smoothing f smsoC 
Condenser 
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also flòwing back. The space current is the resultant 
of the electron streams produced by the positive field 
of the anode. 

However, it is common practice to put the choke or 
chokes in the positive feed, where such not only acts as a 
filter, but as a preventive, for capacitative currents 
flowing to earth through the grid circuits. 
A.C./D.C. Equipment. 

To -day, D.C. receivers are becoming obsolete, their 
place being taken by the universal receiver, but one 
must not forget that as in universal receivers, the heaters 
are all wired in series with, if required, a suitable voltage 
dropping resister. The value of the latter depends 
upon the mains voltage add the 'valves in circuit, and 
by selecting the type of valve used in each stage care- 
fully, and arranging the heaters in a definite order- 
depending on the circuit employed - still further 
reductions in interference are possible. Generally, the 
detector should be last in the chain, i.e. at the `" earthy " 
end of the circuit. 

Anode Feed for other Velvel 

Pentode /' 
Anode reed 

3.-Decoupling the 
screen voltage supply as. 
shown here reduces inter- 

ference in some cases. 

Honours for the Trade 
M:1tiY well-known Around d the Trade members of the 1 1 t L 1 i.L G 
Industry were honoured 
in the recently -published Awards, and amongst them 
may be mentioned A. F. Bulgin, of the well-known 
components firm of that name. He receives the 
M.B.E. (Military Division). He is District Inspecting 
Officer of the Essex II Group of the A.T.C., and has 
been interested in the movement for more than five 
and a half years. 

From E. H. Cole comes the news that their Chief 
Engineer, A. W. Martin, and an employee, David Robb, 
have received recognition for . their war work. Mr. 
Martin gets the M.B.E. and Mr. Robb the B.E.M. 

Car Radio Interference 
CAR radio sets are becoming increasingly popular, 

but some motorists., have been disappointed 
because of the " interference " set up by the engine 
ignition system. 

The usual and most convenient method of suppressing 
this interference is by putting resistors or " suppressors ". 
in the high-tension lead from the coil to the distributor 

The G.E.C. 
" Miuiscope." 

and in each sparking-, 
ping lead. But the 
curious thing is that 
what works on one car 

does riot always do so on another of the saine make 
and type. 

There may be several reasons for this, one of the most 
usual being the condition of the high-tension leads. Oily 
or cracked insulation, which may have no obvious 
ill -effect on the running of the engine; will cause heavy 
interference, which even the resistors cannot cure. The 
remedy is to fit new II.T. leads and to ensure that all' 
electrical connections are clean and tight. 

Concerning the resistors themselves, the Lodge plugs 
company point out that they should be fitted as near 
as possible to the actual points where sparking occurs, 
i.e., at the distributor end of the lead from the coil to 
distributor, and at the sparking -plug end of the plug 
leads. The resistors should have a value of from 
5,000 to rg,000 ohms, but when they are fitted"iii both 
distributor and plug leads the total value of the 
distributor resistor and any one plug resistor should 
be kept below about 20,000 ohms. If they are of a 
much higher resistance than this, the actual power of 
the spark may be reduced, with resultant oiling of the 
plugs, but resistors of the Correct type should leave no 
adverse effect oh easy starting or general engine 
performance: 

The G.E.C. " Minisèope " 
THE G.E.C. "Miniscope," M.86oB,'is an instrument 

designed to fulfil the long-standing demand for a 
portable miniature cathode-ray oscilloscope. It weighs 
only 91b. and is entirely self-contained ; furthermore, it 
is suitable for either A C mains -or battery supply.' It 
is easily operated, 'and its low price brings it within the 
reach of every radio service engineer. 

The instrument incorporates a rein. cathode-ray tube 
with time base; signal amplifier, attenuator and other 
features. Its leading characteristics are tube sensitivity 
of approximately 3 volts. per mm., an amplifier that 
with maximum gain X 15 is level to 30o kc;s, and a 
maximum sweep frequency of 8o kc/s. 

Typical radio service applications of the " Miniscope 
are the examination of amplifier characteristics and 
distortion; the alignment of radio receivers, and the 
monitoring of sound systems. By. means of a range Of 
accessories the uses of the instrument can be extended 
still further. For example, if connected to suitable 
equipment, the frequency and amplitude of vibration 
of machinery can be determined, pressure variations in 
I.C. engine cylinders indicated, sources of alternating 
current synchronised and faults in electrical machinery 
.located. The list may be extended to cover almost 
every department of engineering activity, and many 
other applications of this convenient and portable 
instrument will readily suggest themselves. 
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QUALITY COMPONENTS 
FROM VALLANCE'S 

For constructors of the Pocket Crystal 
Set described in Practical Wireless 

for June, 1946. 
0005 mfd. Tuning Condenser, 3-. .001 mfd, 
Mica Condenser, lid, Semi -Permanent 
Crystal Detector, 26. Terminals, red and 
black, 6(1. 2oz, reels single silk enamelled 
wire, 26 s.w.g. or 30 s.w.g. 23 reel. Head- 
phones, G.E.C., 30'- ; Brown's type F, 
23- ; Brown's Type A, 57:6 per pair. 
For the multi -range meter described_ in the same issue 
0.1 milliameters, 2;in. scale, 521-. 3in 
scale, 65`-, round flush. mounting. 31in coloured scale, calibrated volts, milliamps and ohms, 89:-, square flush mounting, 
1 m.a, meter rectifiers, 12:6. Single pole 
12 -way switches, 42. 100.000 ohm volume 
controls, with switch, 5.13. 2,000 ohm wire 
wound volume controls, less switch, 58. Large terminals, red or black, Belling Lee. 12. 2 mfd. 350 v. paper condensers, metal 
case, 3'6. U2 Dry Cells, 51d. Test Prods, 
spring loaded, fused, red or black, 2;10 each. S.P.S.T. toggle switches, 2 6. Double pole 
six -way switches, 4:2. 
OTHER LINES include mains and output transformers for every purpose, valves of every available type, condensers, coils, and coil assemblies, switches, precision dials 
and others, crystals, rectifiers, test equip- 
ment, in fact everything in radio for the constructor, amateur and professional. 
Please send your orders and enquiries for 
our prompt attention. All goods well packed and despatched C.W.O. or C.O.D. 
whichever best suits you. When sending 
C.W.O. please include sufficient for packing 
and postage. 

VALLANCE & DAVISON LTD. 
144 Briggate, Leeds, f. 

PRATTS RADIO 
1070 Harrow Road, 

LONDON, N.W.10 
(Nr. SCRUBS LANE) 

Plume: LADbroke 1734. 
FOR THE SUPERHET CONSTRUCTOR 
Weymouth 3 -Wave Coil Packs, 38 6 each. 
L. M. & S. Wave Coils A & Ose. 465 Kies., 
126 Per set, Wearite P Coils in Stock. 
Standard LF. Transfrs., 15 pair. Wearite 
Midget Iron Cored I,F.'s, 211- pair tall 465 lie's,). Padding Condensers, 50,500 pf. or 
50/250 pf., 18 each. Trimmers, 5,50 pf., 9d. each. Diagrams with. all Coils we supply. 
4 Pole 3 -Way W;C Switches, 36 each. 
FOR THE T.R.F. CONSTRUCTOR 
L. & M.W. Coils with Reaction, 9'- pair, 
M.W. Coils. 5'6 pair. Midget 2 pole 2 way 
W C Switches, 3'- each. Dials, 2'- each. Set of 3 S.W. Coils, 12-80 metres, 9'-. Dual 
Range Coil with Reaction, 4r6. 
I.,F. COMPONENTS 
Speakers, P.M. L/Tr., 2?fn. 24'- 31in. 
2&6. 5in., 21'-. 8in,. 226. P.M. R Tr., 
10in., 37/6. Speaker Transfs., Midget or Standard Pen, 5,9. Universal, 6'-. Multí- ratio. 7.6. 30 Watt Multi -ratio, 19;6 each, Phone Jacks. 46. Volume Con. I sw., 3,3. With Sw., 5.-. Class B Driver Trans., 7;6 each. 
POWER. UNIT COMPONENTS 
Mains Transfrs., 350-0-350, 4v., 4v. or 5v., 
6.3v. C.T.. 24- ea. L.F. Chokes. Midget 
360 ohm., 5'9. 380 ohm 20 hy, 60 ni a, 6;9. Linecord .3 amp. 2 Way 7d. ft., 3 Way, 8d. per ft. Voltage Droppers, .2 amp 4 9 ; 
3 amp., 5,'-, with ft.. etc. Electrolytic Con8mfd 39 ; 8x 8mfd.. 5,6 ; 16x 8mfd., 
6/6 ; 16 mfd., 5;- ; 4 mfd., 3/-, (All 450v.). 
MISCELLANEOUS 
Valve Bases 7d. each. Amphenol, 6(1. Bias Con., 25 mfd. 25v., 19 ; 50 mfd. 12v., 
2/3 1 50 mid 50v., 3, 
VALVES. Large Selection inc. 4F6, 
25A6, 6A7, 6J7, 6X7. 2524, USÏ 105, 1115, 
1N5. 77, 78, PX4, PX25, 6K8, 6A3, 25X5, 25Y50. 
S.A.E. for List or Enquiries. Orders over 
15/- Post Free. C.W.O. or C.O.D. Buses 
662, 664, 18B Pass Door. Open 10-6. 

NEW UNUSED GOODS ONLY. 

.WILSON Lt' 
TICE LATEST 1 

ENTIRELY NEWV AERIAL AND 
OSCILLATOR COIL UNIT. 

Latest midget iron cored high Q 
coils, completely wired up with 
switch, trimmers and padders. 
The unit consists of aerial, long, 
medium and short waves, and 
oscillator section for 460kes. LF. 
The unit is mounted on 18 gauge 
aluminium chassis and is veryrigid. 
Colour coded connections and 
circuit. Wave hands, 800-2,000, 
200-540, and 16-47. Tuned with 
standard .0005 tuning condenser. 
Coil chassis measurements, Mn. 
e 2fin.x 2in. 
We claim this to be the best unit 
available to the home constructor. 
Price 21 19e. 6(1. 
The above coils are also sold 
separately. 5-10, 10-30, 16-97, 30-75, 
70-200, 200-540, 800-2,000. Single 
Coils, 3- each. A and Ose., 5/6 
pair. A, H.F. and Oso., 7`6 set 3. 

VARIABLE CONDENSERS. 2,5 pf. 
ceramic plate midget single -can b 
ganged. 4;6..00015 ceramic plate, 2 gang, 
small, 12:6. .0005 ceramic insulation, 
2 gang, small. 126. 00015 standard, 
2 gang, S,W.. 126. Reaction condensers 
0003 mica dielectric, 3'-. TRIMMERS. 3 30 ceramic base air 

spaced. new, 2ï-: 40 pf, S.W. pr -ese neutralising cond., 2,- : T.C.C. ai 
spaced straight line, 5;35 Pf., 1 - ceramic postage stamp type, 3080, 1- 50120, 1 - : 150, 250. 1 9. MAINS 'l'RANSFOII3IIERS. 350-0-350 
4 v. 4a.. 4 v. 2 a., 80 m,a., 30'- : also 
0.3 v. 5 a., 5 v. 2 a., 30 - 350-0-350 4 v. 
4 a., 4 v. 2 a., 6,3, v. 5 a.. 5 v. 2 a., 80rn.a., 
35-. All 200, 220, 240 v. primary. 
375-0-375 6.3 v. 4 a., 6.3 v. 4 a., 5 V. 2 a., 
'175 m,a., £24 ` 1 2:6 ; 10-0-200, 2, 240 v. primary. L.F. chokes, 20 hy., 500 or 
1,000 ohms. 100 mA., interleaved with mounting feet. 21' 
CHASSIS. Alelad drilled for 7 or 10 
valve set, 15'-: undrilled, polished, 
12- x 7) x 45, 12;6. 
I.F. TRANS. Iron -cored permeability 
tuned. 465 K,'cs. screened, 15/- per pair. 
MIDGET PLUGS AND SOCKETS. 
5 -pin with plated cover. 1'-; banana 
plug and socket, red and black, 6(1. each; standard plug, red and black, 3d. each ; aluminium valve screen and baser 2'-. W SITCHES. 4 pole 3 way midget 
single bank, 46 : 3 bank 2 pole 6 way, standard type, with shorting plate, 816. 
We can supply switches to suit any combination of our coils. 
KNOBS. Communication type black skirted brass insert Skin skirt 21in 1'6; black pointer knobs, 1'-. Mains droppers .2 A. 3,000 ohms, 6'- 
.3 A. 750 ohms, 7 ; with mounting feet 
and variable sliders. 
VAL,S.E HOLDERS, 4, 5 and 8 pin English paxolin, 6d. each ; 5, 6, 7 and 
2UX, 6(1. each ; 9 pin ceramic (E,F. 
50 valve), 2:6 each ; Amphenol octal, 
9(1. each : ceramic octal, 26 each. 
RESISTORS and CONDENSERS of standard values in stock: 
P.V.C. wire, six bright colours, 3d. 
per yd. ; sieeving highest grade, 2mm., 
4d. per yd. 1 mut 3d per" yd.. 
Midget 2 -gang Condensers, 00035 mf., 

6 ceramic insulation, 12. Midget Iron - 
cored Permeability -tuned coils (for 
460 kc'e I.E.), 16-47, 200-550, 800-2,000 m., 
A. H,F, and ose., 3'- each coil. Small 
Iron -cored Permeability -tuned I,F: 
Transformers, 460 kc's, screened, 15,16... 
1.F. TRANSFORMERS. 465kc's. Iron 
cored permeability tuned, size 3516 n l I,<lt, screened, colour coded leads or 
tags. 14/- pair. 

TO OVERSEAS TRADERS 
Wliolesate and retail enquiries 

are incited. 
Orders can be executed for B.A.O.R., 
C.M.1'., and S.E.A.C. customers. 

307 HIGH HOLBORN; 
.o800nyeci. Phone :tl0l orn 463/ 

SOUND EQUIPMENT 

MODEL A36. 
A.C. Amplifier 

MODEL A36. A.C. Amplifier De Luxe 
7 valve. Using KT66's in ABI, 36 watts. 
Stabilized voltage, with high gain mit. 
stage, electronic mixing. Ready for use. 

£22 10s. Od. 

Three other Amplifiers of interest : 

A18. Gramo. amplifier, 15w. £11 I5s. Od. 
A23. P.A. amplifier, 20w. £15 10s. Od. 
A18. PEC. Film proj. amplifier. 

£12 Ss. Od. 

Speakers for use with above equipments : 

10 in. 15 ohm, 3716. 12 in., £6 IOs. Od. 

Write for Lists of Transformers and Com- 
ponents for Home Constructors. 

RADIO INSTRUMENT CO. 
294 BROADWAY, BEXLEYHEATH, 

KENT 

TICE SLMPLEX FOUR. 
Still the beer, complete constructional 
details of 4 -valve A.CJD.C. medium wave 
midget receiver, complete constructional 
data, layout diagrams, theoretical circuit, 
component values, etc., per copy, 4'6. CABINETS. -A first class highly polished 
wooden cabinet of pleasing modern design, suitable for the `" Simplex Four " receiver, 
35'-. 
MIDGET CHASSIS. -The " Simplex " chassis, fully drilled for the above midget, with speaker cut-out, electro zinc finish, 

11 x 4!: x 2ìn 6.!6. " 5V chassis, with 
Sin, speaker cut-out, drilled for five valve - holders and two IS. transformers, together 
with all other component holes. Electro 
finish, 101 x 6.1 x l;in., 7f6. MIDGET COILS. M. wave, high gain, T.R.F. coils, per pair, 5'- ; M,L.wave T.R.F. coils with reaction, boxed with circuit, pair 7;6 iron cored M'L wave coils with circuit, 1'26 per pair ; midget S.M.L. wave aerial and oscillator coils, I.E. at 465 Kcs., 
with circuit, 10/6 pair. 
COIL PACK, -All wave coil pack, wired, 
tested, 5 leads to receiver, Weymouth 
product, boxed with circuit, 38.'6. MIDGET DIALS. -Coloured all wave 
dials, 4 x 31/n., 2;- ditto S x Olin 2 6. DRIVES. -Slow motion drives, string 
drum, 31- ; Epicycle drives, 3'3 : drive 
assembly , complete, escutcheon, glass, 
pointer, dial MIL- wave, etc.. for mounting, Square Plana (small as mbly), 
each, 116 ; :Drive assembly ditto. Full 
Vision (large assembly), dial S.M.L., 11 6. MIDGET TRANSFORMERS. - Ultra 
midget speaker trans` high mu core, 6 - midget ditto, 66 ; standard ditto, 8,' - heavy duty P.P. output trans., 6,600 ohms, 
A to A load, tapped output, 7.5 and 15 ohms, 
211-. 
CONDENSERS. -Midget tubular 16 y 16 mfd., 350 w,: 7f 16 mfd. 350 v.e., 3.6. SOLDER INts ' IRONS. - STANELCO 
soldering irons, long bit, 75 w., 230 250 v 
22x6. 
Qompreheh3ive lists issued monthly 21d, 
stamp with enquiries please, postage all 
orders 
`O. (REENLICIK,' LTD., 34, Bancroft 
Road,-Canilleidee Heath Road, London, 

b.,1. 
'Pkene; STEpeey Green 1334. 
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Impressions on the W x 
Review of the Latest 

ACHMANINOFF was himself a pianist of outstanding 
ability, and his compositions for his own instru- 
ment show an intimate understanding of its 

powers. This month his " Concerto No. 3 in D Minor 
for Piano and Orchestra " has been brilliantly recorded 
by Cyril Smith (piano) accompanied by the City of 
Birmingham Orchestra, conducted by George Weldon. 
The recording has been made on five rzin. records, 
Columbia Xr251-3, and supplies nearly an hour of 
enjoyable music. 

Joseph Szigeti, the famous violinist, now making his 
first appearance in the country since he delighted 
pre-war audiences here with his superb playing, has 
recorded "Brahms-Concert in D for Violin and 
Orchestra (Op. 77) " on five records-Columbia L2265-g. 
He is giving concerts in London, Birmingham, Cambridge 
and Brighton, as well as a broadcast performance. 
His wonderful renderings of the classic violin concertos 
are obtainable on Columbia records, for which he records 
exclusively. 

Johann Strauss was as adept at the writing of polkas 
as he was with waltzes, and the two energetic -examples 
on H.M.V. B9478 show him in his most clever vein. 
" Tik Tak " comes from " Die Fledermaus," which 
was given recently in the West End under the title 
of " Gay Rosalinda." " Sans Souci Polka " on the other 
side is as carefree and light-hearted as the name sug- 
gests. These Strauss pieces are light music of the very 
best kind, and Arthur Fiedler with the Boston 
Promenade Orchestra are practised masters at the 
effective presentation of things of the sort. This is a 
record that will give many hours of enjoyment. 

'Two more attractive records hake been made by 
the Philharmonia Orchestra, conducted by Alceo 
Galliers-" The Three -Cornered Hat," on Columbia 
DX1238-9. 

Ravel's suite entitled " Le Tombeau de Couperin," 
is a collection of pieces written in homage to the great 
French clavecin composer of the early eighteenth 
century, Francois Couperin le Grand. Ravel, like his 
countryman Debussy, was a great inventor of new 
procedures in keyboard music as well as possessing 
great command of orchestration. The two composers 
are often compared, and although Ravel's. music is 
entirely distinctive, it may be said that the literary idols 
of them both were the same, and a similar cultural band 
links them. This new record, H.M.V. C3487, from 
Moiseiwitsch, throws an interesting light on the 
differences and similarities of Debussy and Ravel in 
their treatment, of the Toccata. As may be expected, 
Moiseiwitsch plays both pieces with unerring accuracy 
and insight. 

Two records which should make an appeal to all 
collectors of really fine orchestral performances are 
H.M.V. DB3956-7, which contain a four-part recording 
of Tchaikovsky's " Caprice Italien," played by the 
B.B.C. Symphony Orchestra, conducted by Sir Adrian 
Boult. During the year 1880 Tchaikovsky was enjoying 
a stay in Italy, and his contact with the musical sur- 
roundings of that country inspired the " Caprice 
Italien." Italian dance rhythms and melodies are 
freely made use of in the work, and one prominent 
figure is said to have been borrowed from a bugle call. 
heard at a military post in Rome. There are violent 
changes of mood and colour, the music passing from 
sadness to exuberance and from andante to presto in 
truly capricious manner. The tarantella, characteristic 
of Southern Italy, is ingeniously used as a rushing 
wind-up to the piece, punctuated by powerful sforzando 
chords in the full orchestra. 

I conclude the selection of classical records with two 

Gramophone Records 
sets of three records. The first is a recording by Gladys 
Ripley, the famous contralto, on three szin, records 
-.11.1f .V. C3498-500 of " Sea Pictures, Op. 37 " by C. A, 
and Edward Elgar. She is accompanied by the 
Philharmonia Orchestra under the able baton of George 
Weldon. Finally Handel's " The Great Elopement," 
arranged by Sir Thomas Beecham, has been recorded by 
the London Philharmonic Orchestra, conducted by 
Sir Thomas Beecham, on H.M.V.. DB6295-7. 

Light Music 
" THE Wray to the Stars " is certainly au outstanding 

I. production of the war years, a period when, 
despite difficulties and disturbances of many kinds, the 
British film industry reached a new level in its output, 
In the recent British Filin Festival various stars 
re-enacted their roles from notable wartime productions, 
and an excerpt from this picture was included. The 
music was written by Nicholas Brodszky, and its quality 
reminds one of the increasing number of pictures with 
scores specially commissioned from composers of standing 
and reputation. Columbia DB218o, which is a recording 
of themes from the film " The Way to the Stars," is - 

played by the Two Cities Symphony Orchestra, the 
actual orchestra that played in the film. 

Many well-known names appear in the vocal recordings 
for this month, and I start off with a record by Nelson 
Eddy, the famous baritone who supplies the voice for the 
singing whale in Disney's latest screen success, " Make 
Mine Music." The songs he has chosen for Columbia 
DB2222 are " Strange Music," based on " Nocturne " 
and " Wedding at Troidhaugen," by Edward Grieg, and 
" I Love You " (" Ich liebe dich "), which is by the 
same composer. 

The other recordings are " Your Hand in Mine " and 
" Just Been Wond'ring," sung by Robert Wilson, tenor, 
on H.M.V. BDI135 ; " A Year Ago To -day " and 
" Resting," by Richard Tauber, on Parloplrone R02o547 ; 

" Sing Gipsy " and " Two. Hearts in Harmony," by 
Irene Ambrus, soprano, on Columbia DB222r ; and 
"Elegie" and "None But the Weary Heart," by Joan 
Hammond, accompanied by Gerald Moore at the piano, 
on H.M.V. B9486. 

Variety 
MOST of the popular:tunes of the moment have been MOST 

this month and below I give a fair 
selection. 

Victor Silvester and his Ballroom Orchestra have 
recorded in strict dance tempo " To -morrow Is For- 
ever " and " If I Had a Wishing Ring " on Columbia 
FB3218 ; " Sweet Dreams To You " and " I'd Like To 
Get You Alone " is played by Lou Preager and his 
Orchestra on Columbia FB3216 "Iïnees Up, Mother 
Brown " and P The Lambeth Walk " have been revised 
by Harry Roy and .his Band on Parlophone F2149 
and Geraldo and his Orchestra play " Coax Me a Little 
Bit " and " Amado Mio " on Par lophone F2151. 

That popular combination, Billy Tborburn's, "The 
Organ; the Dance Band and Me," have recorded " Let 
Bygones Be Bygones " and " The Bells of St. Mary's " on 
Columbia F2148-; " Into Each Life Some Rain Must 
Fall " and " Seems Like Old Times " is played by Joe 
Loss and his Orchestra on H.M.V. BDJ93r ; " Mary 
Lou " and " Money is the Root of All Evil " is played 
by . Paul Fenouihet, with the Skyrockets' Dance 
Orchestra, and finally we hare a recording by Artie 
Shaw and- his Orchestra of " Yolanda," from the Mtn - 

" Yolanda and the Thief," coupled with " Dancing in 
the Dark," on H.M.V. B9476. 
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Open to Discussion 
The Editor does not necessarily agree with the opinions expressed by his correspondents. All letters must 

be accompanied by the name and address of the sender (not necessarily for publication). 

The S.W. Three 
SIR, -Having built the S.W.3 published in the 

February issue, I have received over 200 identified 
signals. I think my success with this receiver was 
due to experimenting with the detector stage, and when 
this was functioning properly adding the L.F. and 
output stages to boost up the volume. 

JEYK and GFA'2 remain mysteries to me on C.W.- 
J. S. DYER (Ilford). 

A D.C. Receiver Wanted 
SIR,-It is some considerable time since I have written 

to PRACTICAL WIRELESS, and I feel bound to do 
so in order to congratulate you on the high standard of 
articles, etc., which you managed to maintain all through 
the war. In addition I would like to thank you for 
once again putting a brief survey of the articles on the 
outside cover, asJ find this a great help and a time-saver. 

We have from time to time some very excellent 
circuits offered, but what I would like to see is an 
A.C./D.C. (it's D.C. here) tuning unit of the superhet 
type, with an R.F. stage preceding the F.C., to couple 
to an amplifier, as I do feel that the results obtained 
(always provided due care and attention is paid to 
detail) are far superior to the ordinary type of receiver. 

My present receiver is` one published by you, and is 
a Universal 4 -valve T.R.F. job, described in January, 
/943, and although it is not of course a station -getter, 
it certainly gives quality with my speaker which is 
mounted on a baffle about 31f. square.-E. FENN 
(London, E.r2). 

Station Separation 

SIR,-In the April PRACTICAL WIRELESS, which has 
just reached me out here, I read with delight the 

letter from Mr. C. J. Borwell, in which he recommended 
10 kc/s. spacing of transmitters. 

This is a subject in which I am deeply interested, 
having been of the same opinion as Mr. Borwell for 
some years. In this matter Europe is deplorably 
backward, since the other countries of the world which 
count where r ,dio is concerned, i.e., the Americas, 
Canada, Australia, and New Zealand, have used to kc/s. 
spacing for the past two decades. Due to this, listening 
in these countries is pleasant and orderly by comparison 
with the chaotic conditions which exist in Europe at 
the present time. The squeals and howls which 
Europeans have come to accept as inevitable are 
rarely heard. 

An additional advantage is that frequencies are easier 
to remember when they are reckoned in terms of tens 
of kc/s., or, better still, in numbered channels. 

I was also pleased to see the articles on Pulse Com- 
munication, a very interesting subject which may have 
great significance in the future of radio-P. D. THOMAS 
(S.E.A.C.). 

Recorded Television 
SIR,-In your June issue " Thermion " states there 

is no known means of recording a telev"ision 
programme, and that " repeats " 'must therefore be 
live. He could also say that no means exist for truly 
recording a scene in motion, and that " repeats " must 
also be live. 

So far, the best that can be done is to take a series 
of photographs in rapid succession of the scene, these 
being projected at the same frequency to form a picture 
giving the illusion -of motion. Add a sound -track to 
the edge of the film and Your " talkie " is complete. 

The picture on a television screen is also composed 
of a series of separate " frames." These can be photo- 
graphed, plus sound track, and re -transmitted by the 
same means as ordinary cinema film.-C. H. WHITE 
(Woolacombe). 

A.C.-D.C. Amplifier 

SIR,-Reading 
the letter by N. Richardson in last 

month's (July) issue of PRACTICAL WIRELESS 
prompted me to write about my experiments with this 
amplifier. After constructing it according to the 
specified circuit, I decided to see how much gain I 
could really obtain from these -two valves. Removing 
the input capacitors increased the output quite a bit, 
and after experimenting with load -resistor values, etc., 
I at last decided to transformer -couple the stages. 
The output increased a great deal. 

I found that the .oz tone condenser did not provide 
sufficient tone variation, so a .05 component was 
substituted, which was a lot better but by-passed more 
signal, so a switch was fitted to provide a " maximum 
treble " setting giving a higher output, while with the 
switch in the " on " position the tone is variable from 
a middle register to bass, but also reducing the output. 

The amplifier now gives sufficient gain fully to load 
two soin. speakers and the quality is very good. Hum 
is very low, smoothing being 3oH and two 16's. A 
pilot lamp and a metal cover were fitted, making quite 
a professional appearance to the complete job.- 
D. R. BATE (Bristol, 9). 

Foreign Call -signs 
SIR,-Re the Ham stations PRIAA and XPr (" Open 

to Discussion," July issue), none of my lists gives 
PR' as an amateur call -sign, but PR is in the allocation 
of call -signs to Brazil. So this may he a post-war 
allocation. Q.S.L. cards for Brazil can be forwarded 
through : 

L.A.B.R.E., 
Caixa Postale 2353, Rio de Janeiro. 

XPr is not a full call -sign and I suggest it is the call 
of an unlicensed station or one licensed only for other. 
bands. It is probably a derivation of ex-uerimental. 
What might also be of interest is that amateurs licensed 
ín B.A.O.R. use the call Da and two letters, U.S. troops 
in European theatre D4 and two letters, and in Japan 
J6. Italian stations can be Q.S.L.'d through A.R.I, 
Viale Bianca Maria, 24, Milan, and Swiss stations 
through U.S.K.A., Postbox 196, Berne -Transit. 

Hoping this may help one or two Ham -band S.W.L.s. 
-JOHN COLLIE -GE (B.A.O.R.), B.S.W.L., 1887. 

GNF and GYKU 
" -+SR,-The following information may be of interest 

to reader D.E. Smith (B.S.W.L. 1991) and any 
others who listen on the medium waves. 

GYKU is the call -sign of the s.s. Duke of York, a 
British freighter of 1,437 tons, registered at Lancaster, 
and is controlled by the L.M.S. Railway, Euston, 
Station, London. 

She is equipped with D./F, apparatus, a C.W. and 
I.C.W. transmitter and R./T. equipment. Her working 
frequencies are as follow : 

C.W. and I.C.W., 375 kc/s. (Soo m.), 425 kc/s. (706 m.), 
and Soo kc/s (Goo m.). 

Radiotelephony : 1,65o he's. (181.8 m.), 2,012 kc/s, 
(149.1 m.), 2,135 kc/s. (140.5 m.), and 2,225 kc/s. 
(134.8 In.). 

GYIiU is open to Public Correspondence during 
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her sea voyages, which are always less than eight hours. 
It is interesting to note that the power of the main 

transmitter is roe watts. 
GNF, not GMF, is as reader Smith heard, North 

Foreland Radio, situated at r deg. 24 minutes 5o 
seconds E. and 51 deg. 21 minutes 35 seconds N., which 
puts her between Margate and Broadstairs. The position 
quoted is that of her D./F. aerials and not necessarily that 
of the radio shack; however, that won't be very far away. 

GNF operates 24 hours daily, and uses I.C.W. and 
R./T. on the following working waves : I.C.W., 484 kc is. 
(62o in.), 599 kc/s. (600 In.), 1,612 licit. (186.1 in,). 

. Radiotelephony : r,65o knit. (ì8r.8 m.), 1,837 kc/s. 
(163.3'm.), and 2,5oo kc/s. f Lao m.). 

Both stations it will be noted Use 500 kc/s. (boo m.) 
for wireless telegraphy and 1,65e Ic/s. (131,8 m.) for 
R./T., 600 m. being the international distress wave 
for W./T. and 181.8 tº. for R./T. l'or anyone who is 
interested' in some medium -wave listening on these 
bands' I append the names and call -signs of the it 
principal British coast stations which use them, for they 
are sure to be heard sooner or later 

GKR, Wick, N. of Scotland ° GPK, Portpatrick, 
S.W. Scotland ; GLU, Seaforth, Mersey ; PRL, Burn 
ham -on -Sea, Bristol Channel GLD, Land's End, Pen- 
zance ; . GM, Niton, I.O.W. ; GNF, North Foreland, 
Thames Estuary ; --GhL, Humber, River Humber ; 
GCC, Cullercoats, Tyne Areä ; GCK, Valentia, S.W. 
Eire ; GMH, Malin Head, N. Ireland. 

As a reader of your paper for seven years I must take 
this opportunity of saying how much I like it. t am 
indebted to it for a groat deal and hope that it will 
not be long before I can see 'It more often. I would like 
to add that I am very pleased to see Mr. Reeves' naine 
at the top of a page again-and thank you, Mr. Reeves. 

With my best wishes for your continued success. 
JcpiN M. BYRNE (Glasgow, C.5.). 

A.C. versus A.C.-D.C. Receivers 
IR,-May I be permitted, through the medium of 

your columns, tá endorse the remarks of your 
correspondent, Mr. R. G. Harrison, in the May- issue, 
respecting the relative efficiency of A.C. versus A.C.-D.C. 
receivers ? 

Also in reply to Mr. G. House, whose letter appeared 
in. the July issue, no doubt Mr. Harrison, as well as 
myself, would welcome details of a voltage doubler 
circuit to work on D.C. 

Could it be that Mr. House is confusing the voltage 
doubler circuit with a vibratory, converter ? 

With regard to the remarks of Mr. House re the 
hum filtering on his A.Ç.-D.C. amplifier-it would seem 
that he is extremely fortunate in his D.C. supply, in that 
it is well filtered. (Electricity Supply Co., please note.) 

As a service engineer employed in a town whose 
supply mains are largely D.C. and poorly fitted at that, 
I can assure him that he would soon express a preference 
for A.C. mains and A.C. receivers, which latter are 
definitely superior respecting ease of servicing, hum 
level, efficiency and running costs. 

Regarding those " beautiful little midgets " with their 
" lovely cabinets," the least said about these " midget 
monstrosities " the better, with their line -cords which 
are for ever giving trouble, to say nothing of condenser 
block failures and types of valhhe still in short supply. I look forward to the time, not too far distant, I hope, 
when A.C. Mains will be general and we can say 
good-bye to noisy D.C. supplies and radiated. noise 
from the brushes of Universal apparatus of ell kinds. 
-EXPERIMENTER (Chaney). . 

SIR,-I have been following the correspondence 
about the merits of A.C. and A.C.-D.C. sets. I 

have constructed several A.C.-D.C. sets, straight and 
super, with resistance smoothing only. The only iron 
core was the speaker transformer. 

Half -wave rectifiers can stand about twice the filter 
condenser capacity without damage. The smoothing 
I used was a 32 mfd, from cathode of rectifier. The 
output- pentode anode was fed direct from tins. Then 

followed a 2,0oo ohms resistor and another 32 mfd. for 
pentode screen and triode anode of D.D.T., followed.by 
3,000 ohms and 8 mfd. for earlier valves. The .o5 from 
rectifier anode took care of any H.F. in the Mains. 
Hum was hardly existent, even with speakers with a 
real bass response, and if a pick-up, was Used liberties 
could be taken with these sets that were impossible 
with a mains transformer set. 

Thus they could be placed close. to. the gramophone 
motor without developing hum or howl.-R. Simpson, 
JuNIt. (Paisley). 

SIR, --I see that in the July issue of PRACTICAL 
WIRELess Mr. G. House, of Bradford, has replied to 

a letter of mine which appeared in your May issue, and 
which was, in fact, a reply to a correspondent in Sutton, 
Surrey, who wondered why mains transformers Were 
still fitted in radio sets. My reply set out the advantages, 
in my opinion, of a straight A.Ç. set against a Universal 
type. . 

Mr. House, rather unfairly, quotes as an example to 
support his opinion that quality on a Unit er'sal set is 
not inferior to an A,C: type, a home -constructed 4-6 
watt amplifier. I did not intend that this, type of 
instrument should be compared.with the ordinary radio 
manufactured for the home listener, but while on the 
subject of amplifiers, one of the best I have ever heard 
(still sticking to standard models) it a- Pam, manu- 
factured by Pye and driving their standard . speaker 
and also a Voigt corner model. Going back to 
Mr. House's letter, he has said nothing to induce isle to 
change my opinion that set for 'set (amplifiers barred) 
the A.C. type wins every time on the score of safety, 
quality, hum level, lower running costs -and easier 
servicing, and that the Universe set is fundamentally 
inferior on all the above items. 

One has only tò hear the two new models, A.C. and 
Universal, in exactly the same cabinets by a famous 
maker (G.E.C.) to be able to pick out the 'A.C. Model 
every time. 

I rather liked Sir. House's dig at me about voltage 
doublers, I had overlooked that type of circuit, for; after 
all, very few manufacturers seem to use it, or, at least, 
I have come across very few up to date ; and as to -spares, 
it is well known that certain parts in short supply in one 
town are readily obtained in one 5o miles away. (Brad- 
ford will be about zoo miles from here.). It is rather a 
coincidence that a letter in the same issue as Mr. House's, 
under the heading of " Commercial Set Design," "from 
Mr. Palmer (Wilts), - stresses my remarks about hum 
level and other points, although he is replying to 
another correspondent.-R. G. HARRISON (Nelica'stle). 

An Amateur's Views 

SIR,-I must take exception to your, correspondent 
G. C. Bagley. He has abandoned commercial 

DX-ing for the amateur bands. I don't blame hfni át 
ail. I myself spent most of my time on "zo" and 
"40 ". Hisletter, however, implies rather that there is 
no S.W. DX outside the ham" bands. This it -a 
totally wrong, idea. There are a good few low power 
commercials. 

Consider two stations, firstly WVI., at Quarry Heights, 
Canal Zone on 2,390 kc/s, with a few hundred watts. 
Then take LU6AJ on " 20 " with a kilowatt and rotary 
beam or; ' for' that matter, a kW. " VS' " on " 8o ". 
Which is the better DX ? 

Mr. Bagley should still be able to get some real DX 
without any " haul" listening. 

In reply to reader Kemp, WNRr is an N.B.C.-R.C.A. 
station in New York. It operates 10.45 a.m.-II pan. 
G.M.T. and has a power of at least 5o kW. Frequency 
is 13,050. 

While finding PR.ICTICAI. WIRELESS very interesting, 
and helpful, I should like to see more attention paid 
to the DX side, in all its phases -MW, commercial and 
ham SW. 

I wonder if any of your readers could put me in 
touch with X4KN and RNISX ?.-MARTIN HARRISON, - 

(Darlington). 
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS 
LITERATURE, MAPS, etc. 

RADIO SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN invites all keen experimenters to apply for membership. Current issue " R,S.G,B. Bulletin " and details, 1/- below - THE TRANSMITTING LICENCE. A 
new 32 page R.S.G.B. publication in the series " Amateur Radio," 9d., or 1/- post free : below - 
AMATEUR RADIO HANDBOOK (500 pages), paper cover, 41- - cloth, 6/6. Radio Handbook Supplement (140 pages), paper cover. 2/9: Cloth 5/-,-R.S.G.B 28-30. Little Russell Street, London. W.C,1.' 
BRITISH SHORT-WAVE LEAGUE.- S.A.E. for membership details and sample Review." Amateur Radio Simply Explained," 1/6 post free. Write NOW to H.Q., 17, Bedford Road, London, N.22. 
WVEBB'S Radio Map of the World. Locates any station heard. Size 40in, x 30ín 48, post 6d. On linen, 10/6, post 6d.-Webb's Radio, 14, Soho Street, London, W.1. GERrard 2089. 

MORSE & B.W. EQUIPMENT 
MORSE Practice equipment for class -room or individual tuition. Keys, audio oscilla- tors for both battery and mains operation.- Webb's Radio, 14, Soho Street, London, W.1. Phone : GERrard 2089. 

H.A.C." Short-wave Receivers. Famous - for over ten years. Improved one -valve model now available. Complete kit of components, accessories, with full instruo- tions, now 19/8, postage 9d. Easily assembled in one hour. S.A.E. for free catalogue. -A. L. Bacchus, 109. Hartington Road, London, S.W.B. 

RECEIVERS & COMPONENTS 
CONSTRUCTIONAL drawings of the Weymouth Radio Manufacturing Co. A.C./D.C. High-fidelity Receiver, 2/6. Circuit diagram free. 3 -wave coil pack, 38/6. Weymouth" Iron -cored I.F. transformers 
Litz wound, colour coded, matched and specially made for the high-fidelity receiver, 
15/- per pair. Delivery of these excellent goods from stock. C.O.D. or C.W.O. Com- ponents, 5. Honeywell Road, S.W.11, 
AVO3fETERS, Model 7 £19/10s. Universal Avoniinors, £810e.- D.C. Avominors, £4 4e. B.P.L. Signal Generators, £21. C.W.O. Immediate delivery. Bridges, Valve Testers quick delivery. List. -Young Radio Service. Southwick, Sussex. 
MALLORY Vibrators. 

.nÌh,ewuar e. 80each-HEg 
The Malting's, Rayleigh Rd Hutton, Essex. 
RADIOGRAPHIC, LTD. (B.R.S. 12040), 
of Glasgow, are forging ahead in getting 
supplies of vital interest to all Radio Enthusiasts. Keep in constant touch for the latest news of still greater supplies. Trans- mitters. Transceivers, Valves (RX & TX), and all components. -Radiographic, Ltd., 
66, Osborne Street, Glasgow, C.S. 
A.C./R.C. 5 -valve Super -heterodyne re- ceivers. Excellent reproduction, 8ín. speaker. Attractive walnut cabinets. Lacquered metal grill. Modern design. Retailing £15/10/6. Usual trade terms, facilities and service. Early delivery. Trade only. -Osborne & Co., Southview 
Road, Warlingham, Surrey. 
ALL makes and kinds of Electrical and Radio Instruments repaired by skilled technicians A.I.D. approved. Over 60.000 instruments repaired for R.A.F. All work quoted by return without charge. - 
C. Gertler, Dept. B, 29-31, Cowcross Street, 
E.C_1. Cle. 6783. 
MAIL SERVICE. All enquiries given 
personal attention. Write for details of 
amplifier or superhet kits or our compre- 
hensive stock list of components. -R. S. 
Robinson. " The Radio Shop," East Street, 
Darlington. 
AMPLIFIERS. New De Witt 1948 
amplifiers. 20 and 30 watts models with 
the new HiFidelity tone control circuit. 
Prices from £7/1916 to 10 gns., complete 
ready for use. Six different models to 
choose from. Superb performance. Amazing 
-value. Send S.A.E. for illustrated catalogue 
and price list. Trade terms available, 
obtainable from : British Radio Co., 410, 
Dudley Road, Edgbaston, Birmingham. 
Willingly demonstrated to callers. Hun- 
dreds of satisfied users have sent highest 
testimonials, 

CHARLES BRITAIN (RADIO) Ltd.. 
lines of interest and special offers. 
PAGE MIDGET SPEAKERS, lin. less 
trans., 22/6 ea. Midget chassis drilled for 
5 valves, 2/6 ea. Two -gang condensers with 
feet, less trims, 12/-. .1 .tubulars 8.000v. 
wkg., 9;6 ea. Metal cased .1 tubulars, first 
class quality 350v. wkg., 516. doz. ; .5 350v. 
wkg., 6/- doz. .01 1,000v. wkg., 4/6 doz. 
(Note : Please order in dozens) : also 
Met midget .01 350v. wkg g!- doz. 
Mains droppers 850 ohms .3 amp., 5/- ea. ; 
1,000 ohms 2 amp., 4/6 : both havp two ad- 
justable sliders and fixing feet. Volume 
controls with switch. 4/6, less switch, 3/- ; most values in stock. 
SPECIAL OFFERS. -Parcel of resistances 
1 gross asst'd 3, 1 and 1 watt. £2. Parcel of 
tubular condensers 1 gross of asst'd from 
.001 to .5, £2/8;0. Parcel containing new 
and used components, I.F. transformers, 
speaker trans multi -way tag bars with 
new resistances and condensers, also 36 
new tubular condensers, £1. worth double. 
Small moving -coil Mikes, undamaged, 
3/6 ea., damaged, 1/6 ea: Moving -coil 
Voltmeters 0-40v. can be de -shunted. 10/ - 
ea. .00010 short-wave condensers, to clear, 
216 ea. Midget radio chassis wired and 
tested for long and medium wave, with 
speaker, for use - on A.C. or D.C. mains. 
Note the price, 06/1916. Send for List of 
Smoothing Condensers, Mains Transformers, 
Coils, etc., etc. Terms, cash or c.o.d. 
over £1. -Charles Britain (Radio), Ltd., 
Radio House, 2, Wilson St., London, 
F C 2. Phone : Bis. 2966. 
FENWICK for dual range coils, singles, 5.'-: 
matched pairs, 10/-.: three -wave band. 
101- pair, all- complete with free circuit. 
Huge stocks of valves, condensers, resistors, 
etc., enquiries invited. Metal speaker 
gauze, 9in.-x7in.. 2/6. Eddystone stockists. 
Special offer of 36 one -yard lengths of 
varnished cotton sleeving, excellent quality, 
asrtd. colours, sizes 1. 2 and 3 mm, 61- the 
bundle. Circuits, Crystal set, 2 v. Bty., 
3 v. Bty. straight or S.G., 2 v. A.C., 5 v. all 
wave mains S/het, Multi -range test meter, 
all 60. each. Many interesting books 
available, Radio Constructors Manual 3/3. 
AmplifierManual 213, Radio Service Manual 
2'9. Valve Manual 3/9, all above post paid. 
-Fenwick's Radio Stores, Dept. P,. Gt. 
Brickkiln Street and Snowhill, Wolver- 
hampton. 
R.1155 R.A.F. receiver, bought by error, 
£13.-A. Sheen, 92, Elm Street, Cardiff. 
R.A.F. 1155 Communication Receivers made 
to strict specification of the Air Ministry, 
fitted with a large-scale dial calibrated 
from 7.5 mcis to 1.500 kcls. Complete with 
10 Valves, incl, magic eye. In strong metal 
Cabinet and in wood carrying case. £15. 
Obtainable from J. Bull & Sons (P.W.), 
246. High Street, Harlesden, N.W,10. 

MIDLAND INSTRUMENT CO. 
For immediate delivery at list prices :- 
Avometers. Model 7 and 40. D.C. and 
Universal Avominors. Avo Valve Testers. 
Also limited quota of Avo Mains and Battery 
Oscillators, and Avo Test Bridges. Evershed 
and Vignoles Wee Meggers and Oluneters. 
Comprehensive range of Lewcos Instrument 
Wires, and hundreds of other interesting 
Radio and Electronic items, Lists 2d. and 
S.A,E.-18, Harborne Park Rd., Birming- 
ham, 17. Tel. : HARborne 1308 or 2664. 

BUILD A "SUPER " SET 
" DORSET " ALL -DRY BATTERY 

4 -VALVE 3 -WAVE SUPERSIET 
CIRCUIT READY SEPTEMBER. 

Uses latest 1.4 volt Mullard Valves. Short, 
Medium and Long waves. No accumulator. 
Wonderful tone and volume. Price 5'-. 
Theoretical circuit only with price list 2}d, 
" DORSET " 5 -VALVE 3 -WAVE A.C. 

SUPERRET CIRCUIT 
Price 5/-. Theoretical circuit only with 
price list, 21d. 
Absolutely the finest sets of drawings and 
instructions ever produced for the home - 
constructor. Six pages of full-size 
drawings, point-to-point wiring instruc- 
tions and parts list. 3 -wave coil pack. 
group board and chassis specially designed 
for the above two sets. - Also " WIZARD " 
4 -valve TItF Medium Wave with conversion 
for Long Wave A.C.ID:C. circuit. 51-. 

DORSET" Amplifier 6-8 watt A,C.D.C. 
circuit. 5/-. 

Weldon Radio Accessories, Ltd. 
Swanage. 

ou i 5,1OI2L.5,and3ampsaS. RF 1 Óemá all at 15/-, Silver plated tank coils, 17 
, 

turns, 3_4in, diameter, variable tapping, tap counter on dial, 6/6. R.A.F. trans- mitter -receivers, model T1396, complete, 
£8. Trade enquiries invited. -Stamford 
Radio Co., 199, Stamford Street, . Ashton-u-Lyne. 
T.R.F. 4 v. A.C./D.C. Receiver Constructor's Parcel, £5 19e. 6d. Mains Trans., 250-0-250 
60 m/a 4 v. 1 a. 4 v. 214 a., 1916. 350-0-350 
60 ma 4 v- 2 a. 4 v. 2'4 a., 2316, 6 v, 5v. same prices. Guar. 12 months. Other Trans, and components as previously advertised. Lists and Circuit 3d. -McAlpine Baker Radio (P.W.), 54, Wellington Rd. Sth., Hounslow, Middx. 
OSCILLOSCOPE. Full constructional details and drawings, 3/6.-20. Malzeard Road, Luton. 
FOR 2/6 you can obtain a set of six larg drawings showing construction of under chassis wiring of the " Weymouth " High- fidelity Receiver. A free circuit is enclosed with every coil pack. This coil pack costs only 39;6. Iron -cored, Litz wound, I,F., colour coded, made for the above. 15/- per pair. Immediate delivery. -Castle Radio, 
101, Poverest Road, Orpington. Kent. 
TELEVISION receiver, new, requires cathode tube and valves. £20. 12in. Baird cathode tube, £7/101-. Vacuum cleaner motors, 240 volts £4l101 -.-H, Tabner, 118, Nightingale Road, Hitchin, 
TRANSFORMER REWINDS, first-class interleaved job. -Inquiries, J. F. Body, 
22. Fabian Cree., Shirley, Birmingham. 
LAMINATED BAKELITE PANELS. 
lin, thick, bin. x 4ín., 1/3 : ein. x 6in., 1/9 ; lin. x 6in., 218 ; 10in. x 6in., 2/9 loin, x 8fn., 
318 12in. x Bin 4/-. Ditto, 1/16in. thick-, 
same sizes. 10d., 1/2, 1/6, 1/10. 214. 218. Highly polished Ebonite panels, 3/16in. thick, sizes as above, 1/9,1/9,2/9,3/6,4j6,6/-, 71 - respectively. B.A. screws, gross useful 
sizes, 2/6 ; ditto nuts, 2/6 gr. ; assorted 
gross screws and nuts, 2/6 ; ditto brass washers, 1/6 gr. ' fibre washers, 1/6 gr. 
assorted soldering tags, 2/- gr. ; assorted small eyelets and rivets, 1)3 gr. Cotton - covered instrument wire, }lb. reels, 18, 20, 
22, 24g., 16 : 26, 28g., 1/9 , 30, 32g., 2/, , 
34g., 2:3. Enamelled do.. same prices, 
including 36g., 213 ; 38, - 40g., 2/6. Silk - 
covered do., 2oz. reels, 24, 26, 28g 1//6 ; 
30. 32, 34, 36g., 1.9 40. 42g., 21- : 16g. D.S.C. 
llb.. 5/- :18g. D.S.C. 11b., 71-. Heavy insulated 
aerial wire, 50ft., 1/6 : 75ft., 213 ; 100ft., 3/ -- Lead-in tubes, 4in., 98. ; 6in.,1/- ; 91n.. 1/4. Rubber -covered stranded copper wire, lad 
218. yd. Tinned copper connecting wire, 
loft., 68. ; rubber -covered do. loft., 6d. 
finest quality stranded and single push -back 
wire. 12 yds., 23 : resin -cored solder, 11b., 
3:8 , twin bell wire, 12 yds., 2/8 ; do. eat 
R.C., 3d. yd. New " Lucerne " permanent crystal detectors, 21- Lucerne " crystal 
set coil with wiring instructions. 316 ; glass 
tube crystal detectors, complete, 21- ; 
guaranteed crystal with cats -whisker, 60. 
Reconditioned headphones, complete, 4,000 
ohms, 12/6. All postage extra. Trade 
supplied. -Post Radio Supplies, 33, Bourne 
Gardens. London, E.4. 
GEE GEE GEE GEE GEE GEE 
15. LITTLE NEWPORT STREET, W,C.2 
ALL CURRENT British and American 

alves in stock at B.O.T. Prices and Tax. 
Sent per return C.O.D. 
,54FD. 4,500 v. working condensers, 22/6. 
.18,000 v. working, 12:6. 10 mfd. 600 v. D.C. 
working. 8:9. 8 nlfd. 600 v. D.C., 7/6. 4 
mfd. 1,000 v., 6/6. 
MED. AID LONG WAVE T.R.F. Coils 
with diagram, 8.16 pair : Wave Change 
Switches for same. D.P., D.T., 3/-. 
3 -in. GOODMAN'S P.M. SPEAKERS, 
30;-. less transformers. 
UNIVERSAL Avo Minor Test Meter, 
£8 10e. Med., Long and Short coil unit. 
complete with Switch, Trimmers and 
Diagram, 38,6 each. 
WEARITE MIDGET I,F.T.s, 460 kos., 
iron cored, 10/6 each. 
NEW polished Steel Chassis, drilled for a 
5 -valve Superhet (Win. x lin. x 3in,), 1018. 
ROTHERMEL Crystal Pick-ups, Senior 
Model, 58/6. 
12 v. CAR RADIO, Vibrator, Transformers 
18/6. 
5 -VALVE UNIVERSAL All Wave Kits. 
Complete with all valves, speaker, etc., 
less Cabinet. £10 15e. 
All the above goods guaranteed. Orders 
under 21, plus 1/- postage. Over 25 regis- 
tered. Send ld. stamp for List. 
GEE ELECTRIC, 15, LITTLE NEWPORT 
ST RE_ET, LONDON, W.C.2. GER. 6794. 
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FRED'S RADIO CABIN 
OFFER THE FOLLOWING BARGAINS. 
Long -wave coils, I'. pair. Permanent 
crystal detectors, 36. Three -wave coils 
superhet 101- pair. Wiirre-wound potentio- 
meters, 100 and 5.000 Ones 26 each ; 25,000 
ohms, 416. Solon irons, soldering : straight 
13x6, Pencil la/6. T,C,C., .01 mid 8/- doz. ; 
.01 mid, mica, 1i- each ; 0001 mid. mica, 
1- each. G.E.C., .1 mid., 350v. w., 84. each, 
7,'6 doz, Bias condensers, 50 mid., 12v. w., l'9 ; 25 mad 30v. w., 2, 1 watt first -grade 
resistances. (if- doz., 1 watt, 4'6 doz. ; our 
selection. Resin core solder, 3'9 lb. reel. Multicore, 516 ib. reel. .3 and .2 amp. droppers, 5./6 each. Replacement field coils, 
1,000. 2,500, 6,500 ohms. 6'8 each. 2 gang 
0006 mid. condensers. with trimmers, 1216. 2'8. Knobs, 6d. -; 5/6 doz. ; green milled edge. 

Brown pointer knobs, 8d, each. Octal 
valveholders. 8d. each. Sleeving, 2mm 
3'- doz. yds. Moving -coil spiders, 5'6 doz. 
On -Off toggle switches. 118 each. 2 Meg. 
Vol, control with switch, 319. 2 Pole 6 -way 

doz. Large 11 
for 

X7tpín Ceramic rvalve 
clips. des, 11 each. Hivac valve -holders, 4 -pin 76 

5 -pin 8d 2 -pin baseboard coil -holders, 4d. Dial bulb -holders, clip and bracket type, 
6d. TRF wave -change switches, 2.6 each, 
250,000 ohms. vol. controls, 2,3. Tinned 
copper wire, )lb. reels, 16, 18, 20, 22 s.w.g., 

reel. Metal braiding, 6d. yard, ideal for 
bonding in car radios. 3 -gang .000385 mfd, 
'condensers, 3/8th dia. spindles. 36. Moving - 
coil meters. Few Only. Sifam, 30.0.30 m.a., 
80'-. Weston 35.0.35 m.v. res. 100 ohms., 35/-. 
Woden A.C. Transformers, 35fí.0.350 volts, 
80 m,a., 4v. 4a., 4v. 21 amps., 27/6, or with 
6.3 volts. 3 amps., 5v. 2 a.. 2716. Porth- 
mineter, as above, 39'3. Farnel A.C. trans., as above but 100 m.a price 35'- each. 
F.R.C. L.F. chokes. 10 h 60 m.a 250 ohms., 
616. F.R.C. multi -ratio output trans- formers. 
tode only, 7 6. Weymouth editpaekPall- 
wave, 336. I'.C, I.F. coils, 465 kc,s., /5'. 
Pair): dial scale, 2/6 : chassis, 76 each. Oak, wave -change switches, 1P., 12 -way, 
3 p. 4 w.. 4 p. 3 w., 2 p. 0 w., 4'6 each. Dual- range iron -cored adjustable med, and long wave coils. With circuit for TRF 
A.C.-D.C. midget, 96 pair. Chassis, 3/6. Dial, 1/9. Switches, g1-. Neg, Feed-back 
chokes, 2'6. K,B. tobe controls, tapped, 
2/6. R.I. transformers, 500.0.500 volts., 
120 m.a. 4 v. 3 a., 4 v. 4 a., 4 v. 4 a. All e.t. 
T.C.C., 10 mid., 450 volts, paper, metal 
cased, 716 each. Norman, 8 plus, 18 mid,. 
500 v. w..-8'6. Contact cleaner, 316 bottle. 
Speaker cement, 5,'6 tin. Many other bargains for callers only. 
FREIYS RADIO CABIN, 75. Newington Butts, Elephant and Castle, London, 
2 E.11. (One minute from tube.) Rodney 

MINIAT E' RIs_rotary switches, 2 pole 3 -way, 
1/3. T.R.F. &oils, medium and long -wave 
with reaction winding and circuit diagram, 
formers 5./6.1 Midget 

pentode 
tchokes, 

5/6. Bulgin MKS. and M.B.C. holders, 
18 different types In stock at ed., 84. and 
94. -T. W. Commºs, 309, Chiswick High Road, 
London, W.4. Phono : Chiswick 4530. 

BUILD an A.C./D.C. Superhet. Radio givinge and 
on £10e Oriel. 

exceptid onally 
attractive figured 

walnut cabinet). Extensive drawings. 
photographs and detailed instructions to 
enable veriest novice to build a professional 
set. Postal help with greatest pleasure. 
Money back written guarantee if you fail` -J. Morgan, 164, Whyteleafe Rd., Caterham. 
Surrey. 

VALVES. Mollard, Mazda, Osram Hisao. 
HL2, HL23, 5!10. TDD2A, 1H5dT, 9'2. 
ICSGT. INSG, VP2, SP2, KTI. VP2 3. Pen 25, 
Pen 220, MÚ14, 1150, 1L-. IA7GT, TP23. 
X24, PM2B, XL, ID, 1210. XP, 15/3. 
XSG. XVS, KY, 19/, Valveholders, 9d. 
Rivac, 4 -pin, 7d. ; 5 -pin, SO. Wearite " 

P " coils, 3/- each. Cyldon trimmers. 
55150 mmfd., 9d. ; 401100 mmfd.. 1!- ; 500 
mmfd., 2/-. Tubulare, all sizes. Resistors, 
-1 watt, Ott. each. Midget parafeed L.F. trans., 4 : 1 at 4/6. Midget output trans., I. 
4/9. Long -wave adaptor for wartime 
receivers, 14/6. Solder tags, 2, 4 6 BA. 213 
per gross. Grid clips. 1d. Systoftex, 2 mm., 
3d. per yd. Tinned copper wire, 16, 18, 20, 
22 g., 2(3 per i lb. Crystals 3d, each. Write 
for full list of supplies. New goods only.. -Radio Supplies, 56, Hughes Ave 
elorwieh, Lanes. 

G',`l!/E/ 11AlÌlask 
SPECIAL OFFERS. ALL NEW GOODS. 
" LSTERNATIONAL " and " Mazda " 
Octal Valve holders 31- doz., 80; gross lots. 
CONDENSERS (canned), All 500v. working. 
8 mid. 2:10. 16 mid. 3/4, 8+8 4/3, 4, 5 and 7 
D.m., 6'- doz. 
VOLUME CONTROLS (Centralab), less 
switch 2/8, with switch 3/6. 
RESISTORS. i watt, assorted values, 
4:- doz, .3 mains droppers. 3/9 each. 
CAR RADIO Suppressors. 16;- per dozen. 
ROTIIERMEL Pick-ups (crystal) " de 
luxe," £2 16s. 3d. 
LINE CORD. ,3 amp. (60 ohms per ft.), 
2 -way 1:- per yd., 3 -way 21- per yd. 
GLASS ACCUMULATORS, 2 volt, 45 
amp. 10 6. 
SPEAKERS. Celestion L!Trans.. 21, 
31 5, 61, 8, 10in. AU T,M. in stock. 
Hundreds of other unbeatable quality -value 
lines, Largest stock of B.V.A. and U.S. 
Valves in England. Let us quote for all 
your needs. 

MATTRlID(Kings)Ot'SERVICE 

4$81 

152,- Richmond Road, Ki ngston-on-Thames, Surrey. 

A FREE BOOK 
for all interested in 

MORSE CODE 
TRAINING. 

There are Candler Morse 
Code Courses for Beginners and 

Operators. 
Send for this Free 
" BOOK OF FACTS " 
it gives full details con- 

cerning all Courses: 

THE CANDLER SYSTEM CO. (5.L.O.) 
121, Kingaway, London, W..C.2. 

Candler System Co., Denver, Colorado, U.S.A. 

SC OTLAND'S LARGEST STOCKISTS 
Anything radio we have it. 

EDDY ST ONE -AGENTS- RAYMART 
Send fcr Parts and Kits List. 

BUCCLEUCH RADIO 
MA NUFACTURERS 

Melville Terrace, Edinburgh. 
Phone E oinburgh 42803. Grams. Therm. Edin. 

POST-WAR TELEVISION 
The advance in Radio -Technique will 
offer unlimited opportunities of high 
pay and secure posts for those Radio 
Engineers who have had the foresight 
to become technically qualified. 
How you can do this quickly and easily 
in your spare time is fully explained in our unique handbook. 
Full,: details are given of A.M1I.LE,E.. 
A.3I.13rit.I.R.E. City& Guild sE earns. 
and particulars of up-to-date courses 
in Wireless Engineering, Radio Servicing, Short Waves, Television, Mathematics, etc., etc. 
We guarantee " NO PASS-NO FEE." 
Preparo for to -morrow's opportunities 
and post-free csmpelttlon by sending for 
this very informative 113page guide 
NOW -FREE and without obligation. 
BRITISH INSTITUTE OF 
EN G1N-1;ER I N G TECHNOLOG1 

(Dept. 242). 
17, Stratford Place, -London. W.1. 

AVOMINORS, new £4 4s. New Moving Coil 
meters, 3}in, overall, 100 microamps.. 
1 m.A., 42f-: 5mA., 38/6; 3, 10 or 150 volts, 
3816 each; 300 volta, 42/-; New M.I. Meters, 
1. 3 or 10 amps. D.C.. 13'6 each. Westing- 
house meter rectifiers, 5 mA.; 7/6: Buïgin 
Whistle/Gram, scratch filters, new, list 
12'6, to clear B8' Relays, 2 v. 10 mA. 
S.P,S.T. 5/.. Vatveholders, 4 -pin, 2d.: 
5. 7, octal, 7d. P.O. Mike insets, Stn. diam., 
3'6; assorted resistances, 3- dozen: con- 
necting wire, 2/6 dozen yards, assorted 
P.V.C., rubber, push -back; 20 amp. Vacuum 
mercury switches, 5/-; Reconditioned single 
range meters, state wants, please. Cash 
with order, post extra. -R, Massey (P.) 
58, Wakefield Avenue, Hull. 
RADIO REPAIRS. Prompt and efecient' 
All makes. Repairs guaranteed. Enquiries 
to Box Na. 130, " Practical Wireless," Tower 
House, . Southampton Street, W.C2. 
R.A.F. 011155 RECEIVERS, £15 15s' 
ARMY Type 58. Mk. 1, Walkie-Talkie, 
complete with power unit, 315. Power 
packs built into P1155. Any component 
supplied by Mail Order. S.A.E. for lists. 
-SARVIS, Certificated Radio Engineer, 
10, HeadiandsDrive, Prestwich, Manchester 
REPAIRS to moving coil speakers, cones. 
coils fitted, field rewound -or altered.; 
speaker, transformers, clock coils rewound, guaranteed satisfaction, prompt service.- 
L.S. Repair Service, 49, Trinity Rd., Upper 
Tooting, S.W.17. Phone : BALham 2359. 
TWO NEW 70L7's plus 12B8 and 25A7 
offered in exchange for A.C./D.C. testmeter. Letters, please. -Windsor, 16, Fineº Road, SES. 
SALE, Eddystone A.W.2 and 'phones, 
H.M.V. Pu, Books, Components. -E, Petty, Beaulieu." Cashes Green. Road, Cainscross, Stroud, Glos. 
A GALVO METER and a " Walkie Talkie" as new, ex Gov. S.A.E.-Box No. 129. ' Prac- tical Wireless, Tower House, Southampton Street, W.0.2, 
FOR SALE. 1 B.T.H. Amplifier, type 
VA3. 1 Dual Turntable Record Player. 
1 UU5, 1 AC/1IL,1 V312, 1 PP51400, 1 RCA81. All new valves. 4 10v. 7.5 Exciter Lamps. 
1 230 V. 250 watt E.S. Projector Lamp. 
1 B.T.H. 13 v.15 amp. D.C. Generator. Best offers to L. Bass, Chantry Cinema, Grimsby, 
WANTED, in perfect condition, 2 -gang tuning condensers .0005 mid. both sections with two trimmers, covered types, also Wearite Uni -gen and Universal coils. - Macpherson, Blythehill, West Ferry, Dundee. 
WANTED, Ferranti !Mains Chokes. Types 
B2 and PIO. Push -Pull audio transformer Type AF905, ratio 1/1. Push -Pull Output Transformer, Type - O.P.M.6c.-Dean, - 78A, Alberte.Avenue, Cheam, Surrey. 
WANTED. -Eddystone All -World Two, either complete or only both tuning con- densers. -Richman, Gilwern, Abbots Park, Chester, 

Wickham RoadiBoacombe East,r S Bouu.rne- Bourne- mouth. 

TUITION 
PRACTICAL Training in Radio Physics. A three months Laboratory Course is now available at The British National Radio School, a long established and highly successful institution specialising in con- verting Operators " and. Mechanics " into Radio Engineers. Correspondence courses in Radar, Radio and Television. Ask for details of our unique " Four Year Plan " leading to Brit. LR.E, and I.E.E. examinations with five City and Guilds certificates as interim rewards. Studies Director. B.N.R.S., 66, Addiseombe Road, Croydon, Surrey. 
RA D, IRT., T ELEV, 
Be prepared foRr 

PSrStremendous 
peaISIONce-timetc. e developments. Students of both sexes trained for appointments in all branches of radio. Boarders accepted. Low fees: 2d. stamp for prospectus. Wireless College, 

Colwyn Bay. 
TiiE`Tuitionary Board of the Institute of Practical Radio Engineers bave available Home Study Courses covering elementary, theoretical, mathematical, practical and laboratory tuition in radio and television engineering ; the text is suitable coaching matter for I.P.R.E, Service entry and progressive exams. ; tºitienary fees at ostatte. The e btfIºtrbonTe may obtaind,poss 
free, from the. Secretary, 20. Fairfield 
Road, Crouch End, N.B. 



Practical Wireless 
BLUEPRINT SERVICE 

SPECIAL NOTICE 
THESE blueprints are drawn full 

size. The issues containing 
descriptions of these sets are now out 
of print, but an asterisk beside the 

PRACTICAL WIRELESS Ro. of F. J. Ca-mu,'a A.C. Sanerhet 4 . , - PW59* 
CRYSTAL SETS 

Blueprint. P. J. Comma Universal 84 Sutter- - PW60 Blueprints, 6d. each. " Qualitone " Universal Four .. - PW 73' Jí+27 Crystal licenser PW-71 the" Ju,,ir" Crystal Set ., - PW"94* SHORT-WAVE SETS. Battery Operated 
One -valve : Blueprint, is, STRAIGHT SETS. Battery Operated. Simple S.W. One -valuer - One -Valve : Blueprints, Is. each. PW66 

MTV) aye I linen (Pentode) ., - PW31A' Two -valve : Blueprints, Is, each. 

blueprint number denotes that con- structional details are available, free 
with the blueprint. 

The index letters which precede the 
Blueprint Number indicate the per- 
iodiealin which the description appears: 
Thus P.W. refers to PRACTICAL 
WIRELESS, A.W. to Amateur Wireless, 

toWirelessMagazine. 
-Beginners' Dccc.,-:, le er - Midget. Short-wave To,, (D. Pen) PW65* -PW38A Send (preferably) a postal order to 
The. "Pyramid " Une -valveº (HF The " Fleet " Short-wave Tx -o cover the cost of the Blueprint 
Peq - PW93* (D (TIF Pen), Pen) PW91 (stamps over 6d. unacceptable). to 

Two -valve : Blueprint, is. Three -valve : Blueprints, Is. each. PRACTICAL WIRELESS Blueprint 
The Sicuet Two (I) d: LT) - Experimenter's Short-wave Three PW76* Dept., George Newnes, Ltd., Tower 
Three -valve : Blueprints, os, each. 
e -le,tnne Battery Three (D, 21.F 

(SG, D, Pow) 
The Prefect 3 (D, 2 LF (it C and 

PW30A* 

PW-63' 

House, Southampton Street, Strand, 
W.C.2. 

Sumtait Three (HF Per. D, l'en) 
PW10 
PSI, 37. The Sand -spread S.W. Three 

All Pentode Three (11F Pen, I) (HF Pen, D (Pen), Pen) .. PW6S' SUPER -REPS 
Pc la). Pen) 

11 all -Mn re Cadet (D,LF,Peu (RC')) 
F. (.anon s Silver S,xnvenlr (LiF 

l'en, D (Pen), l'e) (All -Kane 
Caine., Midget Three (D, 2 LF 

(Trans)) .. 
1í,i' 6onotoºe Three -Four (:H{e 

Pen, HF l'en, 15 estertor, Pen) Lotter All -Wave Three (D, 2 LF 

PW 39 PORTABLES 
PW'48* Three -valve : Blueprints, Is. each. 

F. J. Ca.mm's -ELF 'I lues -va Pue 
Portable (III' Pen, D, lien) 

PW49* Parvo FIyweight Midget Pin table 
(SG, D, l'en) .- 

PW51* Four-calºe Blueprint, is. "Jhc, " Portable 4 (D, LF, LF 
PtF'S3' 

Battery Seta : Blueprints, is, 6d. each. 
'VerelTy Fenr .. W'M395* 
Tim Request All -Waver ., .,- W'M407 

PW'65 Main Sets : Blueprints, ls. each. -i-eptode Super Three AC. .. - WM359* PWi7' 
PORTABLES 

Four -valve : Blueprints, is. ed. each. Pi Holiday Portable (SO, D, LF, 
PW55* MISCELLANEOUS Close B) -AW393' 

Time Monitor (HF Pen, D, Pen) .. 
The `tutor Three (HF Pen, D. Pen) 

P51 51. Bhteprtnt, la. 
PLC63 S.W. Converter -Adapter (1 valve) 

Faanily Portable (BF, D, RC, - Pï4454, Tram) -AW447* 
The Centaur Three. (SO, D. j') 
The " Colt " All -Wave 'three (D, 

2 LF (RC .Y: Trans)) - 

The "Lapide" Straight 3 (D, 
2 LP (RC A. Trans)) 

F. J. Can,m'a Cradle All -Wave 
i'iree (HF, Det. Pen) 

Deis " Triband " All -Wave Three 
lHU, Pen. le. Pen) 

PW'c,4* AMATEUR WIRELESS AND 
MAGAZINE PW'72* CRYSTAL SETS 

Blueprints, Pd. each. PW82* Four -station Crystal i -et .. .. 
Lucerne Tuning Coil for A.W.427*, PW 78* 1534 Crystal Set .. .. 
151 -mile Crystal Set .. ., PW84* 

Tyere Portable (SG, D, 2 Trans.) - WM307* WIRELESS 
SHORT-WAVE SETS. Battery Operated 

One -valve : Blueprints, le, each. 
S, W. One -valves for America ,. -AW'42!1* - AW427* Roma Short -Waver .. -. -AW452* ed. - A\C444 Two -valve : Blueprints, is. each. '- - AW450* t:llra-shoré Battery Teto (SG, det 

F. J. Camm', " Sprite" Three 
(HF Pen. D, Tet) 

STRAIGHT SETS-- Battery Operated. 
PW87' One -valve : Blueprint, is. TAWéioece-made Coil Two (D, Pen) .. - AW440 

The "Hurricane" All -Wave Three 
(SRI), (Pen), Pen) 

F. J. Canon's "Past Bnit)u" 
Three (11F l'en, D (Pen). Ter) . 

11.ß.C. Special One -valuer 
PW89* Two -valve : Blueprints, ls. each. 

Melody Ranger ge 1 (D. Trans) 
PW"92* F,nl1 vol nt e Two (SG d t Pen).. 

- AW387* Three -valve : Blueprints, la. each. 
Experimenter's 5 -metre Set (D, - Akl': hSe a'a Stpe rc) .. - AW438 - AM 392. The [,artier Short waver (SG, Four -valve : Blueprints, 1s. each, 

Beta Universal Four (SG, D, LF, 
A ,[olden, Two -valuer 
Three -valve : Blueprints, la. each. 

- W'3í409* 

PW17* CI Ai. S.O.:l (SG. D, Trans) Four -valve ; Blueprints, Is. 6d. each. AW4i2* Nm;leon Class B Four (SG, D 
S(:). LF, Cl. B) 

Lucerne Ranger (SG, I), Trans') . 
PW'34B £5 Is. Three be Luxe Version 

A.W. Short-wave World-beater -' - AC'422' i11ì' Pen,D, RC., Trans) .. - AW430* 
Fury Four S (SG, 60. D, Pen) 
Battery Hail 3ík 4 (HF, Pen, 

PW':t4C ("S(4, D, Tans) .. 
Transportable Three (SG, D. Pen). 

Standard P r-valverShort-waver - AW'435* ;SG e, LP, P) - W31211 
D, Push -Pull) 

e" All -Wave 4 (Hr Pen, D 
(Pen), LF, Cl. B) 

PW46* Sin plc-T Three (S( I)1euI.- 
Economy Pe Iode Three (SG, D, 

P\F83 Pet,) 

- W-313 Sapeehe(o Blueprint, Is. 6d. 
.,nup1 h a "b, c)'wave duper - WM3"7 

W'1i:3.37 
The "Admiral" Four (HF Pen, W.M." (1934 Standard Three Mains Operated 

III, Pen, D, Pen (1t(')).. Pc5'90* (SG. D, Pet) }l'113J1' Two -valve : Blueprints, Is. each. F.Cannm'o " Li,' it ''All -Wave 
Four (HF Pen, D, LF, P) -. 

£3 Is. Three (SG, D, Trans) 
PW67* 1015 £6 'Os, Battery Three (SG, 

44'M:,54 Tvrr,-v 1 'Blaine Short -waver (D, - AW'453 

Mains Operated 
Two -valve : Blueprints, is, each. 

PT P Three (Pen, D, Peu) 
'Certainty Thee (5G, D, Pen) ., 

W'M:S71 Three -valve : Blueprints, ls. Bmigr, _ r (SG, D, Pen) A.C. - WM:152* WM ))93 3 

A.C. Twin (D (Pen), Fen) PWI.S Mïnitubc Three (SG, D, Trans) . --W'Eí:;JO Fear -valve : Blueprints, Is. 6d. 
Selectone A.C. Radiogram Two All-wave Winning Three (.SG. D, 

PW19* Pau) 
Standard FOUT -Taire A.C. Short - -14'31400 waver (SG, D, EC, Tans) - W31391* 

Three -valve :Blueprints, is, each. Four -valve : Blueprints, ls. 6d. each. 
Double -Diode -Triode Three (I IF 66s. 'Four (S(4,11, RC, Trans) -AW370 MISCELLANEOUS 

Pen, DDT, Pen) .. .. 
D.C. Ace (0G, D, Pee) -. 

PW23* Self -Contaiºed Four (SG, D, LP, 
PW _>5* 

S.W, One -valve Cenv, r're (mice -W'M:331 d.) - AW'349 
A.C. Three (SE. I),"Pen).. 
A.C. Leader (HI Pen, D, Pow) . , 

PW 29* Lucerne Straight Four (SG, D, 
PW :)JO* LF, Trans) 

l'ellmsiast'e Power Amplifier Il T) - W M3_7* -W'v1350 Listen t e .5 -watt A.C. Amplifier 
D t- Pr _ ier (HF Pen. D Pen).. Pl\ -3 îB* fd ts. Battery Four (HF. D, 2LF). W311)3 (i/6) 
L bique (ER Pen, D, Pen), P "-) 
F. J. Oa/11111'S A.G. All -Wave 6(1ver 

PW A* The 51.K.h u (SG, SG, D, Pen).. 
The Auto Straight ht Four (HF, Pen, 

1}'31384 Radio Z, nit (2v.) for WM39'2 (1 -) - W11ú98* 
Harris L+leetrograal Riflery aR,- 

Souvenir Three (HF Pen, D, Pen) - PW50* IHF, Pen, DDT, Pen) W'M404' PSser W'M:109* "All -Wave" A.G. Three (D, 2 Five -valve : Blueprints, la, 6d. each. De Lase Concert" A.C. Electro - 
Lie (RC)) 

A.O. 19:36 Snno(ene (HF Pen, FF 
PW ö4* Soper -quality Five (211F, D, RC, 

Trans) 
gran: (1/-) W31403. 

1FM320 Few Style Short-wave Adapter 
Pe,, Westector, Pen) , PtrS6 Class B (?aadradyne (2 SG, D, LF, W'N:3.v.ï 

Mains Record All -Wave 3 (HF 
Pen. D, Pen) 

Classy B) 
PW70* New Class B Five (2 SG, D, LF 

W'M344 Short -nive Adaptar (I:-) AB 456* 
B.L:D.L:.O. Short-wave Converter 

Four -valve : Blueprints, le. each, Class B) .. .. .. W3í340 .7_11405* 
A.C. Fury Four (SG, SG, D. Pen) 
A.G. Fury Four Super (SG, SC=, 

D, Pen) 
A.C. Hall -Mark (HF Pen, D, 

Push -Pull) 
Universal Hall -Mark (HF Pen, D, 

Push -Pull) .. .. .. 

PW20* Mains Operated 
Two -valve : Blueprints. le. each. 

PW34D Conseeleetrie Two (D, Pen) A.G.. 
Eeono»ry A.C.To (D. Trans) A.C. 

PW45* Three -valve : Blueprints, is, each. ltire Lover's New All -Electric 
PW47* Three (,SO, D..Trans. A.G.) 

Mantevaui A.C. Three (Isp, Pen, 

Wtle<ni Tone Master (l').. \+'M4U6 
The W.N. A.C.Short-wave Con- 

verter (11-) ._ -- .. WM408* ^ AW403* 
W-11286 

AW383* HINTS COUPON 
SUPERHETS 

Battery Sets : Blueprints, is, each. Cil t5s. 1539 A.C. Radiogram 
W31374* [This coupon is available until Sept, I. 

8 }-") (th "i ) - PW'40 (II V, IT, Pan \t \I461* Ind, 1946, and must accompany all I 
F. J. t_ ,'s 2 -valve S npethet.. - 
Plains Sets : Blueprints, ls: each. 

P1:á: Four-valve Blueprints, Is. 6d. each 
AI Bel -al Vine- _ St). D, Pen) 

Practical Hints. 
Wbt329 

A.G. el Superhet (rl .e -valve) .. 
D.C. £5 I:perhet (Three -valve'; - PWaä* Barrie 13.11)ilee Radiogram (HF, 

PW'42* Pen, D, LF, P).. .. .. 
PRACTICAL WIRELESS, September, 19461 - WM386* 

Ali applications respecting. Advertising in this Publication should be addressed to the ADVERI'TSEMEN`r DIRECTOR, GEORGE NEWNES. LTD.. Tower House. Southampton Street. Strand, London, W,0.2. Telephone - Temple Bar 4e63. CONDITIONS OF SALE AND SUPPLY : This periodical is sold subject to the following conditions, namely, that it shall not, without the written consent of the publishers first given, be Ient, unsold, hired out or otherwise disposed of by way of Trade except at the full retail price of 9d. - and that it shall not be lent, re -sold, hired out or otherwise disposed of in a mutilated condition or in any unauthorised cover by way of Trade; or affixed to or as part of any publication or advertising, literary or pictorial matter, whatsoever. 
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MOA,EL 

r i{ e Best 
Test 1i `w netzt...... 

ALL WAVE SIGNAL GENERATOR 

I.. Six wavebands cover 
from 100 let's to 46 nets. 

2. Scale directly calibrated 
in frequency. 

3. R.F. output controlled 
by coarse and fine 
attenuators. 

4. 400 e s internal oscillator 
provides dulationi f 

per 
5. '(mnodulated or exter- 

nally modulated - R.F. 
output available. 

6. tin to 1 volt output of 
400 eh. -available for 

' Audio tests: - 

7. Main filters are fitted 
reducing direct radia- 
tion tai a minimum. 

8. Operates from -110 or 
200-250.velts A.C. mains, 
40-100 sicles.. 

0. Dimenslons.: -1211n. s 
Sam x 6h,. deep. 

:Weight about 101bá. 

Taylor Model 68R is 'a reliable andaccurate main5- 
Operated portable Signal -Generator. It is designed for 
alt general Radio frequency and Audio frequency tests 
on Radio receivers or amplifiers. - 

Price £15 lit a 0 
Please write for Illustrated leaflet. 

:ënqúir,res to your 'usual factor or'. direct to: _. 

Electrical- .Instruments . Lid. Iritall .,o.r 419.42.4 MONTROSE AVENUE, SLOUGH, BUCKINGHAMSHIRE 
Staujh 2118t linen) - Gramt:"°Taylips" Slough 

FOR ALL RADIO USES 

Manufacturers on both sides of 
the Atlantic prefenErsin Multicore 
Solder for use in high class, radio 
and electrical equipment. Multicore, 
the solder with three, cores, of non- 

NULTIÇORE , corrosiveflux, ensures speedy soldering 
bd, CARTON and high quality joints with comparatively 

unskilled labour. The use of Ersin Multicore with correct 
,soldering technique avoids HR or "dry "- joints. 

MULTICORE. SOLDERS LIMITED 
Mettler House, Albemarle St., W.I. Tel: REGent 1411 (P.S.X. filins) 

PITMAN 
inimazimzeinus 
Rodio Books 

RADIO UPKEEP .AND 
RE:MAIRS 

i_iv ALFRED T. WITTe, A.bl,I.E.E. This book is 
a firm favourite with all who take up radia =ervicing 
and all those who like' to rep ti.r, own set up .to 
cone, t pitch. Six editions in succession, and still 
a bis demand ! The Bulletin' of the Radio Society 
of Gisait Britain says " It' furnishes clues to the 
unusual as well as to the more usual types of faults." 
Sixth Edition, 7/6 net: 

'TIIERMIONIC VALVE 
CIRCUITS 

Bi -EÁIRys'ZVILr1A_.ts:-. About this S'contll,dition' 
Nature " says : " New material l s been added, 

deaiiiír with such subjects ds free»+ inòdulátiop;_ 
gas -filled valves, tintebases, t i relay,, the 
transitron anti the eathode foil .;ser. . The 
book remains It very good survey.. of ,all the main 
types Of valve circuits, presented in such a Way 
that the student .nh ty..be in a posi.tfon undor- 
stand, or even foresee, further developmto_ ents: 
ra/6 net. 

Order front 

MODERN BOOK CO': (Dept. L:P), 
23, Praed Street, London, W.z. , 
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